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Elections: Lessons from the U.S. Experience in Afghanistan is the eighth lessons learned report to be issued by the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction. This report examines the challenges the United States and international community face in supporting Afghan elections. The U.S. government has allocated more than $620 million for this purpose. Further, it examines challenges faced by Afghans—including government officials, civil society organizations, and candidates—as they have tried to prepare for, observe, administer, and adjudicate elections.

The report is unique in that it identifies lessons to inform U.S. policies and actions regarding electoral support. These lessons are relevant for Afghanistan, where the United States will likely remain engaged in the coming years, and for electoral support efforts in other conflict-affected countries. The report provides recommendations to executive branch agencies for improving such efforts, as well as matters for consideration for the Afghan government.

Despite significant challenges, Afghanistan has held several elections. This has been no small achievement—to the credit of Afghans and the U.S. and international partners who have supported them. Our findings highlight the difficulty of building a credible electoral process in a challenging environment. We found that U.S. and international electoral assistance has yielded several improvements. However, because donor support often recedes after an election, many of those improvements have yet to last beyond the end of each electoral cycle. As it is currently structured, donor support is focused on achieving the short-term and important goal of simply ensuring that elections are held. However, if the long-term goal is ensuring Afghanistan has a sustainable democratic process, U.S. and international partners may want to focus more attention on building the capacity of Afghanistan’s electoral institutions.

This report also discusses the sensitive topic of election fraud. In addition to experts and staff from international organizations, foreign governments, and U.S. government agencies, SIGAR spoke with current and former Afghan election officials, members of parliament, unsuccessful parliamentary candidates, and leaders of domestic observation groups. Some of the people we spoke to were successfully elected to public office, others were not, and some have been accused of fraud themselves. While SIGAR cannot prove or disprove statements made by these individuals—as noted in the report—they are included to help policymakers understand the competing narratives that shape Afghanistan’s electoral landscape.

This report was written at the request of then-U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan John R. Bass, who asked SIGAR to look at elections in Afghanistan and, specifically, the use
of election technology. To make the report relevant for U.S. Embassy Kabul and those currently working to build Afghanistan’s electoral capacity, this report examines select topics through the lens of Afghanistan’s current elections environment.

SIGAR began its Lessons Learned Program in late 2014 at the urging of General John Allen, U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan Ryan Crocker, and other senior officials who had served in Afghanistan. These lessons learned reports comply with SIGAR’s legislative mandate to provide recommendations to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of U.S.-funded reconstruction programs and operations; prevent and detect waste, fraud, and abuse; and inform the Congress and the Secretaries of State and Defense about reconstruction-related problems and the need for corrective action.

The Congress created SIGAR as an independent agency focused solely on the Afghanistan mission and its reconstruction issues. Unlike most inspectors general offices, which have jurisdiction only over the programs and operations of their respective departments or agencies, SIGAR has jurisdiction over all programs and operations supported with U.S. reconstruction dollars, regardless of the agency involved. Because SIGAR has the authority to look across the entire reconstruction effort, it is uniquely positioned to identify and address whole-of-government lessons.

Our lessons learned reports synthesize not only the body of work and expertise of SIGAR, but also that of other oversight agencies, government entities, current and former officials with on-the-ground experience, academic institutions, and independent scholars. The reports document what the U.S. government sought to accomplish, assess what it achieved, and evaluate the degree to which these efforts helped the United States reach its reconstruction goals in Afghanistan. They also provide recommendations to address the challenges stakeholders face in ensuring effective and sustainable reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan, as well as in future contingency operations.

SIGAR's Lessons Learned Program comprises subject matter experts with considerable experience working and living in Afghanistan, aided by a team of seasoned research analysts. I want to express my deepest appreciation to the team members who produced this report: David Young, project lead; Jordan Kane and Paul Kane, senior analysts; and Will Clift, Patrick O’Malley, and Jordan Schurter, student trainees. I also thank Nikolai Condee-Padunov, program manager; Tracy Content, editor; Vong Lim, senior visual information specialist; Jason Davis, visual information specialist; and Joseph Windrem, Lessons Learned Program Director. In producing its reports, the program also uses the significant skills and experience found in SIGAR’s Audits, Investigations, and Research and Analysis directorates, and the Office of Special Projects. I thank all of the individuals who contributed their time and effort to this report.
In addition, I am grateful to the many U.S. government officials at the Department of Defense, the Department of State, and the U.S. Agency for International Development who provided valuable insights and feedback. This report is truly a collaborative effort meant to not only identify problems, but also to learn from them and propose reasonable solutions to improve future reconstruction efforts.

I believe lessons learned reports such as this will be a key legacy of SIGAR. Through these reports, we hope to reach a diverse audience in the legislative and executive branches, at the strategic and programmatic levels, both in Washington and in the field. Using our unique interagency mandate, we intend to do everything we can to make sure the lessons from the most ambitious reconstruction effort in U.S. history are identified and applied—not just in Afghanistan, but in future conflicts and reconstruction efforts elsewhere in the world.

John F. Sopko,

Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. government has faced serious challenges in helping Afghanistan build its capacity to prepare for, observe, administer, and adjudicate elections. As the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) put it:

Afghanistan is among the most challenging environments in the world [in which] to hold elections. It is a nascent democracy with an ongoing violent insurgency, an unverifiable number of eligible voters, many of whom are illiterate, and a country spread over harsh terrain. Corruption is pervasive, rule of law is tenuous where it has any hold at all, and impunity for election-related violence and fraud is the norm.1

Since 2001, the international community has spent at least $1.2 billion—including at least $620 million contributed by the U.S. government—supporting Afghanistan's electoral process, including seven separate elections.2 This report was written to help policymakers and program implementers understand the challenges Afghanistan faces in holding its elections. The report covers more than 15 years of electoral assistance in Afghanistan. Its lessons and recommendations are intended to help U.S. government departments and agencies as they plan and implement electoral support to Afghanistan and other countries around the world. While peace talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government take shape, this report can inform U.S. electoral assistance during those talks (if they are prolonged) and any U.S. electoral assistance that may come after a possible peace settlement. Given the demand for reform since the 2014 presidential elections, much of this report’s analysis revolves around key events and processes of the last six years.

Each chapter of this report focuses on a specific topic related to Afghan elections. The conclusion includes overall findings, lessons, and recommendations.

- The Introduction provides an overview of the Afghan and international stakeholders involved in administering elections, their various roles and responsibilities, and how U.S. and other donors have supported efforts to hold elections and build sustainable election institutions.
- Chapter 2 describes the challenge of administering elections in an insecure environment, and how election officials and security forces struggle to make the country secure enough for credible elections to take place.
- Chapter 3 examines the capacity of Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission (IEC) and raises concerns about its ability to manage and administer elections with transparency and accountability.
- Chapter 4 details Afghanistan’s history with voter registration that has made it vulnerable to fraud, as well as challenges to the country’s recent attempt to create a national voter registry.
- Chapter 5 describes the prevalence of fraud in the months and years leading up to an election, particularly how staff at Afghanistan’s two election commissions can be both perpetrators and victims of fraud.
- Chapter 6 examines the effect of fraud on the dispute resolution process after an
election, and how fraud can be enabled and compounded by a lack of capacity and transparency at the Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC).

- **Chapter 7** details the Afghan government’s adoption of technology at polling centers to increase the credibility of elections, and how delays and other challenges have reduced the intended benefit of the election technology.

- **Chapter 8** explores the challenges faced by election observers to serve as a check on electoral fraud and malpractice as they struggle to hire, train, deploy, and oversee qualified observers who can access polling centers in an insecure environment.

- **Chapter 9** describes how the U.S. government’s sporadic support of Afghan elections, in which donor engagement and funding ramps up shortly before an election but drops off immediately afterward, has undermined efforts to help the Afghan government build sustainable election institutions and implement critical reforms to avoid repeating past mistakes.

- **Chapter 10** concludes the report with SIGAR’s findings, lessons, and recommendations.

To prevent Afghanistan from once more becoming a terrorist safe haven, the U.S. government has tried for years to help the country hold credible elections that result in legitimate government officials. However, the return on the U.S. government’s $620 million investment in supporting Afghan elections has been poor. Afghan electoral stakeholders do not appear closer to credibly preparing for, administering, and resolving disputes for elections than they were in 2004, despite the hard work of many in the international community. While assistance has sometimes yielded improvements, they have yet to last beyond the end of each electoral cycle, when most donor support recedes. As a result, Afghanistan’s electoral institutions remain weak, which undermines the confidence of the Afghan public in its government. As USAID in Afghanistan observed in 2018, “Elections are not yet perceived by the public as an effective way to influence public policy.”

Expectations among donors seem lower than ever. Given unprecedented insecurity, political gridlock, and uncertainty around the prospect of peace, donors seem relieved that elections are happening at all. As one U.S. embassy official told SIGAR, some of the U.S. government’s greatest election successes are simply preventing worse outcomes, such as a cancelled election or a collapsed government. Several international officials working on Afghan elections have referred to their role as little more than “firefighting.” While the electoral process could eventually improve, the current course—marked by timeline-based, sporadic cycles of support—will force donors to continue reacting to crises rather than address systemic deficiencies. As it is currently structured, donor support is focused on achieving short-term goals, such as simply ensuring that elections are held, rather than achieving the long-term goal of creating a sustainable democratic process.

A key finding of this report is that building the electoral institutions, civil society organizations, political parties, and democratic traditions necessary for credible
elections will require continuous engagement. However, moving donors away from intermittent support focused on short-term goals and toward a steady effort focused on long-term goals will require a significant shift in how electoral support is provided. If election assistance in Afghanistan continues to be important to U.S. policymakers, the coming 2020–2025 electoral cycle—particularly the next three years—will be a critical time to stay engaged, politically and technically.

Nationwide provincial council and district council elections—as well as parliamentary elections in Ghazni—were supposed to take place alongside the 2019 presidential election, but were delayed to keep the presidential election on track. Mayoral elections are also expected in the near future. If all these elections take place before the constitutionally mandated 2023 parliamentary and 2024 presidential elections, donors may again be preoccupied with just making sure elections take place. In that case, there will not be an “election cycle” for the next five years; instead, electoral stakeholders will be continuously responsible for disparate but critical stages of six different elections throughout the next five years. This would constitute the most overwhelming electoral schedule in Afghanistan’s history. However, it is possible that there will be further delays. If so, the next three years may be relatively quiet for election stakeholders and well suited to the kind of steady electoral support recommended in this report.

While peace talks are ongoing, any intra-Afghan peace agreement that would necessitate an overhaul of the electoral or even constitutional framework could still be a long way off. Afghanistan will continue to need electoral assistance before, during, and after those talks are complete, assuming a deal is reached.

The findings, lessons, and recommendations below are intended to help the Congress and the executive branch as they consider how best to support the electoral process in Afghanistan and, more generally, in unstable environments elsewhere.

**FINDINGS**

1. **Electoral security is inextricably tied to overall security, both of which are steadily deteriorating.**

   Insecurity alone is a major hurdle to widespread political participation. Since 2004, the number of planned and unexpected polling center closures on election day due to insecurity has steadily increased, reflecting a worsening security environment; effective Taliban attacks continue to increase; insurgent activity is closely correlated with lower registration and turnout rates; and fear for personal safety and fear while voting are at record highs. On the current course, insecurity alone will increasingly undermine the legitimacy of Afghan elections.
2. **Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission has always suffered and continues to suffer from weak leadership, unqualified staff, minimal accountability for fraud and malpractice, and a structure poorly suited to decision making.**

To effectively prepare for and administer elections, the IEC must have certain qualities, both as an institution and at a staff level, that are in short supply. First, at the institutional level, the IEC must have the necessary structure to adequately address contentious issues. As it is, the laws, regulations, and conventions governing the IEC’s roles, responsibilities, and internal communication hinder decision making. Second, at the leadership level, the IEC needs individuals with the vision and discipline to plan for long-term success and quickly react to short-term developments. Instead, the IEC’s leadership is often paralyzed by indecision and appears unwilling to take action today in preparation for tomorrow. Third, IEC staff must have the knowledge and skills to carry out their duties. However, post-election staff purges, inexperienced leadership, corrupt hiring practices, inadequate training, and a shortage of qualified job candidates have contributed to a poorly trained and poorly motivated workforce. Fourth, even for the leaders and staff who do have the knowledge and ability to do their jobs, the IEC must have the will and ability to hold them accountable. Yet with a few notable exceptions, IEC personnel have seldom faced consequences for incompetence or fraud, despite the existence of basic legal foundations for accountability.

3. **The national voter registry and the voter registration process are exceptionally vulnerable to manipulation and mismanagement that undermine the voter registry’s purpose of ensuring credible elections.**

The creation of Afghanistan’s first national voter registry in 2018 was a major accomplishment and helped reduce ballot stuffing by tying voters to specific polling stations for the first time. However, problems with the registry’s implementation hindered its ability to mitigate fraud. Registering requires a voter to have a national identification card, which is easy to counterfeit, and there is no effective way to prevent or detect efforts to register with fraudulent documents. The number of registered voters is improbably high, given the population size and low turnout shortly after registering, which likely indicates registration fraud.

Malpractice and lack of transparency also undermine the credibility of the voter registry. On multiple occasions, hundreds of thousands of voters were removed from the registry under opaque circumstances. On election days in 2018 and 2019, large numbers of voters arrived at their polling station only to find themselves unable to vote because their names did not appear on the voter lists. To avoid disenfranchising a large number of voters, the IEC allowed some voters not on the lists to vote anyway.
4. **Afghan elections are regularly subject to fraud and manipulation through bribes, threats, or both.**

Election fraud in Afghanistan is rampant and takes many forms: Political leaders exert influence over senior election officials and, through them, lower-level staff, and election commissioners and their senior staff sell their services for financial gain. Senior election officials thus play an ambiguous role, serving variously as protectors of the process, perpetrators of fraud, illicit collaborators with senior government officials, and victims of their abuses. Fraud is also perpetrated by local powerbrokers trying to curry favor with candidates in the anticipation of a reward, in the form of government contracts, jobs, or payoffs. It is difficult to detect and prove fraud, and even harder to reduce it. Anti-fraud measures are often co-opted to perpetrate more fraud, and even successful fraud mitigation can end up suppressing legitimate votes, sometimes in ways that favor one group over another.

5. **Afghanistan’s electoral dispute resolution process consistently suffers from political manipulation, incompetence, and a lack of transparency.**

The transparent resolution of disputes is a critical safeguard for ensuring an election’s credibility. However, Afghanistan does not have a credible dispute resolution process. The ECC—which is responsible for adjudicating election complaints—is overwhelmed. Its provincial offices are weak, vulnerable to political influence, and operate with little oversight. ECC officials are unable to make decisions quickly and rarely justify or share them with the public, and referrals for and prosecution of electoral crimes is minimal. Similarly, upon receiving ECC rulings, the IEC rarely justifies or publicizes its own decisions on which votes to ultimately exclude.

These problems are both a cause and an effect of a worrying trend: Election fraud is increasingly centralized in the dispute resolution process at the provincial and central headquarters, where fraudsters can have the biggest impact for the least effort, as well as the fewest witnesses and the thickest smokescreen. Chaos and malpractice in the central and provincial electoral bodies in the resolution of disputes creates ideal conditions for both election commissions to make changes to the results, and since there is no expectation of transparency, perpetrators can commit fraud with impunity. As a result, the process that is supposed to rout out fraud is, instead, when some of its most potent forms occur.

6. **Technology has not improved the credibility of Afghan elections, but has merely added another means of contesting them.**

The 2018 and 2019 elections showed the Afghan government was unable to use technology to improve the credibility of its elections. Despite this, both the government and political parties have sought to continue and even expand the use of technology. Though it did reduce ballot box stuffing, election technology created new vulnerabilities to the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections. In 2018, the Independent Election Commission adopted election technology less than a month before election day, leading to several failures. In 2019, it failed to follow its
own procedures for determining how data collected by biometric devices would be used to invalidate ballots, creating opportunities to contest the election. The use of technology in Afghan elections is not inherently problematic, but political and technical challenges are likely to recur if each election continues to feature new, poorly understood, and untested technology.

7. In their efforts to identify electoral fraud and malpractice, election observation organizations face significant obstacles, particularly insecurity, inadequate funding and training, and insufficient oversight to address corruption among their own observers.

Election observers can increase the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections by publicizing electoral fraud and malpractice. However, their efforts are hindered in several ways. Observers are often intimidated, co-opted, or are themselves corrupt. Insecurity often makes polling centers inaccessible to observers, and even when observers are present, powerbrokers with a stake in the election often coerce them into falsifying reports and ignoring irregularities. Sometimes observers submit false reports because the observers are for sale or are otherwise unreliable. In addition, election officials rarely share with observers the critical information necessary for them to detect fraud, like which polling stations will be open on election day. Funding for observation organizations and candidate agents is insufficient or comes too late, which leads to poor training. As a result, evidentiary standards in observer reporting are inadequate, often making their reports useless for the electoral dispute resolution process.

8. Donors make their electoral assistance less effective by being too cautious in their engagement with Afghan counterparts, by overemphasizing technical issues, and by focusing assistance around election day rather than throughout Afghanistan’s five-year electoral cycle.

Most problems with Afghanistan’s electoral process cannot be blamed on poor donor assistance, but donors make their assistance less effective in several ways. First, to avoid the appearance of meddling in an election, donors often err on the side of caution and miss opportunities to provide proactive solutions to problems—such as advising election commissions on how to find and hire professional civil servants. This forces them to intervene reactively (and sometimes controversially) after an election goes poorly—such as helping broker power-sharing agreements between candidates. Second, because donors are so careful about proactively intervening in elections, they wind up devoting excessive attention to technical problems. Third, the reason donors need to address so many technical problems is because they provide financial assistance so late in the electoral process that technical problems proliferate, requiring troubleshooting. Donors tend to wait until the final months before an election to ramp up support. At that point, it is too late to build electoral institutions with the capacity to credibly manage an election. The current donor assistance model is effective enough to ensure that elections happen, but not enough to address recurring problems that end up calling the credibility of elections into question.
LESSONS
The following lessons, detailed on p. 168, are meant to inform how the U.S. government provides electoral assistance in Afghanistan and in fragile and conflict-affected countries around the world.

1. Election cycles are continuous processes that require constant donor engagement and support.
2. Fraud is an ever-evolving target that cannot be eliminated, only reduced.
3. Without transparency, measures to reduce fraud will be insufficient.
4. The use of election technology can exacerbate rather than reduce fraud or malpractice, especially if it is introduced hastily and without forethought and planning.
5. The capacity and integrity of election officials are critical components of an election’s credibility and merit significant donor attention.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The elusive prospect of a peace settlement in Afghanistan complicates U.S. government planning for election assistance. However, any changes to the Afghan government brought by an intra-Afghan peace agreement will likely involve elections of some kind. Thus, the recommendations below (and detailed on p. 170) are meant to serve multiple purposes: first, to improve the credibility of elections in the absence of a peace agreement; second, to inform discussions about a prospective electoral framework during intra-Afghan peace talks; and third, to help address electoral challenges likely to manifest in any post-agreement landscape.

Central to most of the recommendations is the argument that to be effective, election support efforts must start earlier in the electoral cycle. This would be a change in the way donors support nascent democracies globally. If the U.S. government engages earlier in Afghan election cycles, it would be in a stronger position to help Afghan counterparts implement their own electoral reforms. Some of those reforms are highlighted below for the Afghan government’s consideration.

Recommendations for the Secretary of State, the Administrator of USAID, and the U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan

1. The Secretary of State or a suitable designee should continue to work with other donor countries through the Electoral Support Group to maintain continuous engagement with the Afghan government. Typically, this group’s engagement is significantly reduced after each election cycle, making electoral assistance less effective and efficient. By participating in regular Electoral Support Group meetings, the U.S. government can more effectively support Afghanistan’s democratic process throughout the country’s five-year electoral cycle—not just immediately before and during an election.
2. The Administrator of USAID should direct appropriate staff to provide robust technical assistance to Afghanistan’s electoral commissions throughout the entire
five-year electoral cycle—not just immediately before and during an election—to help them increase their capacity and become more sustainable.

3. The Administrator of USAID should direct all bureaus providing election assistance around the world to focus more attention on building electoral institutions over the long term, rather than simply helping those institutions prepare for imminent elections.

4. The Administrator of USAID should direct appropriate staff to begin planning and designing support for domestic election observers and party and candidate agents for Afghanistan’s 2020–2025 electoral cycle as soon as possible to ensure that training and resources are available well in advance.

5. The Secretary of State and the Administrator of USAID or their designees should support Afghan government efforts to improve its voter registry to better ensure that legitimate voters are allowed to vote and fraudulent voters are removed.

6. The Secretary of State and the Administrator of USAID or their designees should encourage and help the Afghan government improve the use of existing election technology, rather than explore additional technological approaches to elections. Among the necessary improvements to existing technology, the Afghan government needs help ensuring that election workers are properly trained in its use and that it does not create new opportunities for fraud.

7. The Administrator of USAID should consider devoting more resources to supporting Afghanistan’s Electoral Complaints Commission to help build the confidence of voters in the fairness of the electoral dispute resolution process.

Matters for Consideration for the Afghan Government

After most Afghan election cycles, the leadership teams of both election commissions are usually fired for fraud and malpractice. The commissions are then unproductive for a year or more as the government scrambles to rebuild them. After the latest election cycle, however, the leaders of the two election commissions have survived for the first time and remain in their jobs. This puts them in the unique position of being able to engage early in the coming election cycle and implement electoral reforms before ramping up for the next parliamentary election in 2023. Even if this benefit is offset by government-wide challenges imposed by COVID-19, this opportunity should not be wasted. To improve their ability to prepare for, administer, and adjudicate elections, Afghanistan’s election commissions should consider:

1. Identifying the specific reforms to be undertaken in the coming election cycle, how they will be prioritized and implemented, and contingencies for when compromises must be made on the number and quality of those reforms;

2. Strictly abiding by the civil service commission testing criteria when recruiting new election commission staff to prevent corrupt hiring practices;

3. Drawing on the experiences of other developing countries that have recently undergone democratic transitions and held credible elections in the face of considerable constraints, including Tunisia, Nepal, and Bangladesh;
4. Building a database of the country’s 22 million tazkeras (identification cards) that can be automatically cross-verified with the voter registry to weed out fraudulent registrations;

5. Improving the quality of the voter registry by ensuring voters have enough time to confirm their information at polling centers, ideally both before and after each voter registration drive;

6. Committing to full transparency in the dispute resolution process by publishing every decision of the election commissions—the IEC, ECC, and their provincial offices—including legal justifications, on a publicly available government website;

7. Establishing provincial electoral complaints commissions one month before candidate and voter registration, in accordance with the 2019 Election Law;

8. Improving its use of existing electoral technology, including biometric voter verification and the new voter registry, rather than adopting any new technology which requires significant resources and attention to implement;

9. Making public the list of polling centers that are planned to open at least a week before every election day;

10. Sharing election data with observers immediately following an election, including a breakdown of the number of voters at each open polling station, spoiled ballots, biometrically verified votes, and votes excluded or invalidated by the IEC or ECC. (A full list of these information requirements is available on p. 142.)

And finally, the Afghan government at large should consider:

11. Refraining from actions that could influence the decision making of electoral commissions, as is required by every electoral law and decree since 2004;

12. Prosecuting government officials and others involved in election and tazkera fraud, and publicly releasing details about convictions and sentences for all recent and future prosecutions related to elections;

13. Retaining the role of political parties and civil society organizations in the selection of leaders of election commissions, as well as input into the selection of provincial commissions, for all future elections.
Since 2001, the international community has spent at least $1.2 billion—including at least $620 million contributed by the U.S. government—supporting Afghanistan’s electoral process, encompassing seven separate elections. However, the U.S. government has faced serious challenges in helping the Afghan government build and develop its electoral institutions and processes. This report was written to help policymakers and program implementers understand the challenges Afghanistan faces in holding its elections. It also captures lessons from more than 15 years of electoral assistance in Afghanistan and is intended to inform future U.S. efforts both in Afghanistan and around the world. Throughout its chapters, this report details: (1) the core challenges facing Afghan electoral stakeholders as they have tried to prepare for, observe, administer, and adjudicate elections; (2) the U.S. government’s supporting efforts; and (3) the state of an electoral reform process that remains in disrepair. While this report details the events surrounding all seven of Afghanistan’s elections, coverage of the aftermath of the 2019 presidential election is less extensive.

SIGAR prioritized eight topics for analysis, each with its own chapter and a corresponding finding available in the report’s conclusions. These topics are:

1. Electoral Security
2. Capacity of the Independent Election Commission
3. Voter Registration and Access to the Polls
4. Fraud
5. Electoral Dispute Resolution
6. The Use of Technology
7. Electoral Observation
8. Limits to Donor Influence

**TYPES OF AFGHAN ELECTIONS**

Since 2001, Afghanistan has had three kinds of elections: presidential, parliamentary, and provincial council (see Table 1). The Afghan constitution also requires four other kinds of elections, including district council elections, none of which have occurred. Parliamentary and presidential elections are supposed to take place every five years but are often delayed, effectively giving presidents and members of parliament longer terms. There are two houses of parliament: the Wolesi Jirga, whose 250 members are elected, and the Meshrano Jirga, whose 102 members are appointed by the president and provincial councils. The Wolesi Jirga is the country’s primary lawmaking body. Most Wolesi Jirga members and all provincial councilors are elected to represent specific provinces by voters living in those provinces. A small portion of the parliamentary seats are reserved for minorities, and a substantial portion of both parliamentary and council seats are reserved for women.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Election</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Presidential Election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Parliamentary Elections; Provincial Council Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Presidential Election; Provincial Council Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Parliamentary Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Presidential Elections (two rounds); Provincial Council Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Parliamentary Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Presidential Election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023*</td>
<td>Parliamentary Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024*</td>
<td>Presidential Election</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Anticipated and required by the Afghan Constitution.

**ROLES OF THE INDEPENDENT ELECTION COMMISSION, ELECTORAL COMPLAINTS COMMISSION, AND OTHER AFGHAN INSTITUTIONS**

Successful elections require trained staff and sufficient resources in order to prepare for, observe, administer, and resolve disputes. In Afghanistan, there are two commissions that carry out these duties: the Independent Election Commission (IEC) and the Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC). These two commissions oversee the election process starting long before election day (see Figure 1). Each commission has a unique mission:

- The IEC, with more than 400 permanent staff members, is responsible for administering elections and all pre-election processes across the country.
- The ECC is responsible for adjudicating complaints about all components of the electoral process and working with the IEC to devise solutions.
In addition to the IEC and the ECC, several other Afghan government ministries and offices play various roles in the electoral process. These entities often coordinate with the two commissions. Those other offices include:

- The Ministry of Defense, which deploys troops around the country and conducts clearing operations to heighten security and reduce insurgents’ ability to mount attacks on electoral events;
- The Ministry of Interior (MOI), which is responsible for guarding polling centers during voter registration and on election day, and protecting convoys transferring sensitive electoral materials to and from polling centers;
- The Ministry of Education, whose teachers sometimes serve as poll workers during voter registration drives and on election day;
• The Ministry of Finance, which allocates government funding for elections, in concert with donor-supplied funds;
• The National Statistics and Information Authority (NSIA), formerly the Central Statistics Office, which is responsible for estimating the size and distribution of the population across the many electoral constituencies so that each voter has equal representation, a task made harder by the organization’s failure to complete a census. NSIA recently absorbed the Afghanistan Central Civil Registration Authority (ACCRA), which distributes and verifies tazkeras (national IDs) that are also used as voter registration cards.
• The Independent Directorate of Local Governance, which is responsible for managing and potentially redrawing subnational boundaries that affect electoral constituencies;
• The Office of the President, which has no official role in electoral administration, although the President has historically appointed commissioners and often plays an informal role.

Other election stakeholders include civil society organizations, which conduct:
• Electoral observation, documenting instances of fraud and malpractice.
• Voter and civic education and outreach, making sure voters know about the election process and the benefits of participating in it.

Finally, there are political parties, which help shape political discourse. They are often tied to powerful personalities rather than political platforms, and occasionally field candidates, though most candidates run as independents.

In addition to parties, agents or representatives of those parties or of individual candidates play an observer-like role in deterring and documenting fraud, though without the pretense of neutrality.

**U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT FOR ELECTIONS**
The United States and other international donors support elections in Afghanistan by providing Afghan election institutions with resources and expertise. That support is provided through various funding mechanisms. The most common types are bilateral, in which a donor provides funding for a program directly, and multilateral, in which multiple donors contribute to a trust fund managed, usually, by an international government or non-governmental organization (such as the United Nations or World Bank). Because multilateral funds include contributions from the United States and other donors, it is often difficult to determine how U.S. funds were ultimately used.

The varying way donors have tracked election-related expenditures since 2003 also make it difficult to compare costs across election cycles. However, among other examples, the United States and other donors have supported elections by:
• Embedding technical advisors with election commissions to provide guidance and insight into solving problems and more effectively administering elections. For example, the international community spent approximately $22 million on technical advisors between 2006 and 2011.\textsuperscript{17}

• Funding the training of thousands of domestic election observers and candidates’ staffs, who serve as integrity checks on election fraud and malpractice. The United States spent $12 million on such training during the 2009 elections, and $9 million during the 2018 and 2019 elections.\textsuperscript{18}

• Funding voter and civic education campaigns, which require civil society organizations to buy radio air time and visit Afghan communities to explain the benefits and mechanics of elections.

• Funding expenses that are not typically included in electoral support programs but are necessary in Afghanistan to ensure elections take place. These expenses include:
  • Procuring and transporting ballots and other sensitive election materials—for example, $20 million for ballots for the 2005 election and more than $1 million for each election to buy the indelible ink used to mark the fingers of voters;\textsuperscript{19}
  • The cost of registering voters, which came to $120 million before the first presidential election in 2004, $102 million before the 2009 election, and $23 million before the 2018 election;\textsuperscript{20}
  • Paying salaries for election staff—nearly $30 million in salaries for headquarters and field staff for the 2014 election, including $13 million for 105,000 temporary polling station workers.\textsuperscript{21}

While many countries have helped fund multilateral programs in Afghanistan, the European Union, the United Kingdom, and the United States have been the three largest donors.\textsuperscript{22} The most recent multilateral program, the UN Electoral Support Program, has operated since October 2017 and has spent approximately $134 million, with $51 million contributed by the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{23} Because multilateral programs are funded by many donors, program reporting does not break down where each donor’s funds went, what particular objectives they supported, or the result of that country’s investment. All U.S. funding for supporting Afghan elections was provided through the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). Of the $620 million USAID spent on Afghanistan’s electoral process since 2003, 56 percent went toward these multilateral programs (see Figure 2).\textsuperscript{24}

To complement these large multilateral programs, which have typically focused their efforts on supporting the IEC and ECC, the United States and other donor governments individually implement bilateral programs to support other parts of the election process. For example, these programs pay civil society organizations to support nonpartisan election observation, train partisan election monitors, strengthen political parties, and conduct civic education campaigns on voting.\textsuperscript{25} As funding for Afghanistan has decreased, most of the cuts have been to the bilateral programs; the United States has focused its remaining resources on multilateral programs supporting Afghan
government election institutions such as the IEC and the ECC. Of the $620 million spent by USAID on Afghanistan’s electoral process since 2003, 44 percent went toward these bilateral programs.
U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE IN AFGHANISTAN: UNEVEN SUPPORT UNDERMINES EFFORT TO BUILD SUSTAINABLE AND CAPABLE ELECTION INSTITUTIONS

Over the last 15 years, donors have increasingly urged the Afghan government to take more responsibility for financing and administering its own elections. However, donors have often found it difficult to reduce their direct involvement in Afghan elections. Problems that have arisen following elections have indicated more—not fewer—resources were likely needed. Nevertheless, overall U.S. and international civilian assistance to Afghanistan—including electoral support—has trended downward for a decade.

For this report, SIGAR found several significant issues with U.S. support for Afghan elections. In particular, SIGAR found that the timing of when the United States—and other donors—provided election assistance had a significant impact on the long-term sustainability of Afghanistan’s electoral institutions.

The way the U.S. government supports Afghanistan’s electoral process tends to be cyclical and uneven, providing little to build the capacity of election institutions when an election is years away, then ramping up support as an election approaches. By then, it is often too late to build institutional capacity. When an election is over, donor attention and spending drops off, and opportunities to help build better electoral institutions and achieve critical electoral reforms are missed. Years later, as the next election looms, donors scramble and the cycle repeats (see Figure 3). This model is enough to ensure that elections take place—certainly no small feat in Afghanistan—but it severely limits donors’ ability to nurture a sustainable electoral process.

FIGURE 3

FLOODS AND DROUGHTS: U.S. ELECTORAL ASSISTANCE IN AFGHANISTAN ($ Millions)

Note: Includes both bilateral and multilateral assistance from USAID.
This cyclical support also makes it harder to evaluate the quality of electoral assistance. For example, donors have repeatedly tried and failed to help Afghan officials build a sustainable election complaints database. The late timing of donor interventions likely contributed to this failure, and made it difficult to evaluate the quality of interventions. In such a scenario, even the best technical intervention will likely be insufficient. For this reason, SIGAR devotes most of its analysis of U.S. electoral support to understanding—and drawing lessons from—this cyclical donor assistance model, as detailed in Chapter 9.


During the first post-Taliban Afghan elections in 2004 and 2005, the United Nations played a lead role in helping the nascent Afghan government manage its elections. The Joint Electoral Management Body (JEMB), formed in 2003, was led by a 11-member commission consisting of six Afghan and five UN-appointed international commissioners, supported by 575 international experts. The JEMB oversaw the country’s presidential election in October 2004, a massive effort requiring voter registration to be conducted from scratch nationwide. In practice, the UN ensured the 2004 elections were held by having its own staff directly handle many of the functions of the JEMB. In addition, for one time only, voting was extended to Afghans living in neighboring Iran and Pakistan, the largest out-of-country registration and voting program held anywhere in the world.

In September 2005, the JEMB supported the country’s first modern Wolesi Jirga and provincial council elections. This time, the JEMB included 13 commissioners, four of whom were international experts appointed by the UN. The contingent of international experts supporting the JEMB remained similar to what it had been in 2004, but dropped off significantly after the parliamentary election was over. The presidential decree authorizing the 2005 JEMB corrected a flaw in the earlier version of the body by establishing an ECC for the first time. This new body was dominated by UN-appointed international experts, who constituted three of the ECC’s five commissioners.

At the end of 2005, the JEMB was dissolved and a permanent IEC was established. Up to that point, international advisors to the IEC and ECC had done most of the work of those institutions, both at the headquarters and provincial level. However, the international community failed to help the new IEC build its capacity once the 2005 election was over. A 2005 capacity-building plan developed by the UN and the IEC was never implemented, likely because donor funding levels fell after the 2005 election. According to an international official, “the IEC lost a huge amount of capacity because of the abrupt drop in support” after the 2005 election. This has been a recurring pattern throughout donor assistance to Afghan elections, detailed in Chapter 9.

In October 2006, donors launched a new UN-led electoral support program with multilateral funding: Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow (ELECT). The program was the international community’s main vehicle for supporting the 2009
presidential and provincial council elections, as well as the 2010 Wolesi Jirga election. Initially, ELECT had a broad scope, including support for civic education and technical assistance to the IEC, ECC, and domestic observers. Margie Cook, who served as ELECT’s chief electoral officer during the 2009 cycle, described the program’s expansive scope in the 15-month run-up to election day as “a herculean and impossible task.” She said donors failed to understand that it was impossible for the program to build capacity in the time frame allotted and, for that reason, it was set up to fail.

In addition, donors funded programs to complement ELECT’s work. For example, with funding from USAID, the Canadian International Development Agency, the UN Development Programme (UNDP), and the National Democratic Institute helped establish the Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan (FEFA), one of the country’s leading domestic observation organizations. The National Democratic Institute also helped Afghans develop political parties, trained female candidates, and strengthened political processes in the National Assembly and provincial councils. USAID supported a civic education program during the 2009 and 2010 cycles not just to raise awareness of elections, but also to foster understanding of broader governance issues, such as the functions of the three branches of the Afghan government and the relationship between Islam and democracy. A third-party evaluation of the program found that its participants were more likely to register to vote and that they viewed voting as a personal responsibility.

In 2009, the scale of international technical expertise was reduced to about 150 advisors. In a major change from the 2004 and 2005 JEMBs, no international commissioners sat on the new IEC. The new IEC, whose commissioners had been appointed by President Hamid Karzai, was criticized for lacking independence. The 2009 ECC, however, retained the same number of international commissioners as had served in 2005: three out of five.

According to a USAID-funded Democracy International report, President Karzai wanted to eliminate international commissioners from the ECC before the 2010 election. The international community responded by making their funding contingent upon the president’s agreement to allow two international commissioners to serve on the ECC, one fewer than in 2005 and 2009. According to the same report, many analysts saw the 2009 international commissioners “as having helped salvage some semblance of legitimacy for [that election].”

Despite the international community’s extensive support and funding for the entire electoral process during this period, ELECT staff were again forced to put on hold the program’s capacity-building goals in order to ensure the commissions completed the more immediate operational tasks necessary to hold the 2009 election. In a September 2009 audit report, SIGAR expressed concern that UNDP had “not established a long-term capacity building strategy to ensure that transfer of skills occurs,” citing donors’ “disappointment with the lack of focus on sustainability.”
The results of the 2009 presidential election were contested by the challenger, Abdullah Abdullah. After the ECC ordered a large-scale audit of ballot boxes to detect fraud, UN experts designed an approach to recount a random sample of ballot boxes. The audit resulted in the invalidation of 1.1 million votes and pushed President Karzai below a majority of votes, triggering a runoff. The prominent role played by UN experts, frequent procedural changes, and a lack of transparency in the process fueled perceptions that the results were being imposed upon the IEC and ECC by the UN. In the end, Karzai’s rival, Abdullah Abdullah, withdrew his name from consideration, saying that he had lost faith that the process would produce a credible result.

In 2010, ELECT’s goals were narrowed to supporting the IEC and the ECC and long-term electoral reform, which required observation to be supported through a separate project. A conflict of interest had become apparent in 2009, when UNDP had hired the same international advisor to simultaneously support the IEC and the country’s main domestic observation group, FEFA. The role of the latter included assessing the effectiveness and transparency of the IEC’s performance. In accordance with the new division of labor, USAID created a program called Strengthening Political Entities and Civil Society. Ever since, donors have provided support for election observers in Afghanistan bilaterally and not through a multilateral trust fund.

In the lead-up to the 2010 election, capacity building again fell to the wayside. According to ELECT’s final evaluation report, traditional capacity-building efforts were seriously hindered by “constraints imposed by the urgencies of the electoral process.” The report recommended that “more in-depth capacity building should be done . . . in the period between elections.”


The ELECT program ended in 2011 and was replaced by another UNDP project, ELECT II, which ran from 2012 to 2015. ELECT II supported the 2014 presidential and provincial council elections. Recognizing that its predecessor program had been too large and complex, donors focused the first 17 months of ELECT II’s work on building the capacity of the IEC. However, the scope of the project was later expanded significantly to cover technical and operational support to the 2014 presidential and provincial council elections, as well as support to the planned 2015 parliamentary and district council elections. The project also supported the ECC, in addition to the IEC, despite having only one-tenth as many staff as the 2005 effort.

As with ELECT in 2009, the revised scope of ELECT II proved unrealistic, and the program was forced to concentrate on immediate operational requirements instead of long-term capacity building and reform. According to the program’s final evaluation, “due to the operational mode in preparation of the elections, much of the opportunity to fulfill its mandate in providing long-term capacity building was diluted.” As the 2014 election rapidly approached, ELECT II had little choice but to focus on “individual
capacity,” while the “sustainable strengthening of its institutional capacity” was “relegated to the back burner.”

The United States also supported an array of bilateral programs during this period. USAID funded at least seven different programs, while the embassy in Kabul spent another $8 million on small grants to raise awareness of the election and encourage participation, particularly by women and youth. USAID’s programming had a range of goals, including strengthening the capacity of political parties and coalitions, improving domestic election observation, facilitating international election observation, and encouraging greater citizen participation.

Two USAID programs, Support for Increased Electoral Participation in Afghanistan and Afghanistan Electoral Reform and Civic Advocacy, supported debate and discussion on the legal framework for Afghan elections and electoral institutions that led to significant reforms under a new 2013 election law. The new law was the first to be passed by a majority of both houses of Parliament, as opposed to being issued by Presidential decree alone. It also made the ECC—which up to then had been organized four months before an election and dissolved two months after—a permanent institution. Finally, the law created a more transparent process for appointing new commissioners to both the IEC and ECC, as detailed in Chapter 5. Despite the importance of the contributions made by these USAID programs to electoral reforms, USAID’s Office of the Inspector General raised questions about the sustainability of the massive investments in Afghan civil society in the 2014 cycle, and concluded that programs to support the ECC and electoral observation should have been launched earlier.

As in 2009, the outcome of the 2014 presidential election was contested. After neither Ashraf Ghani nor Abdullah Abdullah won a majority of votes, the two candidates were
forced into a runoff. Evidence of ballot stuffing in the runoff led the IEC to launch an unprecedented, internationally supervised, 100-percent audit of more than 8 million votes. In an effort to increase the transparency and legitimacy of the audit, donors mobilized more than 200 international observers. UN advisors were integral to the audit, and IEC officials made decisions about which votes to invalidate in consultation with them. UN advisors also developed the standards for analyzing similarly marked ballots to determine which ballots may have been fraudulently marked by the same individual multiple times.

These efforts proved insufficient to win Abdullah Abdullah’s support for the audit process, and he withdrew his observers in August 2014 on the grounds that the ballot invalidation criteria did not capture all of the fraudulent votes. The process ground to a halt, and the election was only resolved after U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry brokered a power-sharing agreement between the candidates. The 2014 election did, however, result in the first peaceful transfer of power in modern Afghan history.


The September 2014 agreement that created the National Unity Government committed the new government to pursuing a number of electoral reforms and to creating the Special Electoral Reform Commission. ELECT II closed down in July 2015, five months before it was scheduled to end and just a month after the Special Electoral Reform Commission was established. This meant that donor assistance was slashed just as the Afghan government was starting its effort to address complex electoral reforms. ELECT II was replaced by a temporary program, the UNDP Project Initiation Plan, which ran from August 2015 until December 2017. While some carry-over funding was shifted from ELECT II to the new program, the United States was the only donor that provided new funding, and then only enough for a skeleton crew to maintain “its operations and continue to provide basic assistance.” In the spring of 2015, the technical assistance team working with the IEC was cut to just four people and support to the ECC was cut entirely.

As with ELECT II, during the latter portion of its existence, ELECT PIP did not provide support to non-governmental electoral programming, such as to non-partisan observers. At the same time, USAID cut funding to or de-scoped bilateral programs that had been providing support to civil society groups working on election-related matters. According to an implementing partner, Afghanistan Electoral Reform and Civic Advocacy’s election component was shut down by USAID as soon as the election ended and just as its civil society beneficiaries were starting to gain traction in advocating for electoral reform, which USAID had identified as a goal for the program.

Only nine months before the initial date for the 2018 parliamentary election, donors created another program, the UN Electoral Support Project (UNESP). According to USAID, the delay in launching UNESP was largely tied to months of debates about the
adoption of election technologies and prolonged technical preparations by the Afghan government. The program was far smaller than the two other major UNDP election programs, ELECT and ELECT II, and struggled to execute its ambitious list of goals in the short time before the 2018 parliamentary and 2019 presidential elections. Just three months before election day 2018, the program had less than a quarter as many international advisors as ELECT II and only 5 percent as many as ELECT.

UNESP focused on improving the capacity of the IEC and ECC and supporting them in developing more comprehensive strategic and operational plans to improve their capacity and sustainability, in addition to the massive tasks of supporting the IEC and ECC in holding the 2018 and 2019 elections. However, with so little time before the 2018 election, and then little time between the 2018 and 2019 elections, it does not appear the IEC completed a strategic plan, and according to a senior elections advisor, the operational planning was “terribly generic” and missing critical details (see Chapter 3).

The ECC faced similar problems that further demonstrated the inherent risks of the election assistance rollercoaster. As ELECT II was shuttering its support for the ECC in 2015, the program’s advisors helped the ECC draft a strategic plan for the organization that would last through 2019. In an interview with SIGAR five years later, SIGAR asked a UNESP advisor if that plan had been used by the ECC. However, neither the advisor nor the ECC was aware of the plan’s existence, demonstrating that foundational documents produced at great cost to donors were getting lost between elections as support fluctuated. (SIGAR provided a copy of the strategic plan at the advisor’s request.)

As detailed in Chapter 6, the support the ECC received under the UN program was also too little and too late. In earlier elections, donor support for the IEC was provided directly,
while support for the ECC was subcontracted out, giving the latter a dedicated funding stream. In 2018 and 2019, however, UNESP directly funded both the IEC and ECC, which meant the ECC had to compete with the much better-resourced IEC for the time and attention of technical advisors. Because the ECC plays a critical role in holding the IEC accountable, this decision also posed a conflict of interest because the same individuals served simultaneously as advisors to both the IEC and the ECC. A mid-term evaluation of UNESP found that, as in previous cycles, the program’s scope had been unrealistically ambitious. Recognizing that capacity building falls to the wayside in the immediate run-up to elections, the report recommended that the program be extended past the release of the final results for the 2019 election. Specifically, the report said that updating the IEC and ECC strategic plans should be “top priorities” after the 2019 election.

USAID was the only donor to provide support to domestic election observation in the 2018 election, under its bilateral Strengthening Civic Engagement in Elections in Afghanistan (SCEEA) program. However, this support was even more delayed than donor support to the IEC and ECC had been. USAID’s local partners received funding only 20 days before the 2018 election, which undermined their effectiveness. While USAID provided training to nonpartisan observers, these delays meant that in 2018, for the first time in a modern Afghan election, no training was provided to candidate agents—the campaign staff paid by candidates to be their advocates and monitor the electoral process. By 2019, however, training was provided to approximately 8,600 partisan agents, who, in turn trained tens of thousands of other agents through a training-of-trainers approach. In that process approximately 50,000 printed candidate agent manuals were distributed. That year, USAID once again was the only donor to provide support to domestic observers, also through SCEEA. This funding ultimately supported the deployment of 6,711 observers on election day 2019, covering approximately 85 percent of open polling stations. One improvement in the 2019 observation effort was the introduction of a better system for tracking where the observers went, increasing USAID’s confidence in their reporting (see Chapter 8).

A UNESP report documented all the ways that the IEC’s job in preparing for the 2018 parliamentary election was made more difficult by the late adoption of biometric voter verification technology. Overruling the IEC, the Afghan government announced that it would be using BVV less than one month before election day. Starting in early 2017, President Ghani had pressured the international community to pay for four new types of electoral technology. While the international community mostly resisted this pressure, the IEC announced its intention to use biometric technology in September 2018, a few weeks before the parliamentary election. In a technical note to the IEC, UNESP advisors predicted significant legal, technical, and operational problems likely to be caused by introducing new technology at the last minute. Those predictions, which went mostly unheeded, proved to be accurate (see Chapter 7).

The 2019 presidential election suffered from similar challenges related to the late adoption of new technology, as well as continued challenges with existing technology. While biometric verification may have reduced certain types of fraud, such as ballot stuffing, it
also led to controversy during the electoral dispute resolution processes following both the 2018 and 2019 elections.\textsuperscript{109} To help address problems encountered in the 2018 election, Afghanistan’s two election commissions each gained two non-voting international advisors serving as commissioners in 2019—a first since 2005 for the IEC, and a first since 2010 for the ECC.\textsuperscript{110} The impact of these non-voting commissioners remains unclear.\textsuperscript{111}

The 2019 election cycle saw a number of developments. The 2019 election law created a new process for identifying election commissioners that gave more voice to political parties and civil society organizations (see Chapter 5), and that year’s election was the first where the Afghan government paid for most election costs.\textsuperscript{112}

The 2019 presidential election was also contested. In February 2020, Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah both declared themselves the winner and held competing inauguration ceremonies.\textsuperscript{113} U.S. Secretary of State Michael Pompeo flew to Kabul to implore the two candidates to form an inclusive government, similar to what his predecessor had done in 2014. The failure by Ghani and Abdullah to resolve their dispute quickly led the United States to threaten a $1 billion annual cut in support to the Afghan government.\textsuperscript{114} However, in May 2020, the two sides signed a new power-sharing agreement, which gave Ghani the presidency and Abdullah a lead role in the peace effort, among other provisions, and the United States seems to have dropped the threatened funding cut.\textsuperscript{115} Like the agreement that created the National Unity Government before it, the 2020 agreement committed to holding elections for local-level positions, including provincial and district councils and mayors. Also like the 2014 agreement, it committed the government to a number of electoral reforms, which the previous government never achieved. These included changing the current electoral system, an amendment to the constitution to “change the government’s structure,” the “standard use” of biometric technology, and the establishment of new local administrations, among others.\textsuperscript{116}

The implications in every decision related to elections are daunting: determining which polling centers are safe enough to open, who will staff the commissions, the voter registration process, how election technology will address fraud, and the identity of election observers, among many others.

The political nature of elections can limit the ability of assistance programs to improve their credibility. Politicians, candidates, and voters may view donor interventions with distrust. Moreover, the goal of the United States and other donors to make Afghan elections more inclusive and transparent may undermine the political goals of some politicians and candidates. While this report provides insight into improving U.S. and donor election programs, most of it is designed to help donors understand Afghanistan’s complex electoral landscape. As detailed in Chapter 9, providing consistent and steadily funded support would likely help nurture a lasting, credible election process in Afghanistan, but it alone is not sufficient. Most of the challenges SIGAR identified fall on the shoulders of Afghans, both in and out of government.
Poor security undermines elections in many ways, making it difficult to hold a national census, establish a voter registry, educate voters, and ensure the safety of election officials, observers, candidates, and voters. Widespread insecurity during elections can disenfranchise voters, undermine the legitimacy of the process, and ultimately erode public support for elected officials. The use of violence and credible threats of violence can reduce support for the government and foster greater instability.

Since 2004, the number of planned and unexpected polling center closures on election day due to insecurity has steadily increased, reflecting a worsening security environment overall. Effective Taliban attacks continue to increase—and insurgent activity is closely correlated with lower registration and turnout rates. Fear for personal safety and fear while voting are at record highs. On the current course, insecurity alone—to say nothing of electoral fraud and malpractice—will increasingly undermine the legitimacy of Afghan elections.

The parties involved in electoral violence in Afghanistan range from insurgent groups such as the Taliban and Islamic State – Khorasan, to private militias that may or may not be allied with the government, to elements of the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF) themselves.
The United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) reported that in 2018, Afghanistan suffered 3,804 civilian fatalities—the highest number since the organization began systematically documenting civilian casualties in 2009.\textsuperscript{119} In contrast, 2019 saw the lowest number of civilian fatalities since 2013, and the lowest number of wounded civilians since 2014.\textsuperscript{120} However, civilian casualty figures from any given year offer an incomplete picture of the trajectory of violence in the country. The highs and lows of civilian casualties in Afghanistan since the drawdown of international forces in 2014 have tended to stay within a relatively narrow range (see Figure 4).\textsuperscript{121} While the number of violent deaths remains a concern, it has not changed significantly in recent years.\textsuperscript{122}

Though it may seem counterintuitive, high rates of violence alone do not necessarily stifle the democratic process. Brazil has held elections despite having a murder rate nearly two and half times greater than the rate of civilian casualties in Afghanistan during 2018.\textsuperscript{123} However, the kind of consistently high rates of apolitical violence such as what we see in parts of Latin America tend to affect elections differently than an organized campaign of attacks and intimidation specifically designed to reduce voter turnout. Based on the Taliban’s public statements on elections, coupled with spikes in the number of security incidents on election days throughout the post-Taliban era, it is clear that there is a deliberate campaign to undermine elections through intimidation.\textsuperscript{124} The Taliban’s sophisticated intimidation campaign includes both messages broadcast via mass media, as well as more direct intimidation at the local level by resident commanders.\textsuperscript{125}

Less clear than the Taliban’s intentions and intimidation tactics is the precise number of security incidents in Afghanistan on any given election day. UNAMA, for example,
reported that the number of civilian casualties recorded on the first day of polling in 2018 represented the highest number on any election day since the organization began tracking civilian casualties in 2009, a period that includes three other elections—the 2009 and 2014 presidential elections and the 2010 parliamentary elections. That morbid distinction translates into 108 verified incidents of election-related violence, resulting in 56 civilian deaths and 379 injured. The previous high occurred during the 2014 presidential election, when UNAMA verified 251 casualties, including 52 dead and 199 injured. On Election Day 2019, civilian casualties—along with the number of votes cast—were down sharply, with 28 civilians killed and 249 wounded.

Casualty numbers are often contested, however. A U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) report to the Congress claimed the 2018 election was “less violent than any election conducted over the past 10 years.” The discrepancy between the UNAMA and DOD assessments likely stems from differences in the way they classify security incidents. While UNAMA casts a broader net, the Afghan government and Resolute Support only count attacks that are within roughly a mile of polling centers (of which there were relatively few on election day 2018, according to the Ministry of Interior)—or attacks beyond that distance, if the incident appeared atypical. For example, a busload of civilians attacked with an improvised explosive device (IED) two miles from a polling station might not be counted by DOD as an instance of election violence if IEDs were...
common along that stretch of road, but if the bus was attacked with small arms when IEDs were the norm, it might be.\textsuperscript{136}

However, not counting “typical” attacks may distort perceptions of how violence affects the election. Ambient levels of violence likely have a chilling effect on elections even if they are not directed specifically against elections processes and infrastructure. Thus, counting only the atypical violence on election day may give insight into the additional investment the insurgents made in undermining the election, which may be useful—but the best measure of the insurgency’s impact on elections may involve using a broader criteria than DOD’s standard.\textsuperscript{137} If so, DOD’s assessment that the 2018 election was the least violent in a decade should be qualified. The difficulty of differentiating between typical violence and election-related violence in 2018 led Resolute Support to stop trying to categorize them separately in 2019. As the Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategy and Plans at Resolute Support in 2019 noted, “It’s easier to disrupt elections by attacking someone on their way to vote than it is to attack the polling center where there’s security, so just because an attack occurs away from a polling center doesn’t mean it’s not an election-related attack.”\textsuperscript{138}

For different reasons, UNAMA’s estimates should not be taken at face value, either. The same politically motivated violence that UNAMA aims to measure limits its direct access to many of the people, places, and events in question. As a result, UNAMA must rely on secondary sources of information in some cases, including individuals who have been deemed by U.S. Forces – Afghanistan to have “limited information,” “conflicted motives,” and even “violent agendas.”\textsuperscript{139}

While comparing the apparent levels of violence between years and election cycles is important, it is also crucial to consider the broader context of that violence. In 2019, for example, UNAMA reported that civilian casualties during the presidential election were “significantly lower” than they were during the 2018 \textit{Wolesi Jirga} election.\textsuperscript{140} If that is true, it should not necessarily be interpreted simply as a sign of improved election security; it could also be explained by the lower voter turnout, which would
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naturally reduce the number of potential victims of election day violence. As we discuss elsewhere in this report, 2019 saw an estimated 1.8 million voters, as compared with approximately 3.5 million in 2018. The link between lower voter turnout and lower casualties seems even more plausible considering that, according to Resolute Support, overall civilian casualties were 39 percent higher in 2019 compared to the same quarter in 2018, which included the Wolesi Jirga elections.

Although unreliable sources of information and the challenge of interpreting and categorizing attacks make it difficult to get a clear picture of election day violence, other trends are more apparent—specifically, the geographic distribution of violence. In 2014, the northern and western reaches of the country, once considered bastions of security, began to experience an increase in electoral violence that mirrored heightened insurgent activity in those areas. By 2018, northern and western provinces such as Faryab, Farah, and Kunduz ranked among the most violent in the country. In fact, according to the UN, Kunduz City witnessed a higher number of security incidents during the 2018 election than any other location in Afghanistan. Then, in 2019, authorities in Balkh were forced to close about 40 percent of the province’s polling centers due to security concerns. Not surprisingly, there were also indications that voters in northern provinces were becoming more fearful of going to the polls: In the 2019 turnout figures, Kunduz and Baghlan had the lowest and second-lowest provincial turnouts, respectively. From the perspective of electoral legitimacy, this is a significant and unwelcome development because of the established relationship between insecurity and fraud (see more below), once concentrated in the south and east.

While there is some disagreement between U.S. and UN sources over the level of violence in 2018, there is at least some agreement on the trajectory established in 2019, when, according to the UN, civilian casualties were markedly lower than in 2018, both on election day and during the lead-up to polling. By the UN’s count, there were 277 civilian casualties on Election Day 2019, including 28 dead and 249 injured, down from 56 dead and 379 injured in 2018 (see Table 2). Although the UN also says that violence was higher in 2019 than in either round of voting in the 2014 presidential election, the number of fatalities was lower: 28 nationally, compared to 32 and 56 in the first and second round of voting in 2014. The lower number of casualties, combined with lower voter turnout, supports the theory of some researchers that the objective of the insurgency is to reduce voter turnout while minimizing harm to civilians.

| CIVILIAN CASUALTIES DURING ELECTIONS: 2014–2019 |
|----------------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|
| Status     | 2014 (Round 1) | 2014 (Round 2) | 2018 | 2019 |
| Wounded    | 127       | 199       | 379     | 249     |
| Killed     | 32        | 56        | 56      | 28      |
| **TOTAL**  | **159**   | **255**   | **435** | **277** |

The number of enemy-initiated attacks across the country is another indicator of a security environment that is steadily deteriorating and likely affects each voter’s calculation of whether a trip to the polls is worth the risk (see Figure 5).

Public Perceptions, Voter Turnout, and Violence

Afghans’ perceptions of insecurity may be a more useful metric than actual numbers of attacks for understanding how insecurity impacts elections. After all, even an increase in local violence will not change voters’ behavior until they hear about the incidents from sources they trust and conclude that they are at a greater risk of harm. By the same token, voters’ perceptions of danger are more likely to keep voters away from the polls than unpublicized security incidents. Simple perceptions may undermine the mandates of elected officials, and the credibility of elections along with it, regardless of facts on the ground.

Polling data indicates that Afghans’ fear for their personal safety is at its highest level since at least 2006, after steady yearly increases (see Figure 6). On the other hand, fear for personal safety while voting shows a less consistent upward trend. In 2018, 62 percent reported that they were fearful of voting, which was higher than at any point since 2006, but not markedly higher than results in 2010 (60 percent) and 2013 (59 percent).
There does not appear to be a clear correlation between Afghans’ fear while voting and their actual voting behavior across election cycles. While reported fear while voting trended down from 2010 through 2017 before ticking up in 2018, voter turnout has trended down since Afghanistan’s first election in 2004 (see Figure 7). According to the Independent Election Commission’s preliminary vote count, from January 2019, the total number of votes cast in the parliamentary election was 3,467,541, among the lowest of the seven national elections held in Afghanistan since 2004. In certain localities, turnout was dramatically lower—including Kunduz, where only an estimated 7 percent of the voting-age population turned out on election day, and where only 25 percent of votes came from areas outside Kunduz city. Although the Asia Foundation data does not indicate a strong correlation between security perceptions and turnout, within the 2018 election cycle there was a correlation between low turnout and fear for personal safety (see Figure 8).

It should also be noted that Afghans’ levels of fear, or even their exposure to violent events, may not change voting behavior for certain individuals. Researchers have reported cases where Taliban violence was a secondary factor in dissuading voters, after their concerns about a feckless parliament and a corrupt election process. Similarly, some polling data suggests that even individuals who have had personal exposure to violence are not consistently dissuaded from voting. Yet it is fair to say that security is undoubtedly one of several factors affecting voter turnout. SIGAR analyses of available data point to a correlation at the district level between lower turnout and higher rates
FIGURE 7

TURNOUT AMONG REGISTERED VOTERS BY ELECTION TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Registered Voter Turnout</th>
<th>Parish Turnout</th>
<th>Cumulative Registration*</th>
<th>Voting Age Population Turnout</th>
<th>Voting Age Population*</th>
<th>Population*</th>
<th>Invalid Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>1,824,401</td>
<td>9,665,745</td>
<td>9.63%</td>
<td>18,938,369</td>
<td>35,780,458</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>45.23%</td>
<td>3,294,827</td>
<td>8,843,151</td>
<td>21.81%</td>
<td>18,340,292</td>
<td>34,940,837</td>
<td>9.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>38.90%</td>
<td>8,109,493</td>
<td>20,845,988</td>
<td>50.03%</td>
<td>16,208,255</td>
<td>31,822,848</td>
<td>1.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>35.14%</td>
<td>4,216,594</td>
<td>12,000,000</td>
<td>29.71%</td>
<td>14,191,908</td>
<td>29,120,727</td>
<td>4.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>38.80%</td>
<td>4,823,090</td>
<td>12,430,644</td>
<td>35.06%</td>
<td>13,757,508</td>
<td>28,483,631</td>
<td>4.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>49.37%</td>
<td>6,406,615</td>
<td>12,977,336</td>
<td>51.71%</td>
<td>12,389,532</td>
<td>26,334,702</td>
<td>5.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>83.66%</td>
<td>8,128,940</td>
<td>9,716,413</td>
<td>67.54%</td>
<td>12,035,602</td>
<td>25,697,635</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Estimated. As voter registrations and the total number of votes have both been subject to considerable fraud, there are limitations to analyzing the data in this table.

of insurgent activity, as defined by the Afghan Ministry of Interior and NATO’s Resolute Support (see Figure 9).

Another possibility is that Afghans are simply growing more disillusioned with the Afghan government, or even the political system in general. Since the 2014 election, the perception that corruption is a major problem in daily life has grown, while satisfaction with democracy is down. Social forces and informal leaders may also affect turnout, such as the portion of the ulema unaffiliated with the Afghan government, who generally instruct their congregants to not participate in the electoral process.

**HOW TALIBAN AND INSURGENT VIOLENCE AFFECTS ELECTIONS**

**Violence and Lack of Security Impacts Voter Registration**

Security problems have had a measurable impact on voter registration in Afghanistan. The registration process during the 2018 Wolesi Jirga elections illustrates the

---

*Ulema* are bodies of Muslim scholars who are recognized as having specialized knowledge of Islamic sacred law and theology.
Voter registration for the 2018 election cycle occurred in three phases between mid-April and mid-July, with a separate window in late July for members of the military.\textsuperscript{161} From the start of the first phase of voter registration, insurgents attempted to disrupt the process by targeting registration centers and staff of the Independent Election Commission.\textsuperscript{162} There are signs that Afghan security forces strained to secure even the dramatically reduced number of voter registration centers (see below), despite the fact that voter registration was staggered to limit the number of centers that were open—and vulnerable—at any one time. In fact, the third phase of voter registration was postponed due to a shortage of security forces, who were not able to secure all three phases simultaneously.\textsuperscript{163}

One Resolute Support official told SIGAR that the extended period for voter registration created more opportunities for insurgents to disrupt the process and therefore made registration more insecure than election day itself.\textsuperscript{164} While the vulnerability of a longer-
duration process is debatable—because in some ways it may be easier to disrupt a single-day event by channeling and focusing resources—it is certainly true that security during the voter registration process had a significant effect on the election process writ large. (For a broader discussion about the challenges of voter registration, see Chapter 4.)

Insecurity reportedly affected everyone in the voter registration process, since insurgents targeted any and all participants, including IEC staff, poll workers, and voters. In the case of election workers, there are documented cases of IEC provincial staff being abducted or resigning from their positions in the face of insurgents' threats. In other cases, teachers were warned that their schools would be targeted by insurgents if they hosted polling centers on election day.

The Taliban also warned prospective voters to boycott the election or face violent retribution, and anecdotal evidence suggests their tactics were effective. UN contacts in Baghlan, Faryab, Farah, Ghazni, Paktiya, Paktika, Kunduz, Laghman, Badakhshan, and Samangan Provinces attributed low voter registration numbers in their areas to poor security. The practice of affixing a voter registration sticker to the back of Afghan identification cards reportedly made it easier for insurgents to single out and punish those who had registered, such as in Badakhshan, where the group imposed a 100 percent identification check at various checkpoints along major roads to check travelers' identifications for registration stickers. The threat of being singled out for retribution reportedly led some Afghans to withdraw their registration applications when they discovered it was mandatory to have a registration sticker affixed to their ID. Likewise, a senior elections advisor pointed out in an interview with SIGAR that carrying an Independent Election Commission badge exposed election workers to similar personal risks, including the possibility of being killed.

Insurgents' efforts to derail the election went well beyond voter intimidation. Insurgent attacks during the election cycle led to the deaths of security forces, IEC employees, and civilians, although the Taliban appeared to eschew the kind of mass casualty events perpetrated by Islamic State–Khorasan near a voter registration center in Kabul in April 2018, which left scores dead or wounded.

Attacks on voters and electoral commission staff came as little surprise, though, with Afghan security forces warning at the outset of voter registration that 11 districts were under insurgent control. Another 175 districts were at a high threat level, 58 were at a medium threat level, 26 were at a low threat level, and just 107 were considered safe. Thus, going into the voter registration period, the baseline level of security was poor across large swaths of the country, and poor security resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of operational voter registration centers. Of the 7,385 planned voter registration centers, only 4,907—66.45 percent—were active. Of the remaining 2,478 centers, 222 were closed because they did not receive materials, and 2,256 were closed for security reasons. The reduced number of polling centers not only
complicated the registration process for some Afghans, but also their ability to cast ballots (see Figure 10).

According to the 2016 Electoral Law, voters must cast their ballots at the same polling center where they registered. But because more than 2,000 voter registration centers were closed due to poor security, there was no point in opening those sites as polling centers on election day, even if security forces had been able to secure those locations. In other words, having a system that requires voters to register and vote at the same location gives insurgents two opportunities to disrupt the electoral process at each location, with early disruptions causing significant downstream effects.

Afghans whose nearest voter registration center was closed were reportedly authorized to register and vote at the nearest operational center, but the Independent Election Commission assumed most of the affected citizens were unlikely to exercise that
option, possibly due to the increased risk of traveling twice to centers that were farther from their homes.\textsuperscript{176} Perhaps as a consequence, there were sharp contrasts in voter registration turnout between provinces, with registration closures likely a contributing factor.\textsuperscript{177} In Paktika, residents and provincial council members staged a sit-in at the provincial governor’s office and threatened to disrupt voter registration and boycott the elections if voter registration centers were not opened in their home districts.\textsuperscript{178} Ultimately, the Provincial Governor and Afghan security forces pledged to open 12 of the 77 closed voter registration centers.\textsuperscript{179} Public protests like the one in Paktika indicate low voter turnout in some areas was not simply a result of lack of interest or enthusiasm, but also reflected fewer opportunities to participate.

\begin{center}
Low voter turnout in some areas was not simply a result of lack of interest or enthusiasm, but also reflected fewer opportunities to participate.
\end{center}

On the other hand, it is also possible that fewer registration centers were not the primary driver of low registration rates. During the 2005 parliamentary election cycle, there were only 1,052 registration centers planned nationwide, and only three of them never opened, and even those closures were for non-security reasons.\textsuperscript{180} Despite fielding only about 20 percent of the registration centers that operated in 2018, there were about 59 percent more votes cast in 2005, which suggests obstacles to registration may not have been a key determinant of poll numbers.\textsuperscript{181} Alternatively, the 2005 numbers may be misleading for a number of reasons, which could have influenced the count either individually or in combination. The vote may have been inflated by a larger share of fraudulent ballots, security may have been better during that period, or Afghans may have been more optimistic and eager to exercise their right to vote in the early days of their democratic experiment.

In an internal program document, the UN observed prior to the 2018 election that a dearth of voter registration in certain areas would undermine the credibility of election results.\textsuperscript{182} This is particularly problematic in a multiethnic, balkanized country like Afghanistan, where geography is often a proxy for ethnicity. Disenfranchisement via poor security has mostly affected voters in the majority-Pashtun south and east of the country, where levels of violence are higher. Those voters reportedly fear for their personal safety more than those in other less volatile areas.\textsuperscript{183} But those in Pashtun-majority areas are not the only vulnerable group: In the 2018 cycle, the Hazara, a Shia religious minority ethnic group, were targeted.\textsuperscript{184} On April 22, 2018, Islamic State-Khorasan carried out a suicide attack against a national ID distribution center near a voter registration center in a predominantly Shia area of Kabul, killing at least 60 and wounding more than 100.\textsuperscript{185} Three days later, the Shia Ulema Council of Afghanistan asked congregants not to register to vote or apply for national IDs until the government reinforced security at registration centers countrywide.\textsuperscript{186}
The IEC conducted a voter registration drive for the 2019 presidential election from June 8 to June 29. Voter registration was scheduled for 432 registration centers across 33 provinces (approximately one per district), and the IEC promised that registration would be open seven days a week. The voter registration exercise enrolled an additional 822,594 individuals, bringing the total number of registered voters to 9,665,745. The number of civilian casualties was significantly lower during the 2019 registration period than it was during the 2018 registration period.

Violence and Threats of Violence Result in Polling Center Closures
The 2016 Electoral Law obligates the IEC to establish polling centers that reflect the number and geographic distribution of voters across the country. Although the election law does not make ethnic balancing an explicit objective, the instruction to establish polling centers in a “balanced manner” could be interpreted that way.

The IEC began a polling center assessment and “balancing” exercise in July 2017. However, due to insecurity, some areas were beyond the reach of assessors. The UN would later report that 24 percent of polling centers across the country were inaccessible to IEC assessment teams, including polling sites in 33 districts in Helmand (6), Ghazni (4), Paktika (3), Kandahar (3), Uruzgan (3), Herat (3), Badakhshan (3), Kunduz (2), Faryab (2), Wardak (1), Farah (1), Baghlan (1), and Nangarhar (1). But the inaccessibility of those sites did not mean they were automatically culled from the list of potential polling centers. Instead, the IEC incorporated inaccessible polling centers into the tentative list of approved sites in the hope that they could later be assessed during the subsequent Afghan National Defense and Security Forces’ polling center security assessment. This meant that multiple secure locations were sometimes consolidated into one polling center as part of the balancing exercise, while the number of insecure locations was not affected by
the assessment. That uneven consolidation of polling centers may have resulted in a tentative list with a disproportionately large share of insecure polling centers.195

Ultimately, the polling center assessment settled on a list of 7,355 conditional polling centers (see Chapter 4)—including inaccessible, newly created, merged, and relocated polling centers, representing a 2.4 percent increase over the number of polling centers in the 2014 presidential election.196 Once the IEC compiled that list of polling centers, the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces initiated its own polling center security assessment, which began with the Ministry of Interior issuing a directive to the provincial chiefs of police who in turn requested polling center assessments from their respective district chiefs of police.197 District chiefs of police assessed the threat level for each polling center as either low, medium, high, or outside government control, and relayed that information up the chain to the Ministry of Interior.198

The resulting polling center security assessment, released in early 2018, found that 12 districts were inaccessible—far fewer than the 33 districts that were inaccessible to the IEC’s assessors, but still a significant increase over the number of districts that were inaccessible to Ministry of Interior staff in the 2014 presidential election.199 On March 25, Murad Ali Murad, former senior deputy minister, informed the IEC that of the 7,355 polling centers on their tentative list, 1,122 were under medium threat, 1,120 were subject to high threat levels, and 949 (13 percent) were not under government control.200 The deputy minister also reported that ANDSF would not be assigned to the 13 percent of polling centers beyond government control.201

The IEC used strict access and security requirements to determine which polling centers to open.202 One condition for opening a polling center was the presence of Afghan security forces throughout the voting and ballot tallying process, beginning at least 48 hours before polls were to open.203 The IEC also stipulated that their representatives at the district level should be able to operate in the vicinity of polling center locations at least two months before election day.204 Those requirements meant that the 13 percent of polling centers that the ANDSF could not secure were essentially inoperable from the perspective of the IEC. American advisors to the Ministry of Interior said that the IEC also chose to shutter the 15 percent of polling centers designated as “high threat”—resulting in the combined advanced closure of approximately 28 percent of polling centers for the 2018 election.205

In many cases, by election day, the question of whether many polling centers would open or not was moot: Poor security had already disrupted voter registration at those locations. According to former IEC Chief Electoral Officer Shahla Haq, Afghan security forces informed the IEC that they could not secure approximately 2,000 registration centers.206 The fact that Afghans were required to vote at the same locations where they registered meant it made no sense to open those polling centers—even if security had improved in the interim—for the simple reason that no one could legally vote there.207
The number of polling centers closed for security reasons usually grows as the election approaches. First, a large number are planned to be closed during the security assessment, then additional closures become necessary as the security environment worsens. Both categories of closures have been increasing in recent years (see Figure 11). Afghan security forces have taken countermeasures, such as clearing operations, but those efforts do not seem to have reversed the trend of fewer polling center openings.208

In 2019, closures were even worse. That year, the IEC compiled a list of 7,417 possible polling centers. After planning to close 2,044 of them for security reasons, the IEC had hoped to open a total of 5,373, basically using the same list as in 2018, plus 233 more polling centers for Ghazni, none of which had opened in 2018 (see Figure 12).209 However, the IEC announced shortly before the 2019 election that 431 additional polling centers would be shuttered on election day due to insecurity.210 That was soon followed by another announcement that an additional 200 polling centers would close unexpectedly due to a Taliban offensive in the north.211 Using a slightly different counting method, the UN reported 689 closed unexpectedly, on top of the 2,044 already scheduled to be closed, for a total of 2,733 closures. This means only 4,684 (63 percent)
open, making it the most shuttered election in Afghan history. Given that 233 more polling stations in Ghazni were added to the list of intended polling centers in 2019, the high number of closures that year compared to 2018 is even starker. Ghazni’s openings should have removed hundreds from the list of closures, but they were offset by deteriorating insecurity elsewhere.

Closures have significant implications for the credibility of the election. The UN’s technical assistance strategy for the 2018 elections aimed to make the process “sufficiently credible to re-legitimize governmental bodies,” but did not specify what level of voter participation, in their view, constituted legitimacy. The UN did specify one key assumption: that security conditions would permit the IEC to open at least 80 percent of polling centers. If the base number is the complete, original list of over 7,000 polling centers, the UN’s target was not attained in the September 2019 election. One expert with deep experience with elections security in Afghanistan regarded the
80 percent goal as unrealistic: The ANDSF could not secure that much territory, the expert said, nor could the IEC operate that many polling centers. Still, the Ministry of Interior and representatives from NATO’s Resolute Support mission report that nearly 95 percent of polling centers were open on election day 2018, with just 261 centers remaining closed for various reasons unrelated to security, such as a lack of material or staff. While that may be technically true, it is also misleading: the Ministry of Interior and Resolute Support based their calculations on a total of 4,813 polling centers, not the IEC’s initial list of 7,355 prospective polling centers. The reasons for eliminating 2,500 polling centers from that initial list varied, but evidence suggests that insecurity was behind the vast majority of them.

In 2019, 4,684 (63 percent) of polling centers were open and 2,733 were closed, making it the most shuttered election in Afghan history.

While Resolute Support says that a total of 261 polling centers were unexpectedly closed on election day, the observer group Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan (ETWA) reported that security issues alone—not to mention operational and logistical issues—caused 333 unexpected polling center closures. By ETWA’s count, the total number of closures due to a combination of insecurity, staffing problems, material shortages, or managerial problems could be significantly higher. The discrepancy between ETWA’s field reports of polling center closures and the official numbers from the Ministry of Interior and IEC raise questions about the accuracy of the Afghan government’s information. An analysis of IEC data suggests that 498 polling centers that opened on election day—nearly 10 percent—did not report results.

Likewise, the Afghan government’s ability to conduct polling center assessments—and the United States’ ability to judge the quality and reliability of those assessments—may also have shortcomings. One senior U.S. military advisor involved with the elections told SIGAR that Afghan security forces are capable of completing a security assessment of all polling centers within about 48 hours. But an Afghan government interagency review following the election revealed that some portion of security assessments were not sent up the chain of command from the provinces in a timely manner, suggesting the assessment process is not as streamlined as U.S. advisors may believe. In reality, U.S. advisors have limited visibility on security conditions and Afghan government capabilities outside Kabul. SIGAR’s impressions of election security were shaped mostly by the assessments Ministry of Interior officials provided to U.S. advisors, who were cloistered in Kabul due to the reduced U.S. military presence. Without access to the people and places involved in the assessments, U.S. personnel have no basis for objectively judging the assessment processes, let alone the products of those assessments. Instead, they must rely on information furnished to them by their Afghan partners, who have a vested interest in shaping perceptions of their own institution’s performance.
Threats to Candidate Security

According to the 2016 Electoral Law, the campaign period is 20 days for Wolesi Jirga elections and 60 days for presidential elections. Although campaigns are short, candidate security is complicated by the volatile security environment and the sheer number of Wolesi Jirga candidates. Despite an active insurgency, only nine of 2,700 Wolesi Jirga candidates were assassinated in the 2018 campaign period, although that number represents an increase over 2010, when four candidates were assassinated.

The number of candidate casualties is more likely to reflect their small campaign footprints and limitations in movement than the effectiveness of their campaign security. In both the 2010 parliamentary election and the 2014 presidential election, candidates told observer organizations that they were unable to campaign freely in different areas of the country due to a lack of security. Those attitudes were reflected in a survey of Wolesi Jirga incumbents in 2015, when a majority told the Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan that candidate security would be a major problem in the next parliamentary election. In fact, several of the candidates who were killed were campaigning in major settlements, such as Kabul and Jalalabad, not Taliban-controlled hinterlands—an indication of the far-reaching effects of the security situation for candidates.

The security environment may be easier for incumbents, since incumbents, unlike challengers, often have enough money to pay a personal security detail. In 2014, the National Democratic Institute observed that most provincial council incumbents were protected by personal bodyguards, while their challengers relied on the Ministry of Interior for protection. Multiple U.S. military personnel and advisors to the ministry who were involved in the 2018 elections told SIGAR that, at the Wolesi Jirga level, the ministry contacted and offered protection to all 2,700 parliamentary candidates but that most declined, preferring to arrange their own security instead of displaying an affiliation with the Afghan government. According to these officials, each candidate was offered two police officers or, if they declined that offer, could have two individuals of their choosing undergo government-certified security training. The interviewees did not know how many candidates accepted protection from the Ministry of Interior.

The assertion by ministry advisors that all Wolesi Jirga candidates were offered some kind of security was not always borne out by the experiences of the candidates with whom SIGAR spoke. Some examples:

1. A candidate from Nangarhar Province, Basharmal Afghanwror, told SIGAR that his staff met with security forces on the first day of his campaign and he was told that they would secure his campaign events as long as they were given 24 hours’ notice. Afghanwror was satisfied with the protection the Ministry of Interior provided.

2. Ali Akbar Jamshidi, a member of the Wolesi Jirga from Daykundi, said that he and other candidates in his province were not offered security assistance from the ministry, but candidates were able to request Afghan National Police escorts for the 20-day campaign period from the provincial chief of police.
3. Zakia Wardak, a candidate from Kabul, told SIGAR that she was not offered security assistance from the Ministry of Interior, and instead relied on private security guards.\textsuperscript{235}

4. Shinkai Karokhel and Atta Mohammad Dehqanpor, Wolesi Jirga members from Kabul and Ghor respectively, and Dawood Tapan, a candidate from Paktiya, all said that the ministry never offered them campaign security assistance, nor did they offer to provide training for private guards.\textsuperscript{236}

In fact, according to the IEC’s own Security Concept of Operations, Afghan security forces were not required to provide personal security to candidates—only to secure specific planned events, such as rallies and meetings for candidates.\textsuperscript{237} By that measure, it appears that some candidates received the required minimum level of support from the Ministry of Interior, while others did not. Likewise, some candidates, such as Afghanwror, were satisfied with the ministry’s support, while others were not. Media reports at the time also mentioned some candidates’ dissatisfaction with the ministry’s reported unresponsiveness to their security requests.\textsuperscript{238}

The need for security was made particularly apparent during the 2019 presidential campaign by two major attacks on or near candidates. The first, in late July 2019, appears to have been aimed at vice presidential candidate Amrullah Saleh, who was meeting with supporters in Kabul when a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device detonated outside his office and assailants stormed inside. An Afghan special police unit was able to end the attack, but not before 21 civilians had been killed and 50 more injured. No group claimed responsibility for the attack.\textsuperscript{239}

The second attack occurred in Parwan Province in mid-September, when a suicide bomber detonated his explosives near a police training center hosting a campaign rally for Afghan President Ashraf Ghani. The attack resulted in 81 civilian casualties, including 30 fatalities and 51 injured. The July and September attacks combined accounted for more than 80 percent of election-related casualties in the pre-election period, according to the UN.\textsuperscript{240}

**OTHER SOURCES OF ELECTORAL CONFLICT AND VIOLENCE**

**Afghan Security Forces Secure Elections, but Some May Also Participate in Partisan Politics or Fraud**

In addition to securing elections, the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces—made up of both the Afghan National Army and Afghan National Police—may have also played partisan roles and committed acts of fraud.\textsuperscript{241} Afghan security forces reportedly performed admirably on election day in 2018, but according to a 2018 Afghan government after-action report, there were indications that some members of the security forces were the source of electoral conflict.\textsuperscript{242}
Officials from the UN Development Programme and the European Union train Afghan police on securing polling stations for an upcoming presidential election, May 31, 2009. (UNAMA photo by Aditya Mehta)

According to a preliminary report by the observer group Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan, ANDSF personnel reportedly campaigned for specific candidates or prevented election observers from entering polling centers.\textsuperscript{243} ETWA said such behavior occurred in Kabul, Helmand, Takhar, Nangarhar, and Kandahar.\textsuperscript{244} In an interview with SIGAR, Habibullah Shinwary, ETWA’s program manager, said police may have mistaken observers for candidate agents and limited their observation activities based on that faulty assumption.\textsuperscript{245} Such a misunderstanding could be resolved through improved training or communication, but there were also situations, according to Shinwary, where the police were beholden to local officials who instructed them to obstruct observers.\textsuperscript{246} (For a more detailed exploration about how insecurity affects observer groups, see Chapter 8.) If true, the fact that the police who provided polling center security were typically from the same district or an adjacent district, and therefore were part of the area’s social milieu, may have made them more vulnerable to co-option by local authorities.\textsuperscript{247}

Before the 2018 election, the UN warned that warlords with partisan interests would “challenge the neutrality of the police forces,” implying that police forces may be intimidated into facilitating fraud.\textsuperscript{248} Warlords may indeed strong-arm local Afghan National Police, but there were other cases where the police seemed to need little coaxing. Zmarai Qalamari, the IEC’s former chief of field operations, portrayed the security forces as a potential local-level political actor which, along with local officials and powerbrokers, has a vested interest in influencing the outcome of elections.\textsuperscript{249}

There were also signs of accountability in 2018: During the voter registration drive, the chief of police in Helmand’s Nawa District was arrested on the orders of the provincial governor for alleged “electoral violations,” marking the first time during the election cycle that a provincial administration in the south took action to combat such violations.\textsuperscript{250}
Warlords and Powerbrokers Can Influence Elections, Especially in Insecure or Remote Areas

While government authorities may be able to use security forces to control polling centers in some areas, informal powerbrokers use private militias to shape outcomes in others. A report by the U.S.-based non-governmental organization National Democratic Institute noted that observers have described a range of tactics employed by militia commanders to influence voters, some of which afford commanders plausible deniability. These include staging fake Taliban attacks to stoke public perceptions of insecurity, or ordering their men to fire their weapons near polling centers the night before elections in an effort to lower turnout.251

Armed groups also attempt to manipulate elections by threatening or intimidating polling center employees.252 Ahmad Shah Zamanzai, the IEC’s former chief electoral officer, told SIGAR that one of the greatest opportunities for fraud is at the polling center, where communication is poor and isolated poll workers are vulnerable to powerbrokers.253 In 2018, IEC employees and voters were targeted for intimidation on election day and while results were tallied in the weeks that followed.254

Tactics comes from freelance commanders who sell exclusive access to polling centers to the highest bidder.255 Such hijacking of polling centers has been reported following all recent elections, at least through 2018.256 The Afghan government’s security review of the 2018 election, for example, revealed that militia commanders and candidates in Paktiya seized ballot boxes from polling centers and moved them to their private residences in Janikhel, Mirzaka, Laja Mangal, and Jaji Aryub districts, as well as in Deh Sabz district of Kabul Province.257 According to Habibullah Shinwary, a program manager with ETWA, the last example occurred close to Kabul city, but observers have claimed that polling centers are captured more often in remote areas.258 The introduction of biometric voter verification technology in 2018 and 2019 may have mitigated the type of polling center capture described above.259

Islamic State Terrorists More Likely to Target Civilians

Based on the casualty figures from Taliban and Islamic State – Khorasan electoral violence incidents, it appears that the latter is more intent on killing civilians than the former. Based on UN data, in 2018 the Taliban were responsible for over 27 times as many election-related security events as Islamic State-Khorasan, but caused only 8.5 percent more civilian deaths (102 Taliban-caused fatalities versus 94 at the hands of Islamic State-Khorasan).260 On October 19, the day before the election, the Taliban’s Military Commission said that the organization intended to close all major and minor roads and cautioned civilians against traveling on election day because they did not want “to harm any common Afghan.”261 At the same time, there were also reports that
some local Taliban commanders were actually encouraging citizens to participate in
the electoral process, contravening the objectives of the organization’s leadership.
In Badghis Province, a Taliban commander reportedly began encouraging citizens to
register to vote after forming an alliance with local candidates.262 According to National
Democratic Institute, this also happened in Faryab, Ghor, and Balkh Provinces in 2010
when there were supposedly multiple accounts of Taliban figures either encouraging,
or even threatening citizens for not participating in that year’s Wolesi Jirga elections—
albeit with instructions to vote for the local Taliban’s preferred candidates.263

ELECTION SECURITY MANAGEMENT
The Independent Election Commission and the Afghan National Defense and Security
Forces have shared responsibility for election security planning. The IEC provides key
dates and security requirements to the ANDSF, which then develops plans to meet IEC
requirements.264 Along with the IEC and ANDSF, the United Nations Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan and NATO’s Resolute Support mission also participate in election security
planning for all phases of the election process, from the polling center assessment to voter
registration, polling, and vote tallying.265 Meanwhile, the Electoral Complaints Commission
is responsible for developing its own security plans, in conjunction with ANDSF.266

Elections security planning for the 2018 parliamentary elections began in earnest in March
of that year when the IEC, with UNAMA’s support, established the Elections Security Task
Force, a body that comprised senior officials from relevant Afghan ministries, Resolute
Support, and the UN.267 In the months that followed, periodic UN elections reporting
described ongoing coordination among the various members of the task force.268

After the 2018 election, DOD praised the ANDSF for their outreach and coordination
with the Afghan government’s electoral institutions. The IEC’s chief of field operations
told SIGAR that coordination with security forces was better in 2018 than during any
previous election. Specifically, he said that multi-tiered, decentralized coordination and planning at the provincial level and below was a key improvement over the 2014 cycle, which was characterized by central planning in Kabul.

While there may have been progress on interagency coordination over previous election cycles, U.S. military personnel supporting the Afghans in providing election security said there was still room for improvement at the provincial level—for example, by having an IEC liaison at the ANDSF provincial headquarters, where security information is housed, rather than an ANDSF liaison at the IEC provincial office. The election commission’s own Concept of Operations document calls for IEC liaison officers to embed at all security command and control centers at the regional, provincial, and district levels, suggesting that the absence of an IEC liaison at the ANDSF provincial headquarters was caused by poor implementation or a lack of resources within the IEC, rather than a failure to recognize the importance of that additional level of coordination. According to one U.S. military official, U.S. military personnel raised the issue on numerous occasions with the IEC’s UN partners, to no avail.

Coordination challenges also may have existed at the highest levels of the IEC. According to a U.S. military official, the IEC security coordinator did not appear for weekly meetings with the Ministry of Interior “90 percent of the time” in order to avoid being held to account for various deliverables, ranging from the polling center assessments to timelines and other important guidance that the Ministry of Interior was requesting. That official also noted that the IEC’s absence and the delayed delivery of crucial information prevented the ministry from proceeding with critical security planning. The IEC did not deliver the final list of polling centers to the Ministry of Interior until two weeks before the 2018 election on October 20, even though the IEC’s own plans called for the list to be delivered in mid-August. The delayed release left the ministry with little time to figure out how to balance election security needs against normal policing activities. The UN observed that such situations compound the potential for damage by narrowing the margins for error and adaptation in a crisis-prone environment.

According to a senior advisor to the Ministry of Interior’s deputy minister for security, many of the communication and coordination challenges that were evident in the 2018 election cycle had been hammered out by the 2019 presidential election. The advisor mentioned specifically that the IEC provided two liaison officers to the Ministry of Interior to partner with both the Afghan National Police planning cell and the National Police Communication Center. In the latter’s case, the IEC liaison collaborated with the National Police Communication Center on election material logistics. The advisor said the IEC also participated in exercises before the election, and attributed the IEC’s improved communication and participation to strong leadership among the police and at the Ministry of Interior.

Since deadlines are well established and much of the security groundwork was established in previous election cycles, there should be little need for last-minute
electoral planning. According to a senior security advisor to the UN who participated in elections security planning for four election cycles from 2004 through 2010, international experts developed nearly all of the election security and logistics plans during the early elections, which then served as templates for future election processes. The Afghan government reportedly became more involved around 2009 or 2010, and its level of involvement has continued to increase as foreign forces have drawn down. Contemporary election security plans are modified iterations of plans developed in earlier years by the international community. Given that the 2018 election was the sixth national election to be held in the past 14 years, one might expect Afghanistan’s electoral institutions to function better than they have.
AFGHAN SECURITY FORCES’ PLANS AND PERFORMANCE

Polling centers are vulnerable on election day, which is a major challenge for Afghan National Defense and Security Forces. Polling centers are typically stationed in soft targets, such as schools, health facilities, and mosques, with the majority located in schools. The fact that the same facilities are used over several months for both registration and polling increases the time they are at risk. However, either increasing or decreasing the number of polling centers can have consequences. Having fewer polling centers allows security forces to concentrate their resources, but also gives insurgents the same advantage. More polling centers means committing to lighter security, but also requires insurgents to distribute their resources. Long lines caused by poll workers’ inability to operate biometric voter verification devices or by a shortage of female searchers increased the risk to civilians by prolonging the time they spent at target sites. Some of these problems at the polling centers were the result of indecisive or incompetent bureaucrats in Kabul, illustrating how bureaucratic dysfunction creates real-world risks to citizens who participate in the democratic process.

A range of elections experts, including international officials, observer groups, and employees of the IEC, praised Afghan security forces for their support on election days in 2018 and 2019.

The 2019 election was the fourth election in which the ANDSF was fully responsible for securing election material and polling locations. The Afghan Ministry of Interior was the lead agency for electoral security, while the Ministry of Defense, the National Directorate of Security and, in extreme cases, NATO’s Resolute Support mission provided additional support. The physical arrangement of forces, was the same as in previous elections: each polling place at the center of three concentric “rings of steel” security (see Figure 13). The forces that conducted election security reported to a provincial operational command post.

Other security operations included patrolling areas around polling centers. The Independent Election Commission’s security plans called for ANDSF to continue securing polling centers after polls had closed and while ballots were tallied, and then escort electoral officials and materials from the polling centers to the IEC provincial offices.

International officials, observer groups, and employees of the IEC all praised security forces for their performance on election day in 2018 and 2019. The U.S. Department of Defense observed that most attacks occurred outside population centers and noted that there were fewer high-profile attacks than expected, an outcome that they attributed to ANDSF’s preparations.
Note: Two female body searchers are present at each female polling center, regardless of security threat. ANA = Afghan National Army, AAF = Afghan Air Force, ANP = Afghan National Police, NDS = National Directorate of Security.

Article 156 of the Afghan constitution, which establishes the Independent Election Commission, charges the organization with administering and supervising all Afghan elections. The IEC is responsible for elections from the level of the President down to district councils. Together with the Electoral Complaints Commission, it is one of Afghanistan’s two election commissions and arguably the most important one since it plans and executes all elections. Because of this, it is also the Afghan election organization that has received the most attention from international organizations, donors, and program implementers, including the United States.

In theory, the IEC is a stand-alone, Afghan-led institution funded through the Afghan national budget that does not fall under the authority of either the executive, legislative, or judicial branches of government. However, the IEC remains highly dependent on the international community and at risk of being influenced by interests inside and outside the Afghan government.

To effectively prepare for and administer elections, the IEC must have certain qualities, both as an institution and at a staff level, that are in short supply. First, at the institutional level, the IEC must have the necessary structure to adequately address contentious issues. As it is, the laws, regulations, and conventions governing the IEC’s roles, responsibilities, and internal communication hinder decision-making. Second, at the leadership level, the IEC needs individuals with the vision and discipline to plan for
long-term success and to quickly react to short-term developments. Instead, the IEC’s leadership is often paralyzed by indecision and appears unwilling to take action today in preparation for tomorrow. Third, IEC staff must have the knowledge and skills to carry out their duties. However, post-election staff purges, inexperienced leadership, corrupt hiring practices, inadequate training, and a shortage of qualified job candidates have contributed to a poorly trained and poorly motivated workforce. Fourth, even for the leaders and staff who do have the knowledge and ability to do their jobs, the IEC must have the will and ability to hold them accountable. Yet with a few notable exceptions, IEC personnel have seldom faced consequences for incompetence or fraud, despite the existence of basic legal foundations for accountability.

THE INDEPENDENT ELECTION COMMISSION’S STRUCTURE
Within the IEC, the commissioners are referred to as “the Commission” and are responsible for policy development. The commissioners rank just above an operations-focused implementing body called the secretariat, which in turn presides over the provincial offices. The central commission is headed by a chairman, deputy chairman, and five additional members who develop policy and make decisions based on a majority vote of the seven total members. The head of the IEC secretariat observes the commission’s deliberations but does not vote on decisions. The secretariat’s chief electoral officer and three deputies—one for finance and administration, a second for operations, a third for strategic communication—are responsible for implementing the commission’s decisions and regulations and for executing electoral operations, including candidate registration, voter registration, polling, and vote counting (see Figure 14).

Below the secretariat, the IEC has eight temporary regional offices—in Kabul, Herat, Bamyan, Gardez, Kandahar, Kunduz, Jalalabad and Balkh—which oversee the 34 permanent provincial offices. The temporary regional offices, which operate only during election season, are meant to oversee the full range of electoral operations (such as logistics, public outreach, staff recruitment, and security monitoring) and to facilitate coordination between headquarters and the provincial offices.

The 34 provincial offices each have four permanent staff members—a provincial electoral officer, a public outreach officer, an IT officer, and an administration and finance officer—who are sometimes helped by temporary staff. The provincial offices are also responsible for recruiting temporary staff, such as district field coordinators, civic educators, trainers, and polling center staff, to work at the district and polling center levels during elections. In 2019, for instance, the IEC tried to field approximately 200,000 polling staff spread across 5,373 polling centers and 29,586 polling stations. The same year, the IEC had 465 permanent government employees, and an additional 346 contractors, for a total of 811 personnel.
Vague Statutory Language Led to Mismanagement and Disputes at the Independent Election Commission

The IEC was established in 2006. In 2016, it underwent structural changes that reduced the number of commissioners from nine to seven, and reduced their appointments from six to five years. Throughout its first decade, other structural and organizational shortcomings became apparent. These ranged from province-level inefficiencies in the distribution of staff, who are currently apportioned by province rather than on the basis of population, to communication bottlenecks and problems with the organization’s legal foundations.310

One basic problem is the vague statutory definition of the duties and powers of the secretariat and the commission.311 The 2014 “Law on the Structures, Duties, and Authorities of the Independent Election Commission and Electoral Complaints Commission” gave IEC commissioners the power to “monitor” the work of the secretariat and the IEC’s provincial offices, but it did not spell out what “monitoring”
entails.\textsuperscript{312} That law was superseded by the 2019 Electoral Law, which did little to add clarity.\textsuperscript{313} This has led to disputes between the commission and the secretariat over their respective responsibilities.\textsuperscript{314}

It also led to micromanagement. According to Shahla Haq, the secretariat’s former acting chief electoral officer, the administrative and operational aides assigned to each of the commissioners were so involved in the secretariat’s work that they even interfered in the selection of the secretariat’s drivers and cleaning staff.\textsuperscript{315} Such micromanagement of secretariat hiring decisions slowed the process and delayed key appointments.\textsuperscript{316}

In interviews with an observer organization, the secretariat’s staff described other ways in which the commission’s meddling hindered the secretariat’s work during the 2018 election. According to the 2016 Electoral Law, the chairperson of the commission has two deputies, one for operations and another for administration and finance, whose duties and responsibilities are delineated in an internal regulation, but not in the electoral law itself.\textsuperscript{317} According to secretariat staff, the deputies’ responsibilities overlapped with those of the secretariat’s chief electoral officer. This made staff accountable to several supervisors, which meant that before taking any action, the staff needed to wait, sometimes for days, for multiple decision makers to reach a consensus.\textsuperscript{318}

The 2019 Electoral Law eliminated one of the commission’s two deputies and gave the remaining deputy a more expansive role, which was never adopted in the IEC’s internal documents, creating additional confusion.\textsuperscript{319} Likewise, external efforts, such as the United Nations Electoral Support Program’s 2018 attempt to “bridge the divide that exists between the commissioners and the secretariat in the interpretation of the law on their role, authorities and responsibilities” also failed to resolve leadership disputes.\textsuperscript{320} In comments to SIGAR, USAID noted that the 2019 Election Law amendments were designed to reduce confusion about roles and responsibilities between the IEC and ECC.
on one hand, and between the Commission and Secretariat on the other. The impact of those amendments may become clearer over ensuing election cycles.321

One senior elections advisor noted that laws governing elections have changed repeatedly, but the same problems persist.322 While legal changes may have immediate and enduring impacts in international advisors’ home countries, the effectiveness of legal solutions is diminished in countries like Afghanistan, where electoral management bodies do not necessarily follow formal rules.323 While this may complicate efforts to address the structural issues outlined above, it does not mean that structural dysfunctions should be ignored. The IEC needs both a clearly defined structure and accountability to ensure it benefits from established legal and regulatory frameworks. Finding a resolution to the IEC structural problems that would conform to international best practices is a challenge. The 2019 law was not enough to change the IEC, but instead had to be put into force via presidential decree—akin to an executive order in the United States.324 In theory, the commission should be able to tackle low-level issues such as the distribution of staff between provinces, but high-level structural reforms, channeled through a legitimate political process and involving agreement within and between the legislature and executive, will likely remain a challenge.325

Independent Election Commission Suffered from Poor Internal Communication

In theory, information at the IEC flows from polling centers through district field coordinators, provincial and regional IEC offices and then on to headquarters in Kabul, and vice versa. However, this model does not reflect the way the IEC operates in practice. In 2011, the IEC’s own capacity-building plan highlighted “internal communications and coordination” as one of the key problem areas that needed to be addressed.326 The plan also cited communication between IEC headquarters in Kabul and provincial offices as a major problem.327

The 2011 plan also indirectly referred to poor coordination and poor understanding of roles among individual employees, noting that “each department must be aware of how their work impacts on others and also be committed to ensuring that their work is completed in a time frame that does not prevent others, who are dependent on them, from doing their own work in the required time frame.”328

Seven years later, a 2018 lessons learned report produced by the UN Electoral Support Project described the same interdepartmental communication shortfalls and bottlenecks.329 Likewise, the UN Development Programme’s 2018 Post Election Capacity Assessment Report mentions that the IEC’s training and logistics departments, its gender unit, and its information and public outreach directorates all exhibited communication deficiencies.330 The IEC’s 2018 lessons learned report, released in the wake of the 2018 Wolesi Jirga elections, also called for improved communication between the commission, the secretariat, and the provincial offices.331 In early 2019, an international official and an IEC staff member recounted to SIGAR the persistent scope and scale of the organization’s communication challenges.332 The IEC’s former chief of
field operations, Zmarai Qalamiar, told SIGAR that provincial IEC offices completely lose oversight of polling center operations in rural areas due to poor telecommunications connectivity and poor security.\textsuperscript{333}

An international official with extensive experience working with the IEC offered SIGAR one insight into why communication and coordination problems have persisted for so long: “The IEC was so bad at communications that [another nation] even offered to send a communications specialist. . . . We tried to offer the IEC support and training on communications and in many other areas, but they refused. They said that they didn’t need any.”\textsuperscript{334} In comments to SIGAR, USAID said that the IEC had “outside strategic communications support provided by the international community,” with no further elaboration.\textsuperscript{335}

Malpractice at the Independent Election Commission Exacerbates Fraud and Makes It More Difficult to Detect

Electoral integrity is threatened by both malpractice and fraud. Malpractice plays a role in every Afghan election, but it was particularly evident in the 2018 parliamentary election. According to one election observer group, 38 percent of polling centers were missing critical materials, and only 12 percent opened on time.\textsuperscript{336} By noon on Election Day 2018, one of the country’s major observer organizations, the Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan, had declared that “the situation is out of the control of the IEC.”\textsuperscript{337}

Malpractice also makes it more difficult to discern fraud, giving perpetrators of fraud a convenient cover for irregularities.\textsuperscript{338} In addition, malpractice in the implementation of procedural safeguards undermines the effectiveness of key anti-fraud innovations, such as the introduction of biometric voter verification in 2018.\textsuperscript{339}

Poll workers were not well trained on biometric voter verification technology in 2018 because it was adopted too late in the election cycle; training was either curtailed or nonexistent.\textsuperscript{340} Staff struggled to use biometric devices and many polling stations
abandoned them altogether, which helps explain why approximately one in every five votes was cast without biometric voter verification.341 In addition, many biometric devices reportedly malfunctioned or ran out of battery power, making them useless at locations without electricity.342 In the aftermath of the election, the inconsistent use of biometric voter verification across polling centers made it difficult to determine whether the election was afflicted more by electoral malpractice or electoral fraud.343 Afghanistan analyst Martine van Bijlert observed that the Afghan government adopts fraud mitigation measures that are stringent on paper, but are not implemented properly or consistently.344

LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES AT THE INDEPENDENT ELECTION COMMISSION
The IEC leadership’s performance has been found lacking by a range of domestic and international observers, analysts, and government officials, both foreign and domestic.345 Even in the most recent Wolesi Jirga elections, held nearly two decades after the country emerged from the Taliban era and well over a decade after the IEC was founded, the organization was widely criticized for management and implementation failures.

Independent Election Commission Leaders Struggled to Set and Meet Timelines
According to international elections experts and even the IEC’s own staff, the inability to establish and follow timelines has been a recurring issue.346 In early 2019, Zmarai Qalamiar, the IEC’s head of field operations, observed that time management was one of the biggest challenges confronting the organization in the 2018 Wolesi Jirga election, and he accurately predicted it would be a factor again in the 2019 presidential election.347 Part of the problem was that the timeline itself was delivered late. Shahla Haq, the former acting IEC chief electoral officer, said the seven-member commission that oversees the organization was apathetic and unable to properly prioritize tasks, which contributed to election timelines being announced closer and closer to election day. In 2014, for example, the election timeline was announced one year before voters went to the polls, but that lead time had fallen to just five months for the 2018 Wolesi Jirga election. Even the 2019 presidential election timeline was made official less than a year before election day.348 Another factor affecting timelines is interference from politicians who reportedly move deadlines, struggle to establish a final budget, or otherwise interfere in the work of the IEC.349

The compressed timelines put the secretariat—the operational component of the IEC—under a great deal of time pressure and has led to delays in implementation, including the creation and delivery of voter lists, which the IEC was still printing just two days before the 2018 Wolesi Jirga election.350 Voter lists arrived at polling centers at the last minute or not at all. One domestic observation organization said 21 percent of polling centers it observed did not have voter lists, and the remaining 79 percent suffered from missing names or other incorrect data.351 Some polling centers received the wrong voter list, leaving voters to wander from center to center in hopes of finding their name.352
Although the compressed timeline was not the sole cause of this outcome, it was a contributing factor. Other aspects of implementation were likely affected, too. For example, short notice may have been one of the reasons some polling staff did not show up at polling stations on election day.\textsuperscript{353}

The IEC’s inability to make important but routine decisions not only disrupts IEC electoral preparations, but also those of critical partner institutions, including security services. One U.S. advisor to the Ministry of Interior said senior IEC officials instructed their liaison to skip meetings with the ministry to avoid being held accountable for critical deliverables, including the elections timeline. The advisor said that if the information the liaison was supposed to convey, such as a polling center assessment or pay rates for female searchers, was not ready, “most of the time the IEC tells him not to show up.” As a result, “we were left struggling because we didn’t have a timeline for guidance. Even for the planning for logistics, like the movement of materials, if we don’t get the proper information, then our planning will not go any further.”\textsuperscript{354}

There are several reasons for the IEC’s delayed delivery of the election timeline. Some delays are the result of factors beyond the control of the IEC, such as the passage of new legislation, the appointment of new commissioners, or the proposal of new methodologies late in the cycle.\textsuperscript{355} According to an international official, IEC decisions were also delayed because President Ghani did not effectively delegate responsibility for elections.\textsuperscript{356}

The IEC’s leaders struggled to reach a consensus on critical decisions even when urged to do so by international advisors, and wound up deferring a resolution until the last minute.\textsuperscript{357} In an interview, one international official described how members of the international Electoral Support Group spent hours urging commissioners to make a decision about how to address duplicate tazkeras (national identification cards). Despite their effort, the IEC did not make a decision for another 48 hours. As the international official observed, “It took a huge amount of diplomatic heavy lifting to get the IEC to make an essential decision. This shouldn’t be the role of the international community at this stage of Afghanistan’s democratic development.”\textsuperscript{358} The UN had warned before the 2019 presidential election that delayed decision making was a risk to the election, along with poor security and fraud.\textsuperscript{359}

\begin{quote}
“It took a huge amount of diplomatic heavy lifting to get the IEC to make an essential decision. This shouldn’t be the role of the international community at this stage of Afghanistan’s democratic development.”
\end{quote}

—International official

One international elections advisor pointed out that mature election management bodies in other countries rely on risk managers, who identify critical decision points that
could cause an election failure if they were missed—for example, a date when election materials must reach polling centers. The risk manager might determine how long it will take to get the materials from the capital to the polling centers, and if the election materials are not ready by that date, election managers will know the election needs to be canceled or adjusted. Asked why that role does not exist in Afghanistan, the elections advisor said, “It is my hunch that it is just a matter of human nature that we don’t want to know what is going wrong. Without a systematic approach to identifying these critical stress points, people tend to bury their heads in the sand and ignore the problem.”

Limited Human Capital in Afghanistan

Recruiting talented civil servants is a problem that extends well beyond Afghanistan’s electoral commissions. According to the World Bank, Afghanistan suffers from “extremely low levels of human capital resulting from years of underinvestment.” In 2018, the Bank ranked Afghanistan 133 out of 157 on its Human Capital Index. On average, each Afghan is 39 percent as productive as she or he would be with better education and healthcare. Moreover, 57 percent of the population is illiterate; the life expectancy is less than 53 years; the average age of new mothers is less than 20; and the infant mortality rate is the highest in the world. After 40 years of conflict, these limitations create predictable constraints on the quality of the country’s civil servants—particularly at an institution like the IEC, which operates in a demanding, high-visibility environment.

Some advisors attributed the IEC’s inability to manage time and meet deadlines to a lack of foresight. By other accounts, though, the IEC’s shortcoming is a simple unwillingness to take action today in preparation for tomorrow. Both U.S. and international officials told SIGAR that Afghans they worked with tended to wait until the last minute to take action when confronted by a burgeoning crisis—until it is no longer feasible for them to handle the problem on their own and international advisors must intervene. Another western donor official said that when the IEC is not developing operational plans or budgets, or when they are not purchasing required materials, the UN will step in and complete the task for them. This raises questions about the IEC’s ability to operate independently.

The Independent Election Commission’s Lack of Strategic Planning

Despite establishing a strategic planning committee in 2005, the IEC has done little actual strategic planning, and the plans it has made have been deficient. For example, one document stated that one strategic goal was “proving the IEC as one of the best institutions in the country.” The purpose and means for achieving that goal were unclear.

While the IEC has professed the importance of planning so the agency can be productive in the periods between elections, it seems that existing plans were never followed. Rather, the IEC has been more reactive than proactive, constantly moving between issues without setting priorities. In the run-up to the 2018 election, for instance, the IEC was reportedly working on basic institutional structural issues, such
as outlining the responsibilities of the commission versus the secretariat and voter lists—issues that could have been tackled at any point in the intervals between the six previous elections.372

IEC engagement on strategic planning also seems to rise and fall in tandem with donor funding. For example, strategic planning came to a standstill after the 2014 election, when donors pulled most of their funding from the IEC and decreased their political focus on elections.

The Independent Election Commission’s Lack of Operational Planning
There are also gaps in the IEC’s operational planning abilities.373 In mid-August 2018, just two months before the parliamentary election, a senior elections advisor told SIGAR that a true operational plan, which he argued should have been produced a year before election day, did not exist in the 2018 election cycle. That advisor was dismissive of a plan produced by the IEC in June 2018, calling it “terribly generic” and missing critical details.374 An April 2018 International Foundation of Electoral Systems (IFES) assessment of electoral preparations expressed similar concerns, noting that “neither the IEC nor ECC have begun developing operational plans to guide preparation of other fundamental parts of the electoral process, drastically increasing the risk of malpractice.”375 The IFES 2018 post-election assessment outlined how the IEC’s poor planning, combined with weak institutional arrangements, undercut the agency’s capabilities during the election. The report noted:

The absence of strategic and cyclical operational plans, risk mitigation strategies, and a comprehensive set of regulations and procedures upon which training programs must be built further impedes the training department’s ability to carry out its duties in a timely and efficient manner. The IEC’s piecemeal, short-term, and last-minute approach to planning and preparedness decreases the likelihood that the training department can deliver the right training, to the right people, at the right time with corresponding ramifications for election integrity. Taken together, these factors present significant vulnerabilities with correspondingly high probable impacts for election integrity.376

Likewise, IFES warned that “the IEC does not have in place, nor is it developing, a comprehensive fraud control plan to address acknowledged fraud risks (drawing on lessons from the highly-fraught 2014 election)”—even though IFES assessments had recommended that it create one in its 2013 report and again in 2015.377

INDEPENDENT ELECTION COMMISSION STAFF OFTEN LACKED THE KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE, AND SKILLS TO DO THEIR JOBS
The IEC suffers from consistently high personnel turnover and a limited pool of qualified applicants, meaning that it is perpetually building itself almost from scratch.378 The IEC admitted as much in a report following the 2018 parliamentary elections, saying it has faced a shortage of human resources since its inception. That shortage has grown more acute as the international advisors who once filled the staffing void withdraw.379 The dearth of personnel stretches across all IEC departments and at all levels.380 Following the 2018 parliamentary elections, Zmarai Qalamiar described the situation from his perspective as the IEC’s chief of field operations: “Four to five directors at the HQ are
missing. At the [provincial IEC offices] we have a lot of provincial directors missing. Most of the officer-level people are missing. . . . [Little has been done to] fill the vacant positions and to build the capacity of the staff.” Qalamiar’s concerns were echoed by a UN Development Programme assessment of IEC capacity, which also pointed out staff shortages, a lack of experience, and an inability to devise new ideas.

Part of the reason for the IEC’s lack of staff is that the agency simply does not hire people, including for senior positions, even when advised to do so by their international counterparts. For all of 2018, the IEC’s vacancy rate exceeded 25 percent of its 457 full-time positions—yet at the end of the year, it submitted a request to the President’s office for another 144 full-time positions. It is unclear why an organization with such a high vacancy rate would want to add more positions before it filled the ones already open.

The IEC has also had problems with getting rid of unproductive or incapable staff. Two observer organizations alleged that IEC staff are hired based on their connections to hiring managers, not their knowledge and abilities. If those hires prove unable to perform their duties, rather than replace them, the IEC simply shifts their responsibilities to other staff. When made, firing decisions have often also been dictated by personal connections and political winds, according to an Afghan elections official and a senior elections advisor. A senior elections official told SIGAR that although the Civil Service Commission appropriately screens job candidates, the IEC chooses candidates based on social connections, favors, or bribes.

The constant churn of personnel depletes knowledge, skills, and institutional memory. According to UNDP, it also has “administrative, operational, and financial implications.” Another senior elections advisor to the IEC said some senior staff who the agency appointed during his tenure were “less competent, undertrained, or
technically inexperienced” than the staff they were replacing. A senior elections official shared a similar sentiment, saying higher-level management positions are actually more likely to be filled with underqualified candidates than mid- and junior-level staff. Greg Minjack, an elections advisor with Democracy International, said there are not enough qualified people in the country to fill the open billets to begin with.

The lack of knowledge exhibited at the most senior levels of the organization is reflected at the province level and below, where significantly more positions must be filled. Even in cases where qualified and educated staff were available, it may have been difficult to recruit and deploy them to insecure areas. Instead, the IEC was forced to rely on less capable candidates who live in insecure areas or are more comfortable traveling there.

Qualified polling center staff, particularly female staff, are in short supply, and when staff are hired with inadequate training or skills, mistakes happen. Even the IEC’s senior officials have admitted that hundreds of results sheets were affected by incompetent polling center staff during the 2018 election. In some cases, staff were unable to correctly fill the results sheets or to pack elections materials properly. These problems were compounded as staff were introduced to new technologies, such as the biometric voter verification system.

As of the 2019 election cycle, there was reportedly only one permanent poll worker trainer at the provincial level, and most provincial-level trainers were short-term hires. This was also true at the district level, where training staff are hired anew each election cycle on a two-month contract. Within that two-month window, the temporary trainers, who often have little direct elections experience, must themselves be trained before training the next echelon of staff. This system has proven inadequate for the number of staff that must be trained. During one training window in 2018, for example, 113,070 trainees were generated by 33 training sessions over 71 days. There were reports of poor trainer conduct, including condensing multi-day trainings, skipping sessions, and attempting to train large groups. The International Foundation of Electoral Systems identified these problems in 2015, and witnessed them again in 2018.

As one international official put it, “There’s been a lot of physical infrastructure investment, fixing up the IEC compound, buildings, and providing equipment, but I think the areas where we haven’t seen a huge benefit is in the investment of the people.” Although there may indeed be examples of permanent IEC employees receiving training in Afghanistan, and even abroad, those efforts do not seem to be systematic. A senior IEC official with knowledge of the organization’s training activities reported in late 2019 that permanent staff had not received any training for at least a year.

The IEC’s lack of investment in its people is reflected in its ineffective work culture. IEC personnel, elections experts, and observers have all noted poor time management, a lack of foresight and planning, low motivation, idleness, and neglect of official job duties. In a 2018 report, the UN Development Programme described how some IEC employees
suffer from a lack of commitment, dedication, enthusiasm, and motivation, in part because of corrupt hiring practices that dole out positions to family and friends who do not fulfill their duties.\textsuperscript{404}

One senior Afghan elections official suggested IEC staff would benefit from a long-term training program that included exposure to elections in other countries.\textsuperscript{405} The IEC has reportedly conducted capacity-building exercises that include trips abroad to see how elections are run elsewhere.\textsuperscript{406} However, brief interactions with knowledgeable elections experts may not be an effective means of imparting knowledge to IEC staff. Elections experts and Afghan officials told SIGAR that direct, daily exposure to international and national technical advisors with the knowledge and habits of effective employees is a key ingredient in knowledge transfer, and is not something that can be taught via short-term training.\textsuperscript{407} The risk of having international mentors working alongside Afghan staff, however, is that the trainer will assume responsibility for tasks when his or her Afghan counterparts do not rise to the challenge.

Moreover, having good plans, competent staff, and effective training are not enough to resolve any organization’s challenges. As one international official observed, you cannot fix the root causes of election fraud in Afghanistan by building more technical capacity within the IEC.\textsuperscript{408}

ACCOUNTABILITY WITHIN THE INDEPENDENT ELECTION COMMISSION REMAINS A CHALLENGE

Developing countermeasures to mitigate fraud and corruption of the electoral process is one of the IEC’s primary responsibilities. In this regard, it has faced challenges. During the 2018 parliamentary election, for example, 10 of the 12 Afghan election commissioners—both from the IEC and the Electoral Complaints Commission—were
convicted of manipulating election results, and all 10 were sentenced to five-year prison terms. However, the Afghan attorney general office’s report on the trial provided few details about the fraud or the role each commissioner played in committing it. The case and subsequent trial raised questions not only about the IEC’s credibility, but also about the credibility of Afghanistan’s anti-corruption efforts.

The illegality of electoral interference in Afghanistan is clear: The Electoral Law prohibits anyone from direct or indirect interference in the country’s elections, as well as the use of government “assets, facilities, and resources” either in favor of or against candidates. The law also stipulates that members of the IEC are required to “perform their duties impartially and responsibly” and avoid any influences that would damage the commission’s impartiality.

But fraud and corruption of the election process have been problems at all levels, beginning with the very first elections in the post-Taliban era. The recent parliamentary and presidential elections were no exception, as discussed in the chapter on fraud later in this report.

The IEC does have some formal institutional arrangements meant to impose accountability. Its leadership is legally responsible for monitoring the secretariat, including the organization’s finances, removing the chief electoral officer of the secretariat for wrongdoing, and referring him or her to the judiciary for possible prosecution. Likewise, the Law on the Structure, Duties, and Authorities of the IEC and Electoral Complaints Commission requires the secretariat to dismiss employees who violate the law and refer them to the judiciary. But IEC commissioners have not devised any internal supervision mechanism that defines “wrongdoing” or specifies exactly how commissioners determine lawbreaking has occurred.

According to the executive director of Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan, the IEC headquarters has also failed to develop the sort of institutional arrangements that one might expect an accountable leadership team to devise, such as anti-corruption benchmarks. Another observer organization, Election Watch Organization of Afghanistan, has likewise reported that the commission has not developed internal anti-fraud supervision mechanisms, let alone enforced them.

That is not to say that no one is ever officially accused or punished for corruption. As noted above, 10 of the 12 commissioners during the 2018 parliamentary election were convicted of manipulating election results. But so far, enforcement of anti-fraud laws has involved accountability not to any neutral legal standard, but to specific officials and powerbrokers—who are themselves unaccountable. Sibghatullah Tamim, the former legal director of the Electoral Complaints Commission, told SIGAR that he and his colleagues were fired in 2017 when they delivered evidence of official corruption to the attorney general’s office.
The selective application of election laws has been a feature of Afghan elections for years, magnifying the perception of unaccountability and undermining institutional capacity. According to some IEC employees, shifting political winds can have devastating effects on the institution’s capacity to perform its duties.

**Holding Experienced Staff Accountable Led to the Hiring of Unqualified Staff**

Afghanistan’s presidents historically fire and replace commissioners at the end of every electoral cycle. This is partly because most elections have not gone well, and partly because commissioners are often viewed as the face of elections. However, this has failed to produce a truly independent commission or to ensure that new commissioners will not do the same thing. Replacing commissioners and secretariat staff likely hurts capacity more than it addresses corruption: If commissioners never serve for more than one election cycle, each election becomes a first. Commissioners never have time to develop expertise and start to build any degree of authority, much less independence. Turnover in commissioners also begets staff turnover, as the new commissioners typically oust old staff and replace them with loyalists.

Replacing commissioners and secretariat staff likely hurts capacity more than it addresses corruption.

The reality of the country’s shallow labor pool of educated and qualified workers forces a tradeoff between competence and accountability. Not even high-level personnel changes can have an impact in the face of broad systemic issues. Accountability is further undermined when the pool of qualified people is so small that removing a corrupt commissioner or staff member may mean replacing him or her with someone who lacks the skills and qualifications the position demands.
Voters cannot vote if they cannot register or get to polling stations. In Afghanistan, these two critical aspects of elections are vulnerable to rigging, which can start well before election day. Manipulation and mismanagement of the national voter registry and the voter registration process undermine the registry’s purpose of ensuring credible elections.

The creation of the country’s first national voter registry in 2018 was a major accomplishment and helped reduce ballot stuffing by tying voters to specific polling stations for the first time. However, problems with the registry’s implementation have hindered its ability to mitigate fraud. Registering requires a voter to have a tazkera (a government-issued identification card), which is easy to falsify and counterfeit, and there is currently no effective way to prevent or detect efforts to register with fraudulent documents. Registration numbers are improbably high, both for the population size and given the low turnout shortly after registering, pointing to the possibility of systemic registration fraud.

Malpractice and lack of transparency also undermine the credibility of the voter registry. On multiple occasions, hundreds of thousands of voters were removed from the registry under opaque circumstances. On election days in 2018 and 2019, large numbers of voters arrived at their polling station only to find themselves unable to vote because their names did not appear on the voter lists. To avoid disenfranchising a large number of
voters, the Independent Election Commission allowed some voters not on the lists to vote anyway.

Without reliable population estimates, it is impossible to quantify the level of fraud in the country’s current voter registry.\(^\text{427}\) But voter registration fraud may have been systemic in many parts of the country in each electoral cycle, including in 2018 and 2019. The executive director of one major domestic election observation group called the voter registry “the base for corruption” in the election.\(^\text{428}\) Since fraud in Afghan elections is so difficult to eliminate, a useful measure of whether the post-2018 voter registry has been successful is whether it curbed fraud more effectively than in past electoral cycles.

**New Voter Registry Reduced Ballot Stuffing, but Some Registered Voters Were Prevented from Voting**

From 2003 to 2018, the integrity of the Afghan voter registration process was undermined by a reliance on quick, ad hoc, partial solutions. The IEC issued an initial round of voter registration cards in 2003 and then conducted a voter registration drive before each election. Voters deemed eligible were issued a voter registration card on the spot, with no effort made to eliminate duplicate registration.\(^\text{429}\) Data from various waves of voter registration were often not combined with one another to create a single database.\(^\text{430}\) As a result, it was unclear how many duplicate registrations existed in the various voter registries.\(^\text{431}\) By the lead-up to the 2014 elections, the list of registered voters was so bloated it threatened the credibility of the election, with 20 million voter registration cards issued in a country with an estimated 12 million eligible voters.\(^\text{432}\)

In 2018, the IEC voided all existing voter registration cards and conducted a new registration drive.\(^\text{433}\) This marked the first time that each voter’s registration was tied to a specific polling center.\(^\text{434}\) This change enabled the IEC to better estimate the number of voters at each polling center and thus send a more accurate number of ballots to each, a
critical check on ballot stuffing. Also for the first time, voter registration was indicated by a sticker on an individual’s tazkera, instead of through the issuance of a stand-alone voter registration card.

New Voter Registration Process

The switch to a polling center-based voter registry in 2018 meant that, for the first time, voters were required to register to vote at the same facility that would later serve as their polling center. The process was supposed to look like this:

- Voters would register at a polling center, knowing they would have to return to that same polling center on election day.
- A unique voter registration sticker would be placed on their tazkera, which would become their voter ID.
- Their tazkera information would be sent to Kabul and entered into a national voter registry.
- The registry would allow the IEC to look for and remove underage voters, duplicate entries, and voters using counterfeit tazkeras.
- The IEC would then send the modified list of voters back to each polling center. There they would be publicly displayed so that voters could request corrections, resulting in increased transparency and confidence in the process.
- Only voters whose name appeared on the polling center-specific voter registry for each polling center would be allowed to vote there.

The introduction of the polling center-based voter registry was a significant achievement. In combination with the introduction of biometric voter verification, multiple stakeholders credited the polling center-based registry with curbing ballot stuffing, one of the main forms of fraud in past cycles. By reducing the number of registered voters nationwide and creating a maximum number of voters at each polling center, the new registry effectively created a ceiling beyond which fraudulent votes could not be claimed. But while the introduction of the new registry in 2018 likely reduced the number of fake registrants compared to 2014 and made adding fake votes more difficult, it did not eliminate either problem. Fake registrants reportedly still made it onto the registry in both the 2018 and 2019 elections, and some analysts believe this problem was one of the biggest irregularities of both elections.

The hasty introduction of both innovations came at a cost. The poor rollout of the new voter registry and biometric voter verification caused chaos during the 2018 cycle. According to Scott Worden of the United States Institute of Peace, the 2018 election saw “greater operational problems than any other Afghan elections since the end of Taliban rule.” Many registered voters were unable to find their names on the list at their polling station, and both election commissions struggled to find solutions to mitigate the fallout without negating anti-fraud measures. The registry was improved by the 2019 election, but significant numbers of voters were still unable to find their names on the list.

Source: Samuel Hall and Norwegian Refugee Committee, Access to Tazkera and Other Civil Documentation in Afghanistan, August 16, 2016, p. 16; Zmarai Qalmiar, former IEC director of field operations, SIGAR Interview, January 24, 2019.
National ID Cards Confirmed Voter Identities, but Not All Afghans Have Them and Insurgents Use Them to Target Voters

In 2018, the IEC decided to affix registration stickers to the back of voters’ tazkeras, rather than issue separate voter registration cards. However, a significant number of Afghans, particularly women in rural areas, do not possess tazkeras. Before the 2018 voter registration campaign, the Afghan government office responsible for issuing tazkeras, the Afghanistan Central Civil Registration Authority, estimated there were approximately 10 million Afghans without tazkeras. Therefore, the IEC signed an agreement with ACCRA to launch a campaign to issue a large number of new tazkeras across the country.

But affixing a sticker to tazkeras posed a new problem: it deterred potential voters from registering. Because Afghans are more likely to travel with their tazkera than a standalone voter registration card, the new system made it easier for insurgents opposed to the election to identify registered voters. At the beginning of the registration drive in spring 2018, according to the UN, the Taliban established checkpoints on major roads into multiple provinces to check for voter registration stickers, and threatened to kill those found with them.

The IEC eventually reached a controversial decision to allow Afghans worried about being stopped by the Taliban to have an additional voided tazkera with a sticker on it that would only be used on election day. That solution was reached after ambassadors from multiple donor countries intervened. In the end, the guidance does not appear to have been disseminated to voter registration teams or the general public. Many voters were ultimately forced to choose between voting and protecting their security.
POLLING CENTER-SPECIFIC VOTER LISTS: A GOOD IDEA IMPLEMENTED POORLY AND TOO LATE

Many of the milestones for implementing the new polling center-based voter registry were hit too late or not at all. This had a cascading effect: when one milestone is delayed or missed, it affects downstream decisions. As one senior elections advisor predicted, attempting to input and reconcile the tazkera data of the more than 9 million people in the national voter registry only three months before the 2018 election crippled the IEC’s ability to consolidate and disseminate unique voter lists to each polling center. Instead, voter lists were sent to polling centers only days before the election. With no time to display voter lists at local polling centers, voters had no time to determine if their names were missing and complain.

The result was chaos at polling centers across the country on Election Day 2018. One election observation organization said voter lists were missing at 21 percent of the polling centers its staff observed, while the remaining 79 percent suffered from missing names or other incorrect data. Poll worker responses to such problems were uneven: Some voters were allowed to vote and add their names to the list by hand, while others were turned away and prevented from voting.

While there was a voter registry display and correction period before the 2019 election, it was conducted before new registrants were added and before deduplication took place. Numbers vary on how many formal requests to correct errors the IEC received, but it may have been somewhere between 20,000 and 25,000. In addition, according to a senior election official, many voter registration books were lost or stolen between registration and when the IEC entered these new names into the master voter registry in Kabul.

On Election Day 2019, large numbers of voters in all 34 provinces still found their names missing from either the paper registry or the digital registry uploaded to the biometric machines in each polling station, or both. One of the country’s election observation groups found that voters were turned away after their names could not be found on either list at almost a third of the polling stations they surveyed, and that discrepancies between the two lists caused further problems. Even in Kabul, many voters, including an advisor to President Ghani, were reportedly turned away because their names were not on either list.

In response, the IEC initially ordered that if a voter’s name could be found on one or the other, they should be allowed to vote. However, at midday, after it became clear that there were widespread instances of properly registered voters who could not find their names on the devices or the paper list, and who would otherwise be disenfranchised, the IEC issued a new ruling. This ruling said that voters with voter registration stickers on their tazkeras (national ID cards) should be permitted to vote as long as they enrolled in biometric voter verification first.
Further, the Afghanistan Analysts Network reported that some voters were allowed to vote without being enrolled in biometric voter verification. The official IEC ruling stated that this was only permitted if, when their name was entered into the biometric device, it responded “name of person has been removed.” Then, the decision mandated a process in the IEC headquarters to check whether this removal was justified. If it was, the vote would be invalidated. SIGAR was unable to verify the extent to which this procedure was followed. If this process was not strictly implemented, then this exception negated the entire fraud prevention rationale of the polling center-based voter list.

**VOTER REGISTRATION CREATES OPPORTUNITIES FOR FRAUD**

The adoption of the polling center-based registry was meant to curb ballot stuffing, particularly at ghost polling centers, by enabling authorities to determine how many polling centers to open and to base the number of ballots and other sensitive election materials sent to each center on the number of registered voters at each. Theoretically, it also prevented multiple voting, at least with the same tazkera (ID card).

As counter-fraud measures become more sophisticated, election fraud evolves to keep up. The decision to tie voter registration to tazkeras created a new market for counterfeit tazkeras, supplanting the old market for fake voter registration cards. Some political parties alleged that large numbers of counterfeit tazkeras were created in 2018 and used for voter registration. An analysis by Scott Worden, director of Afghanistan and Central Asia Programs at the United States Institute of Peace, found that if the 5.8 million men the IEC reported registered in 2018 was an accurate figure, it would represent approximately 84 percent of eligible male voters—an improbably high number, given insecurity, minimal voter outreach, and growing disillusionment with elections. (In comparison, approximately 64 percent of eligible Americans were...
In 2018, 481) In 10 provinces, there were more male registrants than the estimated number of men eligible to vote. In Paktiya, 164 percent of estimated eligible male voters registered; in Kandahar and Nimroz, the number was above 150 percent. 482

Especially in recent elections, registration fraud is tied to tazkera fraud. There is currently no effective way to prevent or detect efforts to register with fraudulent tazkeras because of interoperability issues between the tazkera database and the voter registry. 483 In the summer of 2019, the National Statistics and Information Authority, which had absorbed ACCRA, began an effort to digitize all 21 million paper tazkeras that had been issued since 1973 in the hope of creating a digital database that could be automatically cross-verified with the voter registry. This would allow larger numbers of registrations based on fake tazkeras to be removed. 484 The IEC gave NSIA a spreadsheet with all 9.6 million voter registration records to be compared to the tazkera database that NSIA was developing. However, according to the head of NSIA, Javed Rasooli, not enough voter registry data was collected by the IEC to be compared to NSIA’s tazkera database, so NSIA could not identify which voters had used fraudulent tazkeras to register. With nothing to compare tazkera data against, NSIA audited its database again and sent the names of 27,000 fake tazkera holders in the hope that the IEC would find some of them in the voter registry. 485 Of those, the IEC was able to locate and remove only 250 registrations before election day. 486

Thus, efforts to weed out ineligible registrations in 2018 and 2019 were mostly limited to what could be accomplished within the registry itself: eliminating underage registrants and eliminating multiple registrations at different polling centers tied to the same tazkera. 487

Ali Adili, a researcher with the Afghanistan Analysts Network, said the process of creating fake tazkeras has taken two main forms, both of which are difficult to detect: (1) corrupt officials use government resources and equipment to create real tazkera
documents but with falsified information, which are then given to influential people for distribution, and (2) people print their own counterfeit tazkeras. In 2018, the attorney general’s office arrested hundreds of people, including government and elections officials and candidates, in Paktika Province for producing fraudulent tazkeras for the purpose of inflating the voter registry. The IEC accused the provincial civil servants in Paktiya of doing the same. According to Afghan media, the attorney general’s office said it prosecuted at least 60 people for producing fake voter registration stickers in Paktiya Province.

Like fake voter registration cards, fake tazkeras could be used by powerbrokers to build banks of fake voters to facilitate ballot stuffing, particularly in rural or insecure areas where observers are scarce. According to the UN, a sitting member of parliament was even discovered with hundreds of fake tazkeras.

The Afghanistan Analysts Network exposed a third method of inflating the voter registry in 2018. When the government issues a paper tazkera, there are two originals: one is given to the registrant and the second is kept at the department. However, in Paktika, according to the Afghanistan Analysts Network, officials sold their office’s originals to candidates, who then bribed IEC officials to use them to register fake voters. Once the IEC became aware of the scheme, it invalidated both originals and removed the corresponding name from the voter registry—thus disenfranchising legitimate voters because of someone else’s tazkera fraud. This caused widespread issues in 2019, as registered voters discovered their names were missing from the voter registry and were turned away. If this account is accurate, even after the problematic 2018 list had reportedly been corrected, it would suggest the scheme may have been widespread. According to a senior election advisor, this may explain some of the 157,142 duplicates the IEC identified and removed from the registry before the 2019 election.
The voter registration period is an opportunity for the Afghan government to demonstrate its seriousness in the prosecution of electoral crime. During the 2018 registration process, charges were brought against some perpetrators of fraud. In May 2018, one of Helmand’s district police chiefs was arrested for electoral crimes. According to UN reporting, this may have been the first instance of concrete measures taken in response to electoral fraud in southern Afghanistan. (However, given the risk of and opportunities for fraud, this lack of accountability may suggest the majority of electoral crimes went unpunished in 2018 and 2019, as they had in previous election cycles. For more on Afghanistan’s history of prosecuting electoral crime, see p. 91.)

**Political Manipulation of Access to the Polls**

In their 2018 book on election rigging around the world, Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klaas found voter suppression to be common and difficult to combat. Further, they found that donors tend not to focus as much attention on the manipulation of poll access as they do on other types of fraud—in part, because it occurs so long before election day, when their attention is generally on other issues. Further, the practice of withholding statements about electoral integrity until after election day means that by the time donors raise an issue, it is often too late to do anything. Analysts and observers have alleged that access to the polls was manipulated for political gain during the following stages of the 2018 and 2019 electoral cycles:

- **In 2018, when the Afghanistan Central Civil Registration Authority decided how many resources to expend in different areas in its effort to issue tazkeras to people who lacked them, in order to enable them to register to vote:**
  
  The IEC reported that potential voters complained they had no way to register, even in Bamyan, one of the country’s most peaceful provinces, because of insufficient ACCRA outreach to issue tazkeras to those who lacked them. Cheeseman and Klaas have found that restricting access to IDs is a common method of voter suppression in other countries, documenting specific allegations in Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi, and Zimbabwe.

- **In 2018, when decisions were made about which polling centers were safe enough to open in order to conduct the new voter registration from scratch:**
  
  According to UN reporting, security concerns prevented a third of polling centers from opening for voter registration in 2018. The UN Development Programme also documented allegations that decisions about which centers to open were politically motivated, disenfranchising some communities and favoring others.

- **When decisions were made about which polling centers could open on election day 2018:**
  
  A former senior election official SIGAR interviewed alleged that in 2018, security officials falsely claimed there was insecurity in some areas—and staged fake attacks—in order to close polling centers where their preferred candidates’ rivals were expected to win. He also said that security officials falsely reported polling centers were safe enough to open in insecure areas to create opportunities for allied strongmen to capture those centers and rig the outcome for their favored candidate. Former IEC chief electoral officer Abdullah Ahmadzai has described
the latter phenomenon as simply “giving away control [of the election] to powerful people.” He also said the political manipulation over which polling centers open has occurred in every election, alleging that powerful candidates and parties exert pressure on the President, the Ministry of Interior, and the National Directorate of Security, and that they in turn manipulate access to the polls.\(^{503}\) Margie Cook, a former UN Development Programme chief election advisor, has documented pressure on the IEC from the Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Defense to open polling centers that could not be secured for the purpose of electoral fraud during the 2009 election cycle.\(^{504}\) However, there may be an additional incentive for security forces to push to open more polling centers: The number of polling centers the government opens may be perceived as a proxy for the extent of government control. This rational reason for exerting pressure makes it difficult to determine when pressure is motivated by fraud.

- **During the process of discarding duplicate or fraudulent registrations from the voter registry before the 2019 election:**

A committee of political parties and 2019 presidential campaigns accused the IEC of intentionally deleting legitimate voters from the registry in order to support a particular candidate during an effort that resulted in the removal of hundreds of thousands of registrants just before the election.\(^{505}\) This was in addition to the previously noted problem, widespread in both 2018 and 2019, in which people who claimed to have been registered were unable to find their names on the registry.\(^{506}\) The absence of some of the properly registered voters in 2018 was likely the result of errors in the data entry process and voter registry books.\(^{507}\) But that does not explain why some voters were able to find their names on the list in 2018 but not in 2019. In the absence of detailed information about how decisions were made about whom to remove, including a geographic breakdown, it is impossible to parse whether there is truth in these allegations. Speaking to SIGAR, the executive director of a domestic election observation group said, “In order to monitor the voter registration process,
I need to truly understand deduplication. The only statement the IEC made about that effort is that 427,000 records were removed, approximately 4.5 percent of the cumulative registrations as of 2019.

- **When decisions were made about which polling centers could open just before election day in 2019:**

  Most of the polling centers that were open during the 2018 election but later declared too insecure to open just before election day in 2019 were concentrated in northern provinces considered relatively safe. Given that these closures were announced days before the election and most were in areas likely to vote for then-Chief Executive Officer Abdullah Abdullah, multiple observers believed security concerns to be a pretense. Approximately 20 percent of closures were in Balkh, a relatively safe province that strongly backed Abdullah in 2014. However, the commander of the 209 Shaheen Military Corps in Balkh also claimed in a press report that his forces were actually able to secure the polling stations in question. Thomas Johnson of the Naval Postgraduate School compared the provinces where the highest number of polling centers were closed just prior to the 2019 election with the provinces where Abdullah Abdullah would have been expected to have received the most votes, had the results from 2014 been at least partially replicated. He found strong positive correlations and argued that it could be interpreted as evidence that polling stations where Abdullah was expected to get more votes had been deliberately closed through subterfuge, saying that these polling centers “could have possibly produced 172,400 votes.” Similarly, Colin Cookman of the United States Institute of Peace claims “Abdullah appears to have suffered disproportionately” from last minute closures of polling stations in the country’s north and east. Coincidentally or not, these sudden closures occurred just as aides to Balkh strongman Mohammad Atta Noor apparently shifted their allegiance from Abdullah to President Ghani. An election official told SIGAR that, across the north, complaints were received that government officials fired rockets in the area of polling centers where voters were expected to vote for candidates they opposed in order to force those centers to remain closed. He cited instances in Takhar and Sar-e-Pul Provinces.
Election fraud is a significant problem in Afghanistan. Following the 2018 parliamentary election, 10 of the 12 election commissioners were convicted of manipulating election results and sentenced to five years imprisonment. But even this fact does not tell the whole story. In addition to experts and staff from international organizations, foreign governments, and U.S. government agencies, SIGAR spoke with current and former Afghan election officials, members of parliament, unsuccessful parliamentary candidates, and leaders of domestic observation groups. Some of the people we spoke to were successfully elected to public office, others were not, and some have been accused of fraud themselves. While SIGAR cannot prove or disprove statements made by these individuals—as noted in the report—they are included to help policymakers understand the competing narratives that shape Afghanistan’s electoral landscape.

Afghan elections are at risk of manipulation through bribes, threats, or both. According to some of the sources cited in this report, fraud has been organized by some of the country’s political leaders, who exert influence over senior Afghan election officials and, through them, lower-level staff. Commissioners and other senior election commission staff have allegedly sold their services for financial gain. Senior election officials can thus play an ambiguous role, serving variously as part protector of the process, part perpetrator of fraud, part illicit collaborator with senior government officials, and part victim of their abuses. Fraud has also reportedly been perpetrated by local
powerbrokers trying to curry favor with candidates in the anticipation of reward in the form of government contracts or positions, or simply looking for a payoff.516

At times, election fraud in Afghanistan resembles a type of competitive sport: Even a candidate who commits large-scale fraud may fail to secure a seat if a competitor’s efforts are more audacious. Fraud takes place throughout the entire election cycle, from the hiring of election officials and staff, as detailed in this chapter, to the electoral dispute resolution process, covered in Chapter 6. Addressing fraud is difficult, both because anti-fraud measures are at risk of being co-opted to perpetrate more fraud, and because properly addressing fraud can suppress legitimate votes, sometimes in ways that favor one interest group over another. Recognizing the enormity of the challenge to eliminate fraud, the goal of the Afghan election commissions’ anti-fraud efforts is simply to mitigate it enough that election results are credible.

**CENTRALIZED VS. DECENTRALIZED FRAUD**

Fraud that occurs at polling centers on election day tends to be the most visible and most frequently discussed.517 These types of fraud are sometimes referred to as “retail fraud” to distinguish them from “wholesale fraud” through which many votes can be changed at once. Retail fraud includes, for example, multiple voting, underage voting, and vote buying.518 Retail fraud requires the complicity of many individuals, making it a high-effort, low-reward form of fraud.519

More problematic is wholesale fraud which is committed at the polling center or station, rather than at the individual voter level. In this category, perpetrators change the results en masse through methods such as ballot stuffing and changing result sheets, also known as tally fraud.520 Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klaas, authors of a 2018 book about election fraud around the world, concluded that “fudging the numbers is perhaps the most efficient of all forms of election fraud.” Ballot stuffing and tally fraud tend to be employed in tandem: If the number of votes on a tally sheet is the same as the number of ballots in a ballot box, subterfuge is difficult to detect.521 The introduction of biometric voter verification in 2018 and the improvements made to its implementation in 2019 created significant new protections against both forms of fraud, however.522

There are two main types of ballot stuffing: top-up ballot stuffing, in which ballots are added to the box after legitimate voting ends, and wholesale ballot stuffing, in which no actual voting takes place, or all the legitimate ballots are tossed and replaced with fraudulent ones.523 Ballot stuffing can be perpetrated by election commission staff or it can be compelled via bribes or threats from outside powerbrokers.524

Although ballot stuffing was a problem in the 2018 and 2019 elections, it was less prevalent than in previous cycles, according to a number of stakeholders.525 Due to a series of new anti-fraud measures that target fraud at polling centers, it now requires “a lot more planning and covering up to do massive ballot stuffing,” according to Martine van Bijlert, co-founder of the Afghanistan Analysts Network. As a result, fraud has moved...
“up the chain to the [more centralized] count and disqualification processes.” Abdullah Ahmadzai, former IEC chief electoral officer, said that in 2018 fraud was common at the National Tally Center and less common outside Kabul, compared to past elections.

If ballot stuffing and tally fraud are conducted by competing parliamentary campaigns, or, for example, powerbrokers trying to curry favor with a presidential candidate, it can result in an implausibly high turnout. According to an Afghanistan Analysts Network report by Scott Worden, none of the results from the 2018 election were demographically improbable—unlike previous election cycles. Presumably the introduction of the polling center-based voter registry and biometric verification reduced ballot stuffing. For the 2019 election, the Independent Election Commission invalidated tens of thousands of ballots because they lacked biometric data in one way or another.

Over time, the IEC recognized that the more decentralized a given election process was, the harder it was to hijack. The commission decentralized where it could: during the counting process. In 2005, IEC staff counted ballots at five regional tally centers, while in 2009 they were counted at the IEC’s provincial offices. In 2010, the IEC moved counting to polling stations, where it has remained ever since.

But Greg Minjack, elections advisor with Democracy International, has cautioned that counting at the polling center level may provide more people with an opportunity to change the results sheets as they move through the district and provincial levels before reaching the National Tally Center in Kabul. Changing results sheets has historically been a huge problem in Afghanistan, the pervasiveness of which was shown by a 2010 American Economic Review study that found discrepancies between the polling center-level and in Kabul after aggregation in 80 percent of stations studied. Allegations of widespread tampering with results sheets in 2014 made the process through which they were manually transmitted from the polling centers to Kabul one of the most contested
stages of that cycle. A UN Electoral Support Program analysis of the 2014 election placed particular blame on the district field coordinators charged with transporting results sheets from individual polling centers to the IEC’s provincial offices. The introduction of biometric voter verification in 2018 and 2019 reduced these problems by creating a second record of the vote tally on the device, in addition to the paper tally sheet. If there is a disparity of more than five votes between the two tallies, the ECC ruled that a recount should be conducted.

**ELECTION COMMISSION STAFFING CONTRIBUTES TO THE RISK OF FRAUD**

While it is normal in many countries for senior government officials to have loyalists appointed as election commissioners and staff, it can also be the first step in rigging an election. These individuals have the power to change the largest numbers of votes with the least effort and the complicity of the fewest people. According to the IEC’s former chief electoral officer, Abdullah Ahmadzai, “We can [deal] with fraud happening in certain polling centers. That is why there are checks and balances in the IEC. But if it is centralized, there is no hope.”

“We can [deal] with fraud happening in certain polling centers. . . . But if it is centralized, there is no hope.”

—Abdullah Ahmadzai, former IEC chief electoral officer

Several Afghan election stakeholders told SIGAR that in 2018, central and provincial IEC commissioners and senior staff used a variety of mechanisms to rig the election during the vote aggregation process. According to their accounts, these mechanisms included increasing or decreasing vote counts on results sheets, “losing” results sheets with unfavorable results, and changing the results directly in the database at the National Tally Center in Kabul. All of these techniques are also risks for rigging results during the electoral dispute resolution process (covered in Chapter 6). Shahmahmood Miakhel, former member of the Special Elections Reform Commission and former country director for the United States Institute of Peace, told SIGAR it was more common for results to be changed after they were announced at the polling center in 2018 than in previous cycles. However, it is difficult to distinguish what percentage of changes took place during aggregation versus electoral dispute resolution.

According to Ahmadzai, candidates for election commission positions in recent years have been selected primarily for their political loyalty. According to multiple former Afghan election officials, experience can be seen as a disadvantage for these candidates, because it reduces the likelihood they will be politically malleable. By that reasoning, election professionals with reputations to protect have more incentive to call out political interference. After a decade of working for the IEC, Shahla Haq resigned her position as acting chief electoral officer when President Ghani ordered the commission
to allow voters to register using copies of their national IDs, which would have opened the door to mass registration fraud. Her resignation brought public attention to President Ghani’s order, leading to its reversal.542

One way of disqualifying candidates with experience in favor of political loyalists is to create highly subjective evaluation criteria. According to Walid Sarwary, former deputy chief electoral officer of the Electoral Complaints Commission, one criterion for ECC chief electoral officer applicants in 2018 was how well the candidates were dressed. He said this category was used as a pretext to reduce the scores of less pliable candidates.543 The ECC senior staff who were eventually hired were rarely qualified for their new positions. The new head of adjudication was a dentist, while the new director of plans and policy had previously worked in information technology.544 The same scenario was repeated in 2019. Ahmadzai told SIGAR that of the 84 candidates nominated by political parties and civil society to be IEC or ECC commissioners, only five or six had electoral experience.545

“Of all of the places I’ve worked on elections, I have never met a more corrupt or dysfunctional [election management body].” —International elections advisor

Disregarding experience as a hiring criterion has been detrimental to the functioning of election commissions. In 2018, the International Foundation of Electoral Systems assessed that the IEC had had a “serious regression in . . . capacity since 2014.”546 Another international official with extensive election experience said about the 2018 IEC: “Of all of the places I’ve worked on elections, I have never met a more corrupt or dysfunctional [election management body].”547
Even hiring experienced staff may not address the problem. An international official told SIGAR “after these commissioners get appointed, they quickly become political actors rather than custodians of the process.” The official added that this has been true in all of the country’s modern elections.\(^{548}\) Margie Cook, the former UN Development Programme chief electoral advisor who ran the Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow project during the 2009 elections, described the IEC as lacking impartiality and characterized by pervasive corruption at both the headquarters and field levels.\(^{549}\) As van Bijlert has noted, the post-2014 electoral “reforms” were really just “a tug of war over who controls the electoral bodies—and, through them, the election’s outcome.”\(^{550}\) The degree to which the IEC may have been compromised in that cycle was illustrated by an election observation report that showed more complaints were filed against IEC employees than against the presidential campaigns.\(^{551}\)

**Fraud via Selecting Commissioners**

Afghanistan’s successive election laws have sought to create checks on partisan influence over the process of identifying election commissioners. In particular, these laws have sought to curb presidential influence. In 2009, the President had sole authority for appointing all IEC commissioners and significant influence over selecting ECC commissioners. Starting in 2010, President Karzai appointed all Afghan commissioners on both bodies. Even the UN’s nominations of international members to serve on the ECC were also subject to presidential approval.\(^{552}\) In order to increase the neutrality of the election commissions, the 2013 Election Law created a selection committee consisting of other Afghan government officials who propose candidates from whom the President selects the commissioners. The selection committee has been retained in every subsequent election law, although its composition has repeatedly changed over time.\(^{553}\)

A number of factors have undermined the selection committee’s effectiveness. First, only one of the country’s election laws has ever been passed by parliament; the rest
were presidential decrees that were never referred to the parliament for consideration.\textsuperscript{554} This makes the election commissions particularly beholden to the President.\textsuperscript{555} Second, while the composition of the selection committee has changed with each new election law, under the 2013 and 2016 election laws, at least half of its members came from government entities whose leaders were themselves appointed by the President. These include the Supreme Court, the Afghan Independent Human Rights Council, and the Independent Commission for Overseeing the Implementation of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{556}

The selection process for election commissioners was improved in the 2019 Election Law.\textsuperscript{557} It requires that candidates for election commissions be proposed by political parties registered with the Ministry of Justice, as well as by election-related civil society organizations.\textsuperscript{558} Further, it stipulates that when the President is himself a candidate for reelection, all of the presidential candidates vote on nominees for commissioners when there are vacancies. However, when the President is not running for re-election, he still has sole authority for election commission appointments.\textsuperscript{559}

Third, in a context in which both President Karzai and President Ghani have filled the election commissions and passed election laws by decree, these laws have been treated as suggestions, rather than binding legal guidance. For example, after firing the IEC chairman in November 2017, President Ghani ignored the requirement that he appoint his replacement from among the remaining candidates proposed by the selection committee. Instead, he ordered the selection committee to reconvene. As a result, the IEC selected a candidate that he and other senior Afghan government leaders had already agreed to.\textsuperscript{560}

\begin{quote}
“The likelihood of a credible election is inversely proportional to the degree to which the ruling regime directly controls the election management body.”
\end{quote}

—Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klaas, \textit{How to Rig an Election}

As this incident illustrates, the palace can play an outsized role in selecting, and directing the actions of, election commissions. But the palace is not necessarily synonymous with the President. Under the National Unity Government, there were constraints on the President’s ability to dictate what the IEC and ECC did. But these constraints were not contained in law; instead they were informal terms negotiated behind closed doors between President Ghani and other senior government leaders.\textsuperscript{561} The Afghanistan Analysts Network described the 2013 selection committee as “a pragmatic patching together of lists provided by powerful people,” adding that “when push comes to shove, they will probably be pressured to do the bidding of either the palace or their backers (or both).”\textsuperscript{562} According to Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klass, “The likelihood of a credible election is inversely proportional to the degree to which the ruling regime directly controls the election management body.”\textsuperscript{563}
Fraud via Staffing at the Provincial and District Levels

The President has even more influence over the appointment of the leadership and staff of each election commission’s provincial offices than he does over hiring at the national level. Election commissioners nominate two candidates to be provincial commissioners, while the Independent Human Rights Commission of Afghanistan appoints a third. The President then confirms or rejects these appointments.564

The International Foundation of Electoral Systems found that in 2018, the President used his authority to appoint officials at the provincial IEC offices “to establish control over and to influence the electoral process.”565 The Electoral Complaints Commission’s former deputy chief electoral officer alleged that in 2018 candidates were able to plant supporters in provincial ECC offices as well.566 The 2019 IEC Operational Plan implicitly acknowledged that the 2018 hiring process needed improvement when it promised to place “a greater emphasis on staff recruitment and vetting.”567

The process for hiring lower-level election commission staff may also bring risks for election rigging.568 In interviews with SIGAR, a domestic election observation organization staffer, a former election commissioner, and a former Special Electoral Reform Commission member alleged that, in 2018, commissioners and candidates ensured that staff loyal to them were hired to work in the National Tally Center and provincial headquarters in order to rig the election during recounts.569

One attempt at reducing this type of fraud has been to prevent provincial election officers and district election officers from working in their home constituencies and by moving them around periodically, on the theory that assigning them to a new area will sever their links to local candidates and powerbrokers.570 The IEC had a policy
that provincial election officers could not serve in their home provinces during the
2010, 2018, and 2019 elections. 571 While this policy is less effective than prosecuting
individuals responsible for committing fraud, it is also the safest option politically, given
that some of them have powerful allies. A report by the National Democratic Institute
about the aftermath of the 2010 election describes how the IEC rotated 100 district field
coordinators to different areas after discovering that they had ties to candidates. 572

Provincial IEC commissioners and district election officers have not accepted this
rotation policy without a fight. The IEC’s internal lessons learned report from 2018
indicated that district election officers resisted being reassigned to new areas,
particularly to remote districts, and it sought to mitigate these issues by assigning them
by lottery. 573 Overall, the policy of moving provincial election officers to new provinces
comes at a cost: Some officials resigned rather than accept reassignment, lowering the
overall level of technical electoral experience within these bodies. 574

In 2018, the IEC used standardized exams to rank candidates and, at least in theory,
avoid bias in the hiring process for lower-level IEC staff. 575 In practice, the IEC’s 2018
lessons learned exercise found that powerbrokers still selected candidates even if
they performed poorly on the test. 576 Walid Akhbar Sarwary, former ECC deputy chief
electoral officer, told SIGAR that loyalists who failed the exam were still hired. 577 This
approach had been tried before: District field coordinators were hired through a process
that involved a standard exam and the use of a computer program to screen candidates
in 2010. 578

The 2019 Election Law created a legal requirement that election commission staff be
hired through a competitive process. 579 This was an effort to address the fact that as
many as a third of the IEC’s staff had been hired non-competitively in the spring of 2019.
(Neither commission assesses candidates’ integrity through reference checks.) 580 These
provisions have been effectively ignored. In 2019, a spokesman for the Independent
Reform and Civil Service Commission, the body responsible for government hiring,
issued a statement saying that there was no agreed-upon process for hiring at the
election commissions. 581

After the 2009 and 2014 elections, the election commissions used blacklists of staff
implicated in fraud to prevent them from being rehired. 582 The lists were unsuccessful
for a number of reasons. They failed to include sufficient detail to identify candidates
years down the line, and they sometimes included the names of everyone who had
worked in a polling center in which fraud had been detected, without singling out
culprits. 583 In practice, even being caught perpetrating fraud does not seem to have
been disqualifying. Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan
program manager Habibullah Shinwary told SIGAR that when IEC staff were discovered
committing fraud during the 2018 election, they were sometimes simply moved from
one team to another. 584 According to a senior Afghan election official, 5 to 10 percent
of temporary employees hired by the IEC in 2019 had previously been blacklisted. 585
POLLEING CENTER-LEVEL FRAUD IS WORSE IN INSECURE, RURAL AREAS

Election fraud is not confined to insecure and rural regions; in fact, 23 percent of the complaints received by the ECC about election fraud in 2018 were from Kabul Province, according to the UN Development Programme. But polling center-level fraud has historically been concentrated in insecure and rural areas. According to USAID, two-thirds of the votes invalidated by the IEC in 2014 came from 10 provinces that had been characterized by high levels of fraud in previous elections.

The IEC effectively loses control over its election materials and its staff in inaccessible and remote areas. The IEC regularly has trouble even determining which polling centers open on election day. Poll workers in these areas, for a variety of reasons, may have allegiance or otherwise have to answer to local powerbrokers and insurgents, not the IEC or Afghan government. Fraud in these areas can take on more flagrant forms than it does elsewhere. Local strongmen, who may themselves be candidates, can capture ballot boxes and take them out of the polling center for stuffing, preventing the polling center from opening at all. An unsuccessful candidate for parliament from Paktiya told SIGAR that a firefight had broken out between two other candidates over control of territory and, thus, polling centers to enable ballot stuffing. Powerbrokers may also use threats to reduce turnout by groups likely to vote against their wishes or to force captive populations to vote according to their guidance.

Election commission staff can face significant political pressure and assume great personal risk to do their jobs. Poll workers spend two to three weeks working from their assigned polling centers without dedicated security. As a senior elections advisor explained: “It has become very unsafe to have an IEC badge.” Given this reality, some IEC officials and poll workers perpetrate fraud not because they want to, but because they have no other choice. Greg Minjack, an elections advisor with Democracy International, told SIGAR that in many areas, “whoever runs the town or village is going to decide where the votes go.”

“Whoever runs the town or village is going to decide where the votes go.”

—Greg Minjack, elections advisor with Democracy International

A senior elections advisor, citing increasing insecurity, told SIGAR, “It’s never been more difficult to implement elections than it is now.” A 2018 Ministry of Interior assessment found that 43 percent of polling centers were under a medium- or high-security threat, or were simply outside government control. In 2019, security forces were able to secure fewer polling centers than ever before. (For a more detailed analysis of how insecurity impacts elections, see Chapter 2.)
FRAUD MITIGATION EFFORTS RISK DISENFRANCHISING VOTERS IN INSECURE AREAS

There are generally two ways to mitigate fraud: it can either be prevented, or it can be detected and nullified after the fact. The best way to maximize both efforts is to focus on the most fraud-prone areas. In Afghanistan, these are typically in the south and southeast, where the Taliban and terrorist organizations have the strongest presence. Since these areas also have Pashtun majorities, fraud mitigation efforts are often seen as disenfranchising Pashtuns to the benefit of others groups.\textsuperscript{601}

To candidates and residents of fraud-prone areas, special government efforts to reduce votes of any kind (even fraudulent ones) in their area may look suspiciously like wholesale vote suppression or even a stolen election. Thus, a rapid assessment review conducted by USAID after the 2014 presidential election found that “the IEC’s fraud mitigation strategies, which were supported by the international community, had a one-size-fits-all character that inadequately addressed the specific dimensions of fraud in the most problematic areas.”\textsuperscript{602} The IEC, at the behest of its international advisors, considered approaches that would have applied more intense and selective scrutiny in these areas, but ultimately did not implement them.

Among the countermeasures considered and ultimately rejected were automatically auditing polling centers with a history of fraud, as well as scrutinizing any ballots transported by air, under the assumption that hard-to-reach polling centers were at higher risk. Just before the National Unity Government compromise was finalized, the IEC also considered a selective audit based on numerical criteria, such as ballot allocations that did not track with past voting trends.\textsuperscript{603} In theory, using either criteria would apply the same standard across the country, but if the impact is that certain areas receive more scrutiny, the perception is the same and just as potentially destabilizing. Nevertheless, with good reason, USAID’s 2014 analysis recommended prioritizing fraud mitigation measures in high risk areas.\textsuperscript{604}

Moreover, while the IEC had no fraud mitigation strategy for the 2018-2019 cycle and declined to use countermeasures like those described above, it did implement (if poorly) the polling center-based voter list and biometric voter verification (see Chapter 7). The IEC went a step further and implemented perhaps the most radical fraud mitigation measure available to it: Recognizing the deteriorating security across the country, the IEC shuttered a third of the country’s polling stations in insecure (and often Pashtun majority) areas to protect the integrity of the vote.\textsuperscript{605} Despite disenfranchising perhaps hundreds of thousands of voters in both the 2018 and 2019 elections, the decision has not created widespread instability.
Electoral dispute resolution is the adjudication of election-related disputes, complaints, objections, or alleged violations of the law, the most serious of which can challenge election outcomes. Effective electoral dispute resolution lends credibility to an election by serving as a peaceful means for contesting election results. When Kenya’s election commission ignored fraud during a recount in the country’s 2007 presidential election, popular outrage resulted in the deaths of more than 1,000 people and the displacement of hundreds of thousands more. In the United States, the most famous example of electoral dispute resolution is the 2000 Supreme Court decision in Bush v. Gore, which settled a dispute over a recount in the presidential election in Florida. While Bush v. Gore was memorable because disputed presidential elections are rare in the United States, extralegal, opaque, and ad hoc electoral dispute resolution is common in Afghanistan and has repeatedly damaged the credibility of the electoral process.

The transparent resolution of disputes is a critical safeguard for ensuring an election’s credibility. However, Afghanistan does not have a credible dispute resolution process. The Electoral Complaints Commission—which is responsible for adjudicating election complaints—is overwhelmed. Its provincial offices are weak, vulnerable to political influence, and operate with little oversight. ECC officials are unable to make decisions quickly and almost never justify or share them with the public, and referrals for and prosecution of electoral crimes is minimal.
These problems are both a cause and an effect of a worrying trend: Election fraud is increasingly centralized in the dispute resolution process at the provincial and central headquarters, where fraudsters can have the biggest impact for the least effort, as well as the fewest witnesses and the thickest smokescreen. Chaos and malpractice in the central and provincial electoral bodies in the resolution of disputes creates ideal conditions for both election commissions to make changes to the results, and since there is no expectation of transparency, perpetrators can commit fraud with impunity. The process that is supposed to rout out fraud is, instead, when some of its most potent forms occur.

Election fraud is increasingly centralized in the dispute resolution process, where fraudsters can have the biggest impact for the least effort, as well as the fewest witnesses and the thickest smokescreen.

Afghanistan’s two electoral management bodies—the IEC and the ECC—share responsibility for electoral dispute resolution. Having two such bodies is unusual. In most countries electoral disputes are adjudicated by the judiciary or a single election management body, which is also responsible for administering elections.610 The ECC would not be necessary in the first place if either the IEC or the judiciary were fully functional and credible. But the IEC has been unable to persuade the voters of its credibility. A large percentage of the ECC complaints filed are about IEC fraud or malpractice.611 In 2018, for example, almost half of the complaints filed to the ECC implicated IEC staff, as did approximately 40 percent in the second round of the 2014 presidential election.612 In most countries, these allegations would be handled by the judiciary.613 But the Afghan judiciary suffers from a lack of political independence and a low degree of public trust, necessitating the creation of a second election commission—the ECC—to police the first.614 However, even the ECC lacks sufficient credibility to play this important role. As one senior elections advisor put it, “If the problem is that rule of law is terrible, creating another body is not going to solve that.”615

The IEC and the ECC have distinct roles to play in electoral dispute resolution. During the vote tabulation process, the IEC is responsible for determining which ballots are fraudulent and excluding them from preliminary results. The ECC is tasked with investigating complaints filed by voters, candidates, and political parties and making decisions about which votes to invalidate based on these investigations.616 The IEC uses this ECC guidance to determine which additional ballots to exclude before announcing the final results.617 Both commissions can order recounts and audits, but these are always conducted by the IEC, with the ECC observing.618 The ECC is also responsible for referring allegations about criminal violations to the attorney general’s office for prosecution.619

In reality, the lack of clarity about the roles of the two election commissions, and open conflict between them, has repeatedly led to disputes that can undermine confidence in both the electoral dispute resolution process and the credibility of the election overall.620
For example, in 2018 the two commissions reached a stalemate when the ECC ordered all of the ballots in Kabul Province invalidated and a new election to be held there—while, at the same time, the IEC announced that the ECC did not have this power.621 Similarly, in 2009, the IEC released the “final” results in the presidential election before the ECC was able to finish adjudicating complaints. The result of the ECC’s adjudication led to a change in the outcome of the election: The ECC invalidated a third of the votes for President Karzai, costing him an absolute majority and forcing him into a runoff.622 There was similar conflict between the two commissions in 2019, covered in depth below.

The lack of clarity about the roles of the two election commissions has repeatedly led to disputes that can undermine confidence in both the electoral dispute resolution process and the credibility of the election overall.

ELECTORAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN AFGHANISTAN IS AN ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TASK

The volume of fraud reported in Afghan elections can overwhelm the system. Fraud is also difficult to prove. Many complaints are dismissed for insufficient evidence.623 Further, an expectation that the election commissions will ensure that results roughly reflect the ethnic mix of a given constituency can lead to election commissions abandoning a strictly procedural approach to determining which ballots to count.624 Finally, the majority of decisions about complaints to the ECC are made by provincial election complaint commissions, where technical skills and oversight are weak.625 Moreover, the election commissions tend to lack transparency and share little information about their actions with the public.

Electoral Dispute Resolution System Is Overwhelmed with Fraud and Unable to Address It All

The volume of complaints of electoral fraud in Afghanistan presents a capacity challenge for the ECC, in particular. In 2018, the ECC received approximately 19,000 complaints, a massive increase over the approximately 6,500 received during each of the country’s previous parliamentary elections in 2005 and 2010.626 In 2019, there were about 16,500 complaints, and then roughly 6,000 more appeals to the central ECC about decisions made by provincial election complaint commissions.627 This was also a substantial increase from the 5,437 complaints filed during the 2014 presidential election.628

The flood of complaints that election commissions must contend with in each cycle can be so overwhelming that they end up ignoring a large portion of fraud allegations. In 2009, the IEC’s criteria for quarantining and recounting ballot boxes were those polling centers where 600 or more people had voted, or those which reported 95 percent of all votes going to a single candidate. But so many polling centers met this criteria that the IEC determined it could not investigate each instance.629 After the ECC raised concerns...
about this, the UN worked with both commissions and came up with a solution: auditing a random sample of ballot boxes. As a result of this audit, 1.1 million votes were invalidated.

Complaints made to the ECC can be difficult to prove, partly because the ECC has little ability to conduct independent investigations. The ECC often must rely on evidence submitted by candidates and candidate agents, as well as reporting and testimony from domestic observers. However, candidate agents and domestic observation organizations may not be able to prove the fraud they allege, and a large percentage of complaints are dismissed. (For more on the challenges to and shortcomings of election observers and partisan agents, see Chapter 8.) According to former ECC Chair Aziz Ariaye, 80 percent of complaints filed in 2018 were dismissed. While this percentage dropped to 60 percent in 2019, it was still significant. A senior elections advisor described the bulk of the ECC’s work as “just receiving complaints and dismissing them on procedural grounds.”

Provincial Election Complaint Commissions, the First Line of Adjudication, Are Weak and Vulnerable to Political Influence

Since 2010, responsibility for primary adjudication of complaints has been delegated to provincial election complaint commissions. This has yielded some success: Out of the 19,266 complaints filed after the 2018 election, 87 percent were adjudicated by these provincial commissions. The ECC can still perform primary adjudication of complaints under certain conditions, and complainants can appeal decisions made at the provincial level to the central body. In 2018, 6 percent did so.
But delegating most cases to provincial commissions also comes with risks. Provincial commissions have fewer technical skills, less political neutrality, and less transparency in their decisions than their central counterpart, and often lack standard complaint processes. Further, the central ECC does not have much ability to oversee the provincial commissions’ work. According to multiple stakeholders, the central ECC did not obtain all of the complaints received or considered at the provincial bodies, because some simply “disappeared.” As a result, the quality and transparency of these provincial commission decisions varied, contributing to a perception of arbitrariness in electoral dispute resolution. According to one election official, the lack of guidance from the central ECC in 2019 led different provincial commissions to make conflicting decisions about whether to validate votes cast outside of polling hours.

Despite legal requirements concerning how far in advance of election day provincial election complaint commissions must be established, they have repeatedly been created at the last minute and staffed by unqualified provincial commissioners with minimal training. The 2019 Election Law required provincial commissions to be established one month before candidate and voter registration begin, approximately five months before election day. However, before the 2014 and 2018 elections, these provincial commissions were created only a few weeks before election day. According to the UN Electoral Support Program, the 2018 provincial commissioners received only 6 days of training on complaints adjudication, which is highly technical. According to Walid Sarwary, former deputy chief electoral officer of the ECC, in 2018—as in 2014—the provincial commissions were established too late to allow for sufficient training. A senior electoral advisor told SIGAR that one of the top five things he would advise donors to change about their approach to electoral assistance would be to invest in training election officials below the national level.
In the Most Insecure Areas, Fraud Is Viewed as a Way to Reduce the Effects of Disenfranchisement

Potential voters in insecure areas are more at risk of being disenfranchised due to security issues: They are prevented from registering and/or find that polling centers in their areas have been closed on election day due to violence or threats of violence. In 2018, the lowest turnout as a proportion of registered voters was in the south and southeast of Afghanistan, where the Taliban and terrorist organizations have the strongest presence.

In such areas, fraud and election rigging are also more common, according to multiple stakeholders and analysts. A former senior Afghan election official said that election rigging is so widespread in some areas that it is simply considered part of the voting process. As one former member of parliament, Mullah Tarakhel, described it, “You have to cheat to be fair.” In other words, election rigging is sometimes viewed as necessary to offset the disenfranchisement of voters in insecure areas. A large spike in turnout between the first and second rounds of the 2014 presidential election in several remote and insecure provinces was one of the major bones of contention that led former Chief Executive Abdullah to withdraw from the election, alleging fraud. Likewise, according to analysis by Scott Worden, the number of registered voters in Paktiya in 2018 was higher than that province’s estimated population, indicating high levels of fraud in this insecure province.

Because votes are often invalidated in bulk when fraud is suspected, the effect is to further disenfranchise all voters in insecure areas, including legitimate voters. For example, 72 percent of votes from Kandahar were invalidated through the electoral dispute resolution process in 2010. Invalidation decisions can affect ballot boxes from specific polling stations, entire polling centers, or even whole districts.

A USAID report about the 2014 election also raised concerns that these issues can have a disproportionate effect on certain ethnic groups. That report said there is “a tension between fraud mitigation, which would reduce the total vote and levels of political representation in many Pashtun areas, and principles of fairness and inclusion, which seek to avoid disenfranchising Pashtuns who may not be able to vote because of an insurgency they do not support.” Proposals to focus anti-fraud measures where fraud was the worst have been considered but rejected for fear they would produce ethnically unrepresentative outcomes and provoke political opposition.

The fears are well founded. According to multiple senior ECC officials independently recounting their stories, during the 2018 election, a large number of fraudulent votes in Wardak were ignored after preliminary results were tallied. One official said that 35 percent of the votes in the province had been initially invalidated by the provincial ECC office due to fraud, and that all of those invalidations had been overruled in Kabul, allowing the fraudulent votes to be counted. Two other senior ECC officials, who had direct access to the deliberations, said that the reason those fraudulent votes were counted was to ensure some Pashtuns would win seats. Excluding the fraudulent votes
votes, these officials claimed, would have led Hazaras to win all five seats in Wardak, an outcome that was deemed unacceptable given the province’s sizable Pashtun population. SIGAR was unable to confirm these claims beyond interviews.

The electoral dispute resolution process has caused concern in cases where it results in the selection of representatives whose ethnic backgrounds are not representative of the population. While not proof of fraud, an outcome that is not representative of a province’s ethnic make-up can be viewed by some as fraudulent, even if it was achieved through a legal process. As a result, both election commissions have faced political pressure to change their decisions to ensure the selection of a more ethnically representative group, as occurred in Ghazni in 2010. President Karzai spoke publicly about his (ultimately unsuccessful) demand that the election commissions go back to the drawing board to ensure that the candidates who won in the province were ethnically representative of the population.

Failure to Prosecute High Profile Offenders and the Arbitrariness of Electoral Dispute Resolution Incentivize Fraud

The Afghan government’s failure to prosecute election fraud has been a longstanding problem. It undermines electoral dispute resolution, encourages more fraud, and ultimately threatens the credibility of Afghan government institutions. As early as 2009, U.S. Admiral Mike Mullen, then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that, as a result of this failure, the Afghan government’s legitimacy “is, at best, in question right now and, at worst, doesn’t exist.” According to some experts, perceptions have not changed in the interim. Afghanistan researchers Jennifer Brick Murtazashvili and Mohammad Qadam Shah described the 2019 presidential election as the most corrupt the country had ever held.

Before 2019, Afghanistan prosecuted only a small fraction of low-level offenders because high-profile individuals could use their political clout to block them from being prosecuted. In fact, an internal USAID review of the 2014 election noted that “several prominent election officials associated with fraud during past elections were promoted or given ministerial appointments.”

Typically, the only officials held accountable for fraud are junior staff. According to USAID, after the 2019 election, the ECC referred a number of staff from provincial IEC offices to the attorney general’s office. Rarer is the prosecution of high-level staff and commissioners. The exception was 2018, the year when all seven IEC commissioners and three of the five ECC commissioners were convicted of fraud for rigging votes in favor of specific parliamentary candidates.

Lack of Transparency and TimelinessHurts the Credibility of the Dispute Resolution Process

Providing clear explanations of how electoral dispute resolution decisions were made, not just to complainants but to the general public, prevents the manipulation
of information about the election that could call the process into question. Transparency about the rationale behind decisions increases the accountability of election commissions, prevents attacks on their mandate, makes it easier to gain acceptance for and enforce their decisions, and increases faith in the process.

One of the most critical components of this transparency is the public release of decisions. In Mexico, for example, the Federal Electoral Tribunal does not conduct public hearings, but case information, including written legal decisions and judges’ voting records, are freely available. Likewise, timeliness is critical, because delays can provide more opportunity for malfeasance. The legitimacy of both the Afghan presidency and Wolesi Jirga were repeatedly questioned after their terms expired during the multiple delays in holding the 2018 and 2019 elections. In addition, the long delays in releasing the 2018 election results undermined transparency, raised the risk of corruption in vote tabulation, and lowered voter confidence in the results.

Electoral Dispute Resolution in Afghanistan Lacks Transparency; Election Commissioners Disagree on Facts and Figures

Promoting electoral transparency is a key goal of the U.S. government’s strategy for Afghanistan. However, a review of the election commissions’ websites reveals limited public information about the electoral dispute resolution process, a key component of making elections more transparent. The ECC received close to 20,000 complaints about the 2018 election and issued approximately 19,000 decisions—but released only 21 decisions on its website, and only one in which votes were invalidated. None of the provincial electoral complaints commission decisions were posted. When the Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan, which conducts election observation, requested provincial commission decisions for the 12 provinces in which it observed the 2018 election, five of the 12 failed to comply, a violation of the legal and regulatory requirements that ECC decisions be publicly released. Similarly, the IEC’s website provided no explanations for its decisions to exclude certain ballots during the 2018 election. As a result, there is no public explanation for why more than 10 percent of the ballots cast in that election were not counted, a decision that affected election outcomes.

The ECC received close to 20,000 complaints about the 2018 election and issued approximately 19,000 decisions—but released only 21 decisions on its website, and only one in which votes were invalidated.

Disagreements over basic facts and figures between the two election commissions, as well as between commissioners serving on the same commission, are also a problem. In 2019, IEC Commissioner Mohammad Abdullah reported on his personal Facebook page that the initial turnout number was nearly 2.7 million. A senior elections official and an international official both told SIGAR they believed that number was inflated due to poor communication between the IEC in Kabul and their provincial counterparts. The ECC put the number at nearly 2.2 million. Another IEC commissioner, Rahima Zafiri,
reported in a press conference that 1,932,673 votes had been biometrically verified. However, IEC Commissioner Awrangzeb subsequently announced a lower figure of 1,929,333.687 The IEC never explained the discrepancies.687

Between tallying votes and determining the preliminary results, the IEC invalidated more votes, bringing the total number of votes down to 1.84 million.688 The IEC published these decisions on their website in 2019, but they lacked sufficient detail for observation groups and other analysts to determine how these invalidations affected the results.689 Three USAID-funded observation groups protested the IEC’s lack of transparency in not releasing information about how many ballots were used overall, or the breakdown between those that were valid, wasted, invalid, and blank.690

The lack of reliable and transparent data makes it difficult for election observers and analysts to understand election outcomes, and often leads to widely divergent and unverifiable figures. The problem is also compounded by poor recordkeeping. It is possible that the IEC did not have a detailed accounting of changes to the vote numbers. A senior election official told SIGAR the IEC had no written record of which polling stations these invalidated votes came from.691 In comments to SIGAR, USAID disagreed, but SIGAR was unable to confirm.692

If such records do not exist, it would increase the potential for fraud. According to Thomas Ruttig of the Afghanistan Analysts Network (AAN), another 20,000 ballots were subsequently invalidated with no explanation, bringing the total number of preliminary votes to 1.82 million.693 It is not clear if those 20,000 votes were invalidated in the audits and recounts that the IEC conducted prior to the release of the preliminary results. According to the AAN, it had to conduct a forensic analysis of information released by the IEC to come up with this 20,000 figure because the IEC failed to publicly disclose how many votes it had invalidated overall. Another AAN analyst, Ali Adili, estimated that
the IEC had invalidated closer to 100,000 ballots overall. In an interview with SIGAR, a senior election official put that estimate at 150,000.

The ECC had similar recordkeeping and transparency issues. According to Ali Adili, the ECC’s publicly released figures and decisions were missing critical information about whether large categories of votes had been counted or invalidated, and why. Much of the publicly available information was shared via press conferences, rather than published, as required under the Election Law. The ECC failed to release any of its decisions from 2019 on its website. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that the lack of transparency about ECC decisions has been an issue for many election cycles.

In 2018, information on vote invalidation was not conveyed to candidates whose races were affected by the changes. Eleven parliamentary candidates—five winners and six losers—told SIGAR they witnessed widespread irregularities in the tallying of preliminary and final results. Many stated that election commission officials failed to respond to questions about why vote counts had changed between the preliminary and final results.

Candidates faced similar issues in 2014, when the ECC also failed to provide clear and substantiated reasons for its decisions. Democracy International deemed this one of the ECC’s “most critical failures.” In fact, one of the most important recommendations in the ECC’s own 2014 lessons learned report remains unimplemented: to “share detailed complaints reports [including the] allegation, complainant, and respondent status, decisions, appeals, and breakdown by provinces.” ECC decision-making regarding pre-election complaints in 2018 was similarly opaque. It was not always clear on what basis the commission was making its decisions, even on far-reaching decisions such as the disqualification of all of a candidate’s votes across a constituency.

The ECC also shared insufficient information regarding the 21 decisions it actually released following the 2018 election. It provided little explanation for its legal reasoning and few details on the evidence it considered. Similarly, the decisions of provincial electoral complaints commissions made available on the ECC’s website in 2010 contained incomplete explanations; others were handwritten and difficult to read. The ECC’s lessons learned report from 2014 contains a plaintive plea that provincial electoral complaints commission decisions “should include legal reasons,” adding that most decisions did not. Democracy International reported that when the ECC held its first public round of hearings after the 2014 provincial council elections, the lack of standard procedures, rules of evidence, and established burden of proof led candidates and observers to question the competency and fairness of the commissioners. According to Afghanistan election expert Martine van Bijlert, even when the ECC held public hearings, it was unclear on what basis they were making their decisions: “It seemed as if the commission felt it had to act, but didn’t know based on what.”
Delays in Resolving Electoral Disputes Led to Months of Political Uncertainty

Delays in the electoral dispute resolution process can lead to prolonged political crises. In 2018, complainants had two days to submit complaints. Provincial electoral complaints commissions then had 15 working days to adjudicate, and complainants had three days to appeal, after which the central complaints commission had 15 more days to adjudicate these appeals. In comments to SIGAR, USAID noted that this process should take approximately 3 months to complete. In 2018, it took almost 7 months for final results to be released.

One reason for the delays is that the volume of fraud complaints in the early stages of the election leaves the IEC and ECC overwhelmed by the time results reach Kabul. Decisions regarding what to do about these complaints no doubt take time. However, the IEC's failure in 2018 to take the procedurally required step of announcing partial results while waiting for all votes to come in raised suspicions that the delays could have been intentional to allow time to manipulate results. The IEC failed to release partial results during any of the following stages in 2018: tabulating votes, verifying preliminary results, adjudicating complaints, conducting recounts, and preparing the final results. It took the IEC more than a month to release preliminary results from 28 provinces and almost three months to release the preliminary results from Kabul. This failure to release any partial results was new, since the IEC had released them in 2014.

Lack of Transparency Raises Suspicions about Dispute Resolution Credibility

While SIGAR cannot verify allegations that delays in dispute resolution were manufactured to allow time for election commission staff to manipulate results, these allegations are discussed in this section to provide some insight into the perceptions of some election stakeholders.

Organizing vote tabulation “is not rocket science, unless you don't want to do it. Anytime I see a really chaotic tally center, I am always suspicious that that is not an accident.”

—Senior elections advisor

The lack of transparency in the dispute resolution process in 2018 continued through the 2019 cycle. Organizing vote tabulation “is not rocket science, unless you don't want to do it,” one senior elections advisor with more than two decades of experience working with election management bodies around the world told SIGAR. “Anytime I see a really chaotic tally center, I am always suspicious that that is not an accident.”

According to several stakeholders, including former IEC chief electoral officers Abdullah Ahmadzai and Ahmad Shah Zamanzai, chaos in the dispute resolution process...
creates smoke to disguise fraud. In their opinion, recounts are ordered not to adjudicate contested results, but to provide an opportunity to change the results at the provincial level. The former deputy ECC chief electoral officer from the 2018 cycle, Walid Sarwary, told SIGAR that the ECC lacked a case management system—even though the ECC and its provincial commissions have only 15 days each to process tens of thousands of complaints. According to him, complaints at the provincial level were not tracked in a spreadsheet, enabling provincial commission staff to “lose” complaints unfavorable to the candidates they supported before they could be documented.

The Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit said that in 2009 the IEC had repeatedly refused to allow observers or agents to monitor the inspection of quarantined ballot boxes. The same report also alleged that same year that the commission revalidated previously excluded boxes with results favoring former President Karzai.

Several Afghan officials and stakeholders working on elections alleged that the lack of transparency in the dispute resolution process in 2019 was a conscious choice by officials at the central and provincial offices of the IEC and ECC to conceal fraud, citing their refusal to make critical information public, their broken promises to invalidate specific controversial votes, and their determination to leave their preliminary results virtually unchanged. In addition, according to the Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan, the IEC conducted an ECC-ordered audit late at night and without domestic or international observers or even ECC representatives present.

Fear may also be a reason for the lack of transparency. In 2018, as previously noted, 10 of the 12 IEC and ECC commissioners were arrested and sentenced to 5 years imprisonment. An international official told SIGAR that, in his opinion, the reason the 2019 commissioners have not been forthcoming with information is that they feared that any decision they made—fraudulent or not—might be used to prosecute them.

**MOTIVATIONS FOR FRAUD IN THE ELECTORAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS**

Many of the candidates SIGAR spoke to said they were either asked for or actually paid bribes to election commission officials, ranging from commissioners of the central election commissions to provincial commissioners to lower-level staff working on the recounts. While SIGAR cannot verify these accounts, they are illustrative of opinions, perceptions, and experiences that policy implementers will likely encounter when navigating Afghanistan’s electoral landscape. Afghanistan’s Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation Committee (MEC) said that most of the candidates and virtually all of the losing candidates it interviewed said they were approached for bribes. Of the 17 candidates interviewed by SIGAR, 10 also said they were approached to pay bribes or heard of others being asked for bribes.

According to some stakeholders, one 2018 election commissioner reportedly commanded bribes nearing $1 million in order to secure a seat for a single candidate.
Securing the services of lower-level IEC staff reportedly cost at least $10,000.\textsuperscript{727} The MEC report documented a candidate saying that the IEC would guarantee their support for a bribe between $500,000 and $800,000, while for $800,000 to $1 million he could buy support from both election commissions and guarantee himself a seat in parliament.\textsuperscript{728} The large amounts of money involved reportedly spawned a system which worked like an auction, according to one international official: Bribes were paid to an account held by a money changer (\textit{sarafi}) in Kabul, where the money was held in escrow until the highest bidder was identified.\textsuperscript{729} Only the highest bidder paid—and only once seated—while the remaining money was returned to the others.\textsuperscript{730} An unsuccessful 2018 candidate detailed a similar process when describing his private meeting with a commissioner to discuss the mechanics of a possible bribe.\textsuperscript{731}

Hilla Mujtaba, an unsuccessful candidate for parliament from Paktika, told SIGAR she was asked for bribes not just in order to add votes to her totals, but also to avoid the exclusion of votes in her favor by the IEC or their invalidation by the ECC.\textsuperscript{732} Another candidate alleged that she was told that she was winning but needed to pay a bribe to “secure” her votes from the two election commissions.\textsuperscript{733} The Afghan press reported an incident in which a candidate paid a bribe to a senior palace official to get a seat, secretly recorded the interaction, and then used the recording as blackmail to secure his seat \textit{and} get his money back.\textsuperscript{734}

\begin{quote}
\textbf{Why Elected Office Is So Desirable in Afghanistan}

One reason candidates may be willing to pay such high prices for seats in parliament is to protect ill-gotten fortunes. Some may be businessmen who earned their money through fraud on government contracts, smuggling commodities to avoid taxes, and other illegal means.\textsuperscript{735} By becoming members of parliament they can gain access to new sources of illicit revenue and immunity from prosecution.\textsuperscript{736} According to the Afghanistan Analysts Network, cabinet ministers have paid parliamentarians as much as $1.5 million to ensure they survive votes of confidence.\textsuperscript{737} In addition, members of parliament reportedly obtain contracts for their construction businesses through their political influence. The director of Integrity Watch Afghanistan has said that “a lot of people believe the majority of the members of parliament are involved in illegitimate businesses.”\textsuperscript{738} Under the Afghan constitution, members of parliament can be prosecuted and temporarily arrested, but they cannot be detained for any crime, whether it is related to their official capacity or not, without the permission of an administrative board of their fellow members.\textsuperscript{739} As of May 2019, neither house had ever granted the attorney general permission to detain a member, and only one member had been convicted of corruption by the Anti-Corruption Judicial Center.\textsuperscript{740}
\end{quote}
Committing Fraud by Falsifying Results during Recounts

In 2018, the ballots from all 33 provinces in which elections had been held were recounted. In interviews with SIGAR, many stakeholders, including candidates and representatives of domestic observation organizations, alleged that this process was replete with fraud. SIGAR could not confirm these accounts but included them in this report because these perceptions—whether accurate or not—are important for U.S. policy and program implementers to be aware of as they navigate Afghanistan’s electoral landscape.

The IEC’s failure to provide criteria or a rationale to explain its decisions on which ballot boxes to recount did nothing to allay widespread suspicions that those decisions were driven by a desire to commit fraud. According to the MEC, without integrity in the election commissions, “an otherwise transparent process tends to become opaque, usually at the precise moment and place that corruption occurs—for instance, when a vote recount succumbs to bribery.”

Recounts were initially conducted in provincial capitals, but allegations of fraud in those processes forced a second recount effort at the National Tally Center in Kabul. The MEC has cautioned that recounts “lack the safeguards of vote tabulations and are vulnerable to tampering.” For this reason, a senior IEC official described the ECC’s initial decision to invalidate all votes in Kabul Province as “doomsday,” because of the high risk for fraud in the subsequent recount.

ECC officials hold a press conference to discuss complaints in the April provincial council elections, June 2, 2014. (UNAMA photo by Fardin Waezi)
The alleged mechanisms for changing the results during the recount varied. Several candidates from Kabul—some who won and some who lost—provided SIGAR with what they claimed was evidence of fraud in the electoral dispute resolution process. Their claims, and SIGAR interviews with other candidates, reveal plausible paths for fraud. Again, the following examples could not be confirmed; they are listed in the belief that they could be useful for those working to mitigate fraud in future elections:

- Manually editing result sheets—for example, by adding digits to the vote count or even scratching out numbers;747
- Replacing original results sheets with fake ones, requiring fraudsters to tamper with barcodes or falsify observer signatures on results and recount sheets;748
- Conducting multiple recounts for a polling station in a single day;749
- Combining the tallies from multiple versions of results sheets from the same polling station;750
- Intentionally disposing of ballot boxes or results sheets;751
- Making decisions about which ballots to exclude or invalidate in order to ensure specific candidates win or lose;752
- Changing results in the National Tally Center database (which, according to the UN Electoral Support Program, two IEC employees were arrested for doing in 2018);753
- Selling blank results sheets, so candidates could fill them out in their favor and use them to contest the result—a strategy that could have been particularly effective when the IEC lost hundreds of original results sheets in Kabul in 2018.754

Irregularities in the 2018 Kabul tabulation process may have added to suspicions of fraud. According to Ali Adili, of the Afghanistan Analysts Network, the ECC stated publicly at one point that it would allow the Kabul election to stand if the IEC would share with it 50 percent of the original results sheets from election day. As Adili noted, if true, that would be a startling statement from a body that should have had access to all of them.755 After the head of the Kabul provincial office of the IEC was fired for allegedly taking bribes, his replacement resigned, saying that fraud in the province “had been designed and conducted by a corrupt circle led by the head of the IEC secretariat.”756 According to Sibghatullah Tamim, former ECC legal director, only 10 to 20 percent of the votes announced for Kabul Province were legitimate.757

Committing Fraud by Failing to Adjudicate Complaints in 2018 and 2019

Another way to commit fraud through the election dispute resolution process may be to simply decline to eliminate fraudulent votes. According to SIGAR’s analysis of 35 constituencies where parliamentary elections were held in 2018 (33 provinces plus the Kuchis and Sikhs), there were seven where not a single vote was changed between preliminary and final results: Wardak, Baghlan, Kunduz, Daykundi, Badakhshan, Kuchis, and Sikhs.758 Similarly, SIGAR obtained a series of internal ECC decisions that cite “the sensitivity of the timeframe” to justify announcing preliminary winners as final winners without changing any votes in Wardak, Baghlan, Kunduz, and Kuchis constituencies.759 According to four current and former election officials, the ECC explicitly chose not to adjudicate any complaints in these provinces.760
Similarly, according to two election officials from the 2019 cycle, the IEC refused to conduct the audit ordered by the ECC in the manner instructed. According to a senior election official, the ECC had instructed the IEC to conduct the audit by re-opening the ballot boxes in question, which were stored at the provincial IEC offices. Instead, the IEC allegedly reviewed only the documents corresponding to those contested polling stations that were available at its headquarters in Kabul. An Afghan election stakeholder, in an interview with SIGAR, argued that the lack of specificity contained in the ECC’s instruction to the IEC was intentional and was designed to enable the IEC to leave the preliminary vote count virtually unchanged. In the end, only 453 votes were invalidated, allowing President Ghani to avoid a runoff with approximately 20,000 votes to spare.

ECC Deputy Chairman Mawlawi Din Muhammad Azimi asserted that between 65,000 and 80,000 additional votes would have been invalidated if the IEC had properly carried out the audit and recount—an assertion that ECC Chairwoman Zohra Bayan Shinwari denied. There were also allegations by an observation organization and an election official SIGAR spoke to that the IEC announced the final results before the ECC had even completed its work and submitted all of its decisions, leaving approximately 20 percent incomplete.

After a detailed analysis of the numbers, Colin Cookman with the U.S. Institute of Peace determined that even if the IEC had carried out the ECC-ordered audits as instructed, the number of ballots invalidated because they were initially missing biometric data would not have triggered a runoff in and of itself. He also found that, even if all of the out-of-time votes had been invalidated, it would not have triggered a runoff. Finally, he...
found that almost 15,000 votes had been added between the preliminary and final vote totals, something that is theoretically impossible, since the only changes between the preliminary and final total should be invalidations.769 Taken together, the impact of these discrepancies remains unknown.

Lack of Transparency in Dispute Resolution: Observers Lack Sufficient Access

Across seven Afghan elections in recent years, election observers and candidate agents have consistently complained that they have not been given the opportunity to adequately monitor recounts or the information necessary to understand vote total changes over time.770 The situation was no different in 2018 or 2019. The ECC refused to provide the formal decisions that the law obligates them to produce.771 In fact, Cookman assessed the audit ordered by the ECC and conducted by the IEC in 2019 as having been “concluded in a rapid fashion, with little clarity on the details of some of its outcomes and with some apparent discrepancies evident in the final results published by the IEC.”772 Lastly, the same year, the IEC did not release any details on the process through which it identified and invalidated 86,000 duplicate votes or explain the threshold it set with Dermalog for establishing a match.773

Naeem Ayubzada, founder of the Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan (TEFA), said that his organization determined in 2018 that more than 65 percent of the results sheets they documented at the polling center level were later changed without explanation, resulting in incorrect outcomes in 15 provinces.774 To Abdullah Ahmadzai, the former IEC chief electoral officer, the fact that the IEC refused to release vote tallies before and after recounts supports his conclusion that they are mechanisms for election rigging.775

When candidate agents and observation organizations have been able to observe, they have seen obvious fraud. ETWA and TEFA have both documented that political parties and candidates openly interfered in the 2018 recount process, including negotiating with IEC officials to fix the election for a price. Reporting by both organizations also alleges that staff in charge of the recount that year displayed party bias and worked to assist their preferred candidates.776 TEFA and a candidate from Kabul Province both reported that there was a relatively fixed rate for IEC staff to add votes to the count, ranging somewhere from $50 to $200 per vote.777 TEFA also documented instances in which IEC staff were fired for committing fraud during the recount, only to be rehired in short order.778
Election technology has not had a significant impact on the credibility of Afghan elections, but has merely added another means of contesting them. The 2018 and 2019 elections showed the Afghan government was unable to use technology to improve the credibility of its elections. Despite this, both the government and political parties have sought to continue and even expand the use of technology. Though it did reduce ballot box stuffing, election technology created new vulnerabilities to the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections. In 2018, the Independent Election Commission adopted new technology less than a month before the election, leading to several failures. In 2019, it failed to follow its own procedures for determining how data collected by biometric devices would be used to invalidate ballots, creating opportunities to contest the election. The use of technology in Afghan elections is not inherently problematic, but political and technical challenges are likely to recur if each election continues to feature new, poorly understood, and untested technology.

Election technologies considered for use in Afghanistan fall into four categories: biometric voter registration, biometric voter verification, electronic voting, and electronic results processing. While all four have been used in elections around the world, all have mixed records and are not in common use. A fifth type, the e-tazkera (an electronic version of the national identification card), is not specific to elections but has significant application to them. While all four technologies have been proposed in Afghanistan, only biometric voter verification and electronic results processing have been attempted on a national scale.
Types of Technological Approaches

**Biometric Voter Registration** is the collection of biometric data, such as fingerprints, for the purpose of identifying voters. 780

**Biometric Voter Verification** is the collection of data from voters on election day, which is then compared either to data collected from that voter during registration or to data collected from all other voters on election day. 781

**Electronic Voting** involves the use of a machine to record votes. 782

**Electronic Results Processing** can include electronic tallying, transmission, and management of election results. It can be done with or without electronic voting. 783

**E-Tazkera** is a standardized Afghan identification card tied to a computerized civil registry and voter registry database. 784

Adopting new technology is expensive and time consuming, and its usefulness is only as good as its implementation. 785 Given the already limited capacity of Afghan election commissions and steadily declining donor funding and technical support, diverting money and attention away from core electoral tasks carries risks. 786 The tendency in Afghanistan has been to adopt a new approach too soon before election day to properly roll it out, fail to spend the time necessary to improve it between elections, and then add yet another new technology just before the next election. Enthusiasm for adopting additional technology for future elections, including biometric voter registration and expanding biometric data collection to include iris scanning, may result in a repeat of the problems new technology added to past elections. 787

Expertise in technological approaches is lacking among Afghanistan's election commissioners and staff, the political parties advocating for new technologies, the observers monitoring them, and even the donors who still provide much of the funding. 788 As a result, the contractor implementing the technological solution drives the process, rather than the government's election commission.

While the introduction of biometric voter verification in 2018 and electronic results processing in 2019 has been credited with reducing ballot stuffing in those elections, it did not reduce fraud overall; it just displaced it to other parts of the electoral cycle. 789 Technological solutions, like other kinds of anti-fraud measures, cannot address problems that stem primarily from a lack of political will. 790 Fraud evolves in response to the introduction of each new measure, and one set of vulnerabilities is simply replaced by another. 791 In the words of John Githongo, Kenya's former anti-corruption czar, “You cannot digitize integrity.” 792 Indeed, in the 2018 election, biometric voter verification simply displaced the worst fraud to the opaque election dispute resolution process. By 2019, disputes over the validity of biometrically verified votes had become the primary issue contested between the candidates (see pp. 112–118). 793 The election commissions’ decisions regarding roughly 300,000 votes based on biometric data were a factor in President Ghani’s narrow victory. 794
RECENT HISTORY OF ELECTORAL TECHNOLOGY IN AFGHANISTAN

The scale of fraud in Afghan elections in recent years has made technological “silver bullet” solutions attractive to both Afghans and donors. According to a senior elections advisor, electoral support to the country “has been a bit of an experimentation ground” (see Figure 15). He said that a number of senior elections advisors have made their names in Afghanistan trying things like weighing ballot boxes and putting cameras in each polling center. But these efforts, he warned, distracted from the essential grunt work of “long-term, unsexy technical assistance and keeping the model steady to build capacity over time.”

A debate between President Ghani, donors, and the UN about whether or not donors would fund election technology impeded preparations for the 2018 parliamentary elections and ultimately delayed them by at least a year. In the spring of 2017, President Ghani began pressuring the election commissions to adopt all four types of election technology, and urged the donor community to provide funding. In response, the IEC commissioned a panel of experts to examine each option. The resulting study recommended against electronic voting. It gave lukewarm endorsements to the other three technologies, though listing a number of concerns about their adoption. Then the IEC announced in April 2017 it would ignore its own study and adopt all four technologies, triggering a debate between donors and the government over whether donors would pay for this. After donors told the IEC in November that they would not, the IEC scaled back plans to adopt any new technology, explaining that insufficient time remained before the 2018 election.

However, donor messaging has not always been consistent. As recently as May 2018, the European Union said that biometric voter registration was “welcomed” by the international community as an important reform for holding elections. An international official interviewed by SIGAR said the enthusiasm for technological approaches grew out of a 2017 pitch by an election technology company that she described as “a used car salesman’s dream” because the President and political party representatives had little understanding of the technology. Likewise, the IEC-commissioned study described “a lack of awareness [among Afghan stakeholders] that technology alone will never solve all problems in election processes and will, in fact, bring many challenges.”

Pressure to adopt new election technology continued in the lead-up to the 2019 election. In February 2019, a new law mandated the use of technology. In April 2019, six months before the presidential election, the IEC announced it would undertake biometric voter registration of all voters. As many predicted, this was impossible in the limited time remaining. The IEC ultimately attempted only two of the four potential technological approaches: a second, more sophisticated, round of biometric voter verification, and electronic results processing. At the same time, the latest e-tazkera (national identification card) pilot, launched in February 2018, generated significant political controversy over whether and how nationality and ethnicity would be displayed.
ELECTION TECHNOLOGY: KEY EVENTS

2003
Then-Finance Minister Ashraf Ghani proposes biometric voter registration.

2006–MAY 2008
A pilot biometric voter registry tests iris scanning and facial recognition, ultimately recommending facial recognition.

OCTOBER 2008–FEBRUARY 2009
Biometric voter registration (fingerprints) is conducted in nationwide voter registration exercise that adds 4.5 million new voters.

2009
Afghan government announces e-tazkera.

2014
Population Registration Act, the legal basis for e-tazkera, is signed into law without resolving controversy about (1) the proposed inclusion of the word “Afghan” as the nationality on each card, and (2) designation of the holder’s ethnicity.

MID-2015
U.S. withdraws financial support for e-tazkera on the grounds that no progress had been made on the project.

DECEMBER 2015
The Special Electoral Reform Commission recommends the adoption of the e-tazkera “as soon as possible.”

EARLY-2016
National Statistics and Information Authority chief, Ahmed Javid Rasooli, shows 2-3 minute promotional video by Smartmatic pitching election technologies to a group of stakeholders at the Serena Hotel.

2018
European Union withdraws funding for e-tazkera on the grounds that they cannot support identification cards that designate ethnicity.

APRIL 2017
The Independent Election Commission releases a feasibility study on election technology.

FEBRUARY 2018
The first pilot round of e-tazkera cards are issued to President Ghani and his wife, along with other top government officials.

AUGUST 2018
In response to political parties’ protests forcing the closure of Independent Election Commission offices, a presidential decree prompts the National Statistics and Information Authority to procure biometric voter verification technology.

OCTOBER 2018
Biometric voter verification used for the first time in Parliamentary elections.

FEBRUARY 2019
Amended electoral law issued by presidential decree requires the use of “electronic system and biometric technology” in all phases of elections, subject to a feasibility assessment by credible national and international authorities.

APRIL 2019
Independent Election Commission signs a memorandum of understanding with the National Statistics and Information Authority tasking the latter to provide technology to be used to conduct biometric voter registration before the 2019 Presidential election.

MAY 2019
Independent Election Commission backtracks, deciding that insufficient time remains for biometric voter registration, choosing instead to implement a slightly more sophisticated approach to biometric voter verification, wherein the voter registry is preloaded on the hand-held devices before election day.

SEPTEMBER 2019
Biometric voter verification used for the second time in Presidential election. Electronic transmission of results also attempted for the first time.

INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES ON THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTIONS

According to the economic research organization Center for Global Development (CGD), the successful adoption of election technologies depends on three conditions—the first of which is a minimum level of administrative and logistical capacity. A prescient internal USAID memo from 2016 provided a list of reasons Afghanistan was not an appropriate environment for electoral technology. This analysis proved true after the 2018 introduction of biometric voter verification and the 2019 introduction of electronic transmission. Among the challenges that USAID predicted were the lack of a tech-savvy workforce at the polling center level, electricity to charge devices at many polling centers, and a nationwide network for data transmission.

The last constraint makes all four categories of election technologies difficult to use. According to a 2017 study by the IEC, approximately 35 to 40 percent of the country’s polling centers were covered by a telecommunications network. Using expensive satellite connections, roughly 50 percent of polling centers could be reached. But 10 to 15 percent were inaccessible even by satellite because of high surrounding mountains.

The second condition, according to CGD, is that a country must have a history of punishing fraud. The CGD paper cited Ghana and Pakistan as promising candidates for electoral technology, based on their existing levels of infrastructure and human resources, as well as popular expectations of electoral integrity. Both countries are significantly better off than Afghanistan by all of CGD’s measures. As one international elections expert told SIGAR, “Technology brings more confidence where there is already confidence, but it doesn’t increase trust in an environment where there is none.”

The third condition listed by the CGD depends on the answer to the question of “whether the approach, if it worked, would solve the most serious credibility problems.” Afghanistan does not meet this condition, either. While biometric voter verification curbed ballot stuffing in the 2018 and 2019 elections, it may not have reduced fraud overall; it instead prompted powerbrokers to focus their efforts on other means of manipulating the election. By making ballot stuffing more difficult in 2018 and 2019, biometric voter verification displaced fraud to the electoral dispute resolution process. Because dispute resolution occurs after votes are collected and tallied, biometric voter verification did not address fraud in that process, nor would have any of the other technologies that have been proposed. Moreover, the poor implementation of biometric voter verification in 2018 and controversies over which votes should be invalidated based on biometric voter verification data provided justifications.
for manual recounts in that cycle, leading to allegations that the vote count was fraudulently changed.818

Technology that is inappropriate to the context or poorly implemented can actually undermine confidence in elections. It can also provide political insiders exclusive opportunities to commit fraud. Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klaas warned that because governments often control electoral commissions and the procurement of election technology, they are well placed to use it to commit fraud.819 The introduction of technology can also weaken the ability of political parties and observation groups to detect fraud. Even in more developed countries, election observers and opposition parties rarely possess the expertise necessary to understand and monitor the use of technologies.820

In 2018, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems, supported by USAID, sent an electoral technology expert to support the IEC, and the UN Electoral Support Program hired additional advisors for the body, including a cybersecurity advisor. However, donors did not provide technical assistance to observation groups or parties.821 A USAID implementing partner told SIGAR this lack of support, compounded by the lack of detailed information from the IEC about the proceedings at the National Tally and Data Centers, raised questions about how biometric voter verification data was being used.822 Donor support was more comprehensive in 2019, enabling IFES to train observation groups at the National Tally Center, and the National Democratic Institute to provide some training to election observers.823

The introduction of biometric voter verification created a new category of information which observers do not have to access but need in order to oversee elections.824 Donors often do not receive the information they need, either.825 This lack of transparency creates opportunities for fraud.826 New electoral technology can also create a false sense of security among election stakeholders that is not matched by actual improvements in electoral integrity.827

In 2019, the IEC told Yousuf Rasheed, the executive director of the observation group Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan, that it could not share information about how votes accompanied by biometric data were being reconciled against the paper results that contained both biometric and non-biometric votes. The reason, the IEC claimed, was that the contractor, Dermalog, controlled that process. These are no mere technical details: The winners of many seats in the 2018 parliamentary elections were determined by decisions about vote exclusion that were at risk from bribery and political influence. Other victories may have been driven by ballot stuffing during recounts by perpetrators who viewed the use of biometric voter verification as unfairly disadvantaging their cause.828 Moreover, the use of biometric voter verification did not change the fact that Afghan elections tend to hinge on controversial decisions made during the electoral dispute resolution process. In 2014, before biometric voter verification was introduced, conflict between Ghani and Abdullah’s campaigns over
the dispute resolution process led the country to the brink of more violence and necessitated the creation of the National Unity Government. 829

The high cost of electoral technology leaves less donor funding for political party development and election observation in Afghanistan. Proponents of electoral technologies often view them as one-time investments, but the opposite is true: Election technologies require ongoing updates, replacements, and refinements.830 Only a year after Afghanistan invested in biometric voter verification, it spent another $30 million to purchase more devices and train staff on their use prior to the 2019 election.831 Donor representatives in Kenya and Zimbabwe have also documented how the expense of purchasing technological equipment crowded out investment in observation in those countries.832

International best practices have shown that electoral technologies are most likely to succeed when their adoption is slow, transparent, and consultative—the opposite of how events unfolded in Afghanistan’s 2018 and 2019 elections.833 Gradual introduction allows time to test technologies, identify human resources and logistical constraints, and formulate mitigation strategies.834 According to an IFES assessment, “every compression of available time is likely to impact the quality of the product and increase the risk of something going wrong.”835 The study recommended that before moving forward with a particular technology, the IEC should create a timeline for completing the necessary contracting steps, including agreeing on functional specifications. If the deadlines established by that timeline were not met, it recommended postponing technology deployment until a future election.836

**Electoral technologies are most likely to succeed when their adoption is slow, transparent, and consultative—the opposite of how events unfolded in Afghanistan’s 2018 and 2019 elections.**

Since biometric technologies involve the collection of sensitive information, it is critical that countries adopt data privacy laws and processes.837 In 2015, six years after the second e-tazkera (electronic ID card) attempt was announced, a government review found that data protection measures were virtually nonexistent. According to the study, biometric data was transmitted and stored unencrypted, and “cybercrime, data privacy laws, and other related legislative infrastructure” concerning digital privacy did not exist. Nor was the data properly backed up. The report described the primary data center itself as having “dangly wooden doors” that were inadequate to control access.838

The government’s treatment of biometric data in the 2018 election was alarming. A December 2018 internal UN Development Programme report revealed the IEC did not have direct access to the data, nor was it clear who did, either in or outside the Afghan government. It was also unclear what data protection measures had been adopted. The UN Development Programme concluded that the Afghan government’s handling of the biometric voter verification contract was “not only dumbfounding, but . . . also highly irregular.”839
Biometric Voter Registration

Biometric voter registration is the collection of biometric information, such as fingerprints, for use in the identification of voters as a precondition for allowing them to vote on election day. It typically involves a photograph of the voter and scans of one or more fingerprints, with reliability increasing as more data is captured. Other types of biometric information, such as iris scans and facial recognition technology, have also been used. The resulting biometric data is then added to the national voter registry to buttress its integrity.

According to a 2016 report by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, approximately 35 percent of the election management bodies surveyed around the world captured biometric data as part of their voter registration process. In some countries, biometric voter registration significantly improved the quality of the voter registry. More often, election management bodies adopt it to boost their credibility for implementing additional anti-fraud measures. However, they sometimes fail to actually rout out fraud, either by deduplicating or removing fake registrants, because doing so could have political ramifications. In these cases, the true purpose of adopting election technologies may not be to actually reduce fraud, but to create the illusion of doing so.

In 2008, the IEC conducted a biometric voter registration pilot exercise with support from UN Development Programme’s Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow program. The exercise suffered from flaws concerning interoperability and the deduplication process, foreshadowing similar problems with biometric voter verification in 2018.
The standard procedure for biometric voter registration in places without a reliable nationwide wireless network involves two steps. Voter biometric information is first collected and sent to the central database, where it is compared against existing records. If no duplicates are detected, a voter card is printed and sent back to the place of registration, where the voter collects it. In the 2008 pilot exercise, biometric information was collected and a voter card issued at the same time, before registrants’ data could be compared to the database, making it impossible to prevent multiple registration. It is unclear from the project’s reporting what the initial plan for deduplication had been, but in reality it did not take place until after the election.

Some of the problems with the 2008 biometric voter registration effort resulted from poor training and oversight. Registration workers scanned different fingers for different people, and male family members were allowed to use their own fingerprints to register their female relatives—another impediment to detecting duplicate registrations. The data also could not be compared to existing voter registrations. As a result of these issues, the data collected was ultimately discarded. The mid-term evaluation of the Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow program that funded it concluded that the $1 million spent on the effort was “clearly wasted.” Similar problems reduced the effectiveness of biometric voter verification. The devices collected two fingerprints—in theory, the index finger from each hand. But according to the International Foundation for Electoral Systems, poll workers could allow someone to vote up to five times by using five unique combinations of fingers and the names of people on the local voter registry who had not yet voted. As with the biometric voter registration data collected in 2008–2009, the biometric voter verification data collected in 2018 was scrapped, once again, rather than used to create the beginnings of a biometric voter registry, as some had proposed.
Effective biometric voter registration requires planning: According to the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, preparations for biometric voter registration must begin 18 to 24 months before an election. But proponents of the technology in Afghanistan have resisted this timeline. Just 5 months before the September 2019 election, the IEC announced that it was going to conduct full biometric voter registration from scratch. It was forced to reverse course a month later, admitting that only a non-biometric campaign to update the existing voter registry was possible in the time remaining.

Because of its cost, biometric voter registration makes sense only when coupled with a continuously updated civil registry. Afghanistan has never had a civil registry, nor does the country currently possess the infrastructure and capacity to create one. According to a senior election advisor, the only way to do biometric voter registration would be to do it from scratch every five years before each presidential election, with biometric voter registration drives before each of the intervening parliamentary, provincial, and district council elections.

Yet given the Afghan enthusiasm for adopting biometric voter registration in the 2018 and 2019 elections, it may be introduced before the country’s next elections. Donors and international stakeholders should insist that a decision is made with enough time for proper implementation, in line with international best practices. In addition, helping political parties and domestic observation groups understand the limitations of biometric voter registration could help anchor the debate about technology to the reality of its capabilities.

Biometric Voter Verification on Election Day
In 2017, the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance found that 25 percent of the election management bodies it surveyed use some form of biometric information to verify voter identities on election day. Most simply ask poll workers to check photographs on voter identification documents against voters’ faces to verify their identities. Biometric voter verification is much harder to successfully implement than biometric voter registration because it has to operate under stringent time constraints. (Biometric voter registration is typically conducted over a period of several months.) For this reason, biometric voter verification is rare. Only 9 percent of election management bodies surveyed by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance used advanced technology for biometric voter verification, and in some of these cases it was only used in certain areas, not in the whole country. Biometric voter verification has also frequently been associated with technical challenges.

More advanced biometric voter verification takes two main forms. First, fingerprints or other types of biometric data collected on election day can be compared to biometric data already in the national voter registry. This requires biometric voter registration to have already happened. Second, a voter’s fingerprints can be compared to the fingerprints collected from other voters on election day, which prevents multiple voting...
in real time. This does not require biometric voter registration to have occurred, but does require that devices all over the country be networked in some way.\footnote{866}

Just 9 weeks before the 2018 election, President Ghani mandated the use of biometric voter verification, directing the National Statistics and Information Authority to use it to collect biometric information from voters. This was in response to protests from a coalition of political parties, led by Jamiat-i-Islami, which had shut down IEC offices around the country. One of their demands was that voter registration be redone using biometric technology—a step which would have delayed the election by months.\footnote{867} The IEC had repeatedly rejected this proposal on the grounds that there wasn’t enough time before the election for successful implementation. This prediction proved to be true.\footnote{868}

Because the IEC had not previously conducted biometric voter registration and Afghanistan did not have nationwide connectivity for the biometric devices, the National Statistics and Information Office was unable to implement either of the two standard uses of the technology, so it adopted a third approach: a version in which photographs of voter identifications and scans of both of their index fingerprints were captured on un-networked devices and compared long after election day.\footnote{869}

The adoption of the new polling center-specific voter lists had been one of the major reforms promised by Abdullah Abdullah and Ashraf Ghani in the National Unity Government agreement that resolved the contested 2014 election.\footnote{870} It was also one of the main recommendations of the Special Electoral Reform Commission and had been discussed since at least 2009.\footnote{871} However, biometric voter verification diverted the IEC’s attention away from preparations for the new voter lists in the final months before the election and forced it to focus instead on ensuring that the devices arrived in
country, and on rewriting regulations and training plans for using them. The process of obtaining and setting up the biometric voter verification devices was a desperate scramble that ended only after the last of the devices arrived in the country two days before election day. As a result, the new voter lists were only finalized in late October, which did not allow sufficient time for the planned display and correction period. The late arrival of the devices also prevented live demonstrations on biometric voter verification during poll worker training and made it impossible to test the system before election day. The Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan estimated that some biometric devices were missing in 15 percent of polling centers and malfunctioned in another 43 percent.

The 2018 biometric voter verification effort did not make multiple voting impossible. The IEC determined that 37,000 voters (1.2 percent of all biometric entries) were tied to duplicate biometric information, but because the devices were not networked in real time, this determination was not possible to make until the biometric voter verification devices had been gathered in Kabul, long after election day. The plan had been to expunge duplicate votes and prosecute multiple voters during the tally process—but second and third ballots cast by the same voters were never identified and invalidated. According to former IEC Director of Field Operations Zmarai Qalamiar, the biometric voter verification information collected in 2018 was disassociated from voters' identities in order to preserve the secrecy of the vote—a decision that also made it impossible for the IEC to identify individuals who voted more than once. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that the same was true in 2019. Thus, on two occasions, the Afghan government designed a biometric voter verification process that had no way of identifying multiple voters. Even if doing so had been possible, it would have required a massive effort of individually reviewing millions of ballots, matching biometric voter verification codes to find fraudulent ballots, and manually removing those votes. The flawed eleventh-hour rollout of biometric voter verification and the chaos that ensued was described variously as useless, “the biggest threat to the 2018 election,” and “madness” by the IEC’s former chairwoman, former director of field operations, and former spokesman.

The flawed eleventh-hour rollout of biometric voter verification and the chaos that ensued was described variously as useless, “the biggest threat to the 2018 election,” and “madness” by the IEC’s former chairwoman, former director of field operations, and former spokesman. The only thing biometric voter verification in 2018 may have been successful at deterring was multiple voting by voters who feared detection and prosecution. However, given the lack of prosecutions in 2018 and 2019, this deterrent effect is unlikely to last. Biometric voter verification did not prevent ballot stuffing, either. In 2018 in Faryab Province, for example, biometric voter verification data was somehow collected from 103 percent of voters.
Other problems arose from the hasty procurement process. The Afghan government originally sought to purchase just the biometric voter verification devices without technical support. Instead, the National Statistics and Information Authority anticipated it would directly hire “necessary human resources to . . . provide technical support, collect data on election day, and synchronize and analyze data.” It was clear from the start that this approach was not going to work. One of the companies bidding on the job, Smartmatic, wrote the IEC to explain that it was withdrawing from the competition because “the way [the tender] was structured exposed the automation project to a high risk of implementation failure, since it did not include essential implementation services but simply involved the purchase of off-the-shelf hardware.”

NSIA ultimately hired a company, Dermalog, which had little experience supporting elections. Most of its work had been on national ID cards and passports in Southeast Asia. While NSIA eventually procured limited training services and technical support, Dermalog’s technical experts were not present in Kabul on Election Day 2018. Instead, they were available remotely from an office in Armenia. Because there was not enough time to tailor the software to the circumstances, device operators could falsify the date and time, allowing them to add votes before and after election day. Of course, these errors could also have been accidental, which made it difficult to know which votes to invalidate after the fact.

In 2018, voters’ information was entered in the devices by poll workers on election day; in 2019, the polling center-based voter registry was pre-loaded. The IEC initially declared that any voters whose names could not be found on the devices would be ineligible to vote. According to the Afghanistan Analysts Network, when it became clear that there were widespread instances of properly registered voters who could not find their names
on the devices, voters with registration stickers on their tazkeras (national ID cards) were be permitted to vote as long as they enrolled in biometric voter verification. The official IEC ruling was that this was only permitted if, when their name was entered into the biometric device, it responded “name of person has been removed,” and the removal was later found not have been justified. SIGAR was unable to verify the extent to which this procedure was followed.

The Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan reported that voters encountered this problem in 93 percent of the polling stations it monitored in 2019. To allow voters who were not on the registry to vote anyway, the biometric voter verification machines required headquarters to issue a one-time-use code that enabled the poll worker to skip the requirement for that voter. According to a senior elections advisor, this created a back door to ballot stuffing. Poll workers realized that these codes were sequential. They did not need to continue requesting codes but could input the next number and use them for any purpose.

Even without poll worker complicity, any fraudsters who had registered with fake tazkeras would face few restrictions in casting multiple votes on election day. The IEC had intended for the devices to identify and reject duplicate fingerprints in real time. But just a month before Election Day 2019, the IEC and Dermalog representatives acknowledged in a meeting with other election stakeholders that the IEC’s contract with the company had not required this functionality. As in 2018, in 2019 duplicate fingerprints could only be detected if the same finger had been used more than once. Therefore, it appears that again in 2019, as in 2018, poll workers could allow someone to vote up to five times by using five unique combinations of fingers and the names of people on the local voter registry who had not yet voted. Also, because the machines were not networked, the invalidation of votes tied to duplicate fingerprints collected by different biometric devices was deferred to the central server after the fact.

These various challenges had significant implications for the election’s results. The IEC deployed technology in a more sophisticated manner than in 2018, allowing it to quickly identify and exclude multiple votes, but it also identified a number of other categories of controversial votes based on biometric voter verification data. According to Ali Adili of the Afghanistan Analysts Network, these controversial votes totaled 300,000, or 16 percent of the total. Approximately 100,000 of these 300,000 votes appeared to have been recorded outside of polling hours and should have been invalidated, according to a strict interpretation of the IEC’s own procedures. Still, in November 2019, according to Afghanistan Analysts Network, the IEC included these out-of-time votes in its audits and recounts, and in February 2020, the IEC validated all of these contested votes. As Thomas Ruttig, co-founder of the Afghanistan Analysts Network, noted, “Procedures began to crumble when the time came to take decisions that would make the difference between who won and who lost” (For a more detailed analysis of the 2019 dispute resolution process, see Chapter 6).
A senior government official alleged that before the 2019 election the government refused to fix the previously identified problem in which the date on the device could be changed. He claimed that this decision “raises a lot of questions,” and implied that this loophole may have been intentionally left open. In 2019, Dermalog reported that it had uncovered attempts by poll workers to fraudulently submit biometric voter verification entries before polling began.

But detecting those attempts may have been useless: When it became clear in 2019 that thousands of biometric voter verification entries were entered outside of voting hours, the IEC sought to reassure critics by arguing that these entries merely demonstrated that election workers were manually entering the wrong dates, so the problem was malpractice, not fraud. However, the problem was that poll workers continued to have the ability to change the date and time at all. In this case, USAID told SIGAR that the IEC checked polling station journals and results sheets to corroborate the malpractice claim. The goal was to separate errors that were accidental, the result of operator error from fraudulent entries, in order to avoid disqualifying large numbers of legitimate votes based on the mistakes of poll workers. In comments to SIGAR, USAID said that non-partisan observers and candidate agents had signed the results sheets in most cases. SIGAR was unable to independently assess those efforts.

After a detailed analysis of the numbers, Colin Cookman of the United States Institute of Peace determined that, even if all of the out-of-time votes had been invalidated, that decision, in and of itself, would not have triggered a runoff. However, Cookman found that almost 15,000 votes had been added between the preliminary and final vote totals, something that is theoretically impossible, as the only changes between the preliminary and final total should be invalidations. These votes were sufficient to have potentially
forced the candidates into a runoff by eroding President Ghani’s razor-thin majority, estimated between 12,000 and 20,000 votes.909

Electronic Voting
As of 2013, only four countries have used electronic voting across the entire electorate: Ireland, the Netherlands, Australia, and Germany.910 Of the 14 countries that have tried it, a few have already reverted to paper-based systems, having determined that there was no specific problem that electronic voting addressed, and thus it was not worth the effort.911 The adoption of electronic voting on a national scale in other places has often been a decades-long process.912

In Afghanistan, arguments for electronic voting mostly center on a belief that it will reduce election fraud. However, an internal USAID assessment from 2016 found that evidence for “the extensive claim of fraud control using the [electronic voting system] remains nonexistent.”913 Electronic voting is also expensive. An IEC-commissioned study found that the approximately $88 to $100 million cost of purchasing electronic voting machines made electronic voting by far the most expensive of the four proposed election technologies.914 In addition, the study found that even with electronic voting and results processing, it is likely that manual recounts would be required of at least a portion of the ballots to confirm that the electronic system had not been hacked.915 This would simply reintroduce opportunities for ballot stuffing and manual changes to the tally during the recount.

“There is no difference between stuffing 100 ballots and pressing a button on an electronic voting machine 100 times.”

—International elections expert

For those reasons, of the four major types of election technologies that have been proposed in Afghanistan, electronic voting makes the least sense. Considering the costs, capacity constraints, and connectivity challenges, not to mention the ability of fraudsters to adapt their tactics, it offers little of value. Despite pressure both from President Ghani and donor representatives who wanted to meet the President’s demands, the IEC-commissioned study argued against the adoption of electronic voting.916 An international elections expert working in Afghanistan during these 2017 deliberations told SIGAR that had electronic voting been adopted, he would have resigned. He rejected the argument that it prevents ballot box stuffing. “There is no difference between stuffing 100 ballots and pressing a button on an electronic voting machine 100 times,” he said.917 Nor can e-voting prevent a local powerbroker in a remote village from compelling or bribing residents to vote for a certain candidate—one of the biggest challenges to electoral integrity in earlier cycles.918 More importantly, it would not have prevented the fraud during the recount process that was a problem during the 2018 election, nor the controversy over dispute resolution decisions that led both Ashraf
Yet proposals to adopt electronic voting continue. The IEC’s former director of field operations, Zmarai Qalamiar, has circulated a concept paper calling for electronic tallying using optical mark reader machines. These automatically tabulate a person’s vote by scanning their ballot, similar to the technology used to score SAT answer sheets in the United States.920

Electronic Results Processing

Once ballots are counted in the polling centers, their results sheets must be transported to Kabul to be tallied. But rugged terrain, insecurity, and other challenges can create substantial delays after each election. In previous elections it took two weeks for results to reach Kabul.921 In addition, fraudulent changes to the results between the count at the polling station and the release of the preliminary vote totals by the IEC in Kabul have been a problem going back to at least 2005.922 The UN Development Programme called results processing “one of the most contested elements of the electoral process” in both 2014 and 2018.923 A parallel vote tabulation conducted during the 2010 election found that the results had been fraudulently changed in 78 percent of polling centers surveyed. The changes were made after the count at the polling station and before vote tallies were combined.924

Electronic results transmission was first tried in in Afghanistan in 2019. In theory, once polling was completed, poll workers would use the biometric voter verification devices to take a picture of the results sheet. These pictures would be transmitted to the IEC in Kabul as soon as the device was connected to the internet either at the polling center, assuming there was connectivity, or, if not, when the devices reached the provincial

---

Parallel vote tabulation involves an independent body, such as a domestic observation group, recording the results at a randomly selected sample of polling stations. This data is then used to estimate the national result in the same way that an opinion poll is used to estimate the most popular politician.

IEC headquarters. However, the IEC’s claim that 90 percent of polling centers had connectivity to Kabul and that they would immediately transmit the results proved to be unrealistic. At least 24 percent of polling centers had no connectivity. Attacks on the country’s communications infrastructure in the days leading up to the election further reduced coverage in 14 of the country’s 34 provinces. Only 25 to 30 percent of the devices transmitted the results on election day.

Before it was tried in 2019, proponents of electronic results processing argued it would speed up the process of manually transporting the results sheets and reduce opportunities to change results in transit. But once again, the IEC had to wait weeks for the rest of the biometric voter verification devices to be transported to Kabul in 2019, and even then there were problems. Many of the devices failed to connect wirelessly to the server from within IEC headquarters. In comments to SIGAR, USAID said that software issues had contributed to this failure. Eventually the IEC resorted to physically inserting the memory cards from the rest of the devices into their computers in order to transfer the data. The issues with electronic transmission were unsurprising, given that the haste with which the technology was rolled out did not allow for field testing. Nor had it allowed the IEC to do testing to determine whether bottlenecks would arise when many devices tried to connect to the central server simultaneously.

The IEC’s decision to permit registered voters whose names were missing from the voter registry on the biometric devices to vote anyway created a challenge after the 2019 election. The IEC had to sort through three different sources of vote counts: the hard copies of the results sheets from each polling station, the photographs of the results sheets taken by the biometric devices, and the biometric data confirming the number of voters in each polling station. Afghanistan’s electoral history suggests that any ambiguity about which votes to count presents opportunities for manipulation of the process. In addition, the time saved in wireless transmission of the preliminary results was more than offset by delays caused by the difficulty in getting data off the devices and the controversies over which votes to count. Nor did electronic results transmission allow the election commissions to avoid recounts. All ballot boxes that showed a discrepancy of five votes or more between the number of votes indicated on the paper results sheet and on the biometric devices were manually recounted at the provincial level in 2019 anyway.

E-Tazkera: Electronic National Identity Cards

In the longer term, a solution to many of the challenges with Afghanistan’s voter registry may require a national identity card tied to a digital database that includes each cardholder’s biometric information. The issuance of computerized identity cards as quickly as possible was one of the key principles that Ghani and Abdullah committed to in the agreement that created the National Unity Government in 2014. This national identification card is known as the e-tazkera. The e-tazkera effort aims to collect an ambitious amount of biometric data: ten fingerprints, two iris scans, and facial photographs, all retained in a chip on each card and in a central database (see
Globally, fewer than half of countries that collect biometric information as part of their civil registries require information beyond fingerprints. E-tazkera is not an election reform, but a government reform with long-term implications for elections, now that a paper or electronic tazkera is required to register to vote.

There are several different formats of tazkeras in circulation, which makes searching the existing database difficult. In addition, tazkeras are printed on white paper which deteriorates quickly and makes them easy to counterfeit. However, the relative benefits of the e-tazkera for elections are considerable. When compared to a biometric voter registry collected from scratch before every election, e-tazkera has more robust identity verification safeguards. It would be done gradually by better trained permanent staff, not temporary election workers; a constantly updated e-tazkera database would be less expensive and would yield higher-quality data. Moreover, the e-tazkera would assist the government in improving population estimates, which could help define electoral constituencies below the provincial level. Unlike the current stand-alone voter registration cards, it would not be possible for insurgents to identify a person’s voter registration status based on their e-tazkera, which would reduce the risks associated with registering to vote. E-tazkera would also have all the benefits of any national civil registry: Unlike a stand-alone voter registry, it has the potential to improve government service delivery. Still, as the last seven years of attempts show, the e-tazkera project is complex. Even if donors and the government move past the current obstacles, successful rollout is a long-term endeavor.

Complications and Controversies around National ID Cards

The e-tazkera project has been launched and stopped a number of times since 2007, because the process is complicated and requires the completion of a number of controversial steps. There has also been infighting between different parts of the government over ownership, as well as a risk of corruption in its implementation.

The current e-tazkera pilot, which began in 2018, has distributed hundreds of thousands of cards. However, e-tazkera is at least a decade-long project. The Afghan Ministry of Interior has estimated that “70 percent of the distribution could be completed within three years,” while “for the remaining 30 percent of the population, living mainly in remote or insecure areas, it could take another three to six years.” Afghanistan’s deputy minister for e-tazkera told SIGAR that 15 to 20 million Afghans could be issued e-tazkeras in three to four years if approximately 80 percent of the Afghanistan Central Civil Registration Authority’s 420 offices were given the necessary equipment and staff.

Still, distribution will be challenging in a country where security is deteriorating and only about 38 percent of women possess the current paper tazkera. Limited connectivity in much of the country would also hamper efforts to establish enrollment centers. Without a fiber-optic connection, the Afghan government has argued that e-tazkera distribution would be costly and offer questionable data security. In addition, enrolling a single individual takes time—reportedly, an hour even after paperwork is
completed.951 As with other types of election reform, interest in e-tazkera peaks in the months prior to an election and fades afterwards.952

A proper e-tazkera effort depends on first improving a number of related systems. For example, the country’s system for tracking birth and death records is unreliable.953 A 2015 Afghan government feasibility study estimated that a proper e-tazkera rollout would cost an estimated $222 million.954 Donors are unlikely to sign up to pay for the effort until they see evidence that their funding will not go to waste if it is again scrapped.955 As with previous attempts to launch e-tazkera, the project is unlikely to get very far on the limited funding the Afghan government is able to provide.956

One of the controversies holding up the e-tazkera process is how nationality should be displayed on the cards (see Figure 16). Stakeholders have disagreed about whether the term “Afghan” will appear on the cards, which some see as shorthand for “Pashtun.”957 Some stakeholders fear that displaying the holder’s ethnic identity on the card could alter Afghanistan’s ethno-political balance of power by revealing the differences between public perceptions and the actual numbers of certain communities. This could, in turn, change the number of parliamentary and provincial council seats a community can expect to win. Therefore, staffing decisions for the e-tazkera project are sensitive because of the potential incentives to manipulate the program for political ends, and because even a good-faith effort to roll it out could have consequences.958

Stakeholders have disagreed about whether the term “Afghan” will appear on the cards, which some see as shorthand for “Pashtun.”

By 2015 the original e-tazkera effort had stalled, and the lack of progress caused the United States to withdraw its support.959 The next year the European Union, the project’s sole remaining donor, ended its support on the grounds that displaying ethnicity on the cards “goes against national unity,” according to one Western official.960

President Ghani relaunched the program in February 2018 with the word “Afghan” as the nationality, as well as a designation of “Islam” as the religion, although the original legal grounds for the e-tazkera did not include either category. The relaunch was achieved through a controversial legal process and in the face of opposition by then-CEO Abdullah and a number of other Afghan politicians.961 The relaunch of the e-tazkera effort led to protests in several provinces by those opposed to its inclusion of “Afghan” as the nationality for all holders.962

As an apparent compromise, a separate field for ethnicity was also included, which created additional problems.963 As the pilot continues, it is unlikely that any donor will step forward to fund the effort until a consensus is reached on the ethnic identity controversy.
Potential Integration with Elections

Because of the e-tazkera’s political and funding challenges, donors and the Afghan government continue to seek other improvements in the identification process to benefit elections. Creating a polling center-specific voter registry and advocating for biometric voter registration were both attempts to secure some of the benefits of e-tazkera without its political and financial baggage. As one senior U.S. embassy official observed, “We could talk and talk and talk about” e-tazkera, but “it will not happen until the Afghans come to a consensus about what data they want to put on the card.” In the meantime, he noted, we need “back-up options . . . we should not just be waiting around.”

Thus, using Afghan funding, the National Statistics and Information Authority is in the process of digitizing more than 21 million paper tazkeras to create a relational, searchable database of all tazkeras dating back to 1973. Until e-tazkera leaves the pilot phase and is fully funded, the Afghan government is attempting to shore up the credibility of its voter registry by making it interoperable with some kind of tazkera database. That way, attempts to register with fake tazkeras can be detected and expunged from the registry. However, according to a USAID implementing partner, efforts to cross-verify these two databases have been severely limited and would benefit from donor attention (see p. 67).

To invest further in advanced election technology uncoordinated with the nascent e-tazkera project could also be wasteful. The e-tazkera project is likely to be a long-term one. In Pakistan, the process of improving the civil registry enough to integrate it with voter registration records took 20 years.
A round the world, observers act as neutral monitors of the electoral process, seeking to increase voter confidence by deterring fraud.\textsuperscript{967} In Afghanistan, domestic observers play an especially critical role, for several reasons. First, both of Afghanistan’s election commissions have been compromised by political manipulation and fraud committed by their commissioners and staff. As a result, in addition to deterring and exposing fraud committed by political campaigns and other external actors, observers in Afghanistan must contend with significant allegations of fraud on the part of election commissions themselves.\textsuperscript{968} Second, the weakness of political parties in Afghanistan means that most candidates run unaffiliated, without an established support system. There are a number of challenges associated with the resulting multitude of candidate agents, compared to the agents who represent strong national political parties in other countries. Third, in recent Afghan elections these responsibilities have fallen almost entirely on domestic, rather than international, observers. While the numbers of the latter were always few compared to their domestic counterparts, insecurity so limited the ability of international observers to work in Afghanistan that there were none in the 2018 and 2019 elections.

As detailed below, electoral observation holds promise for helping ensure transparent and credible elections in Afghanistan, but it is plagued by multiple sets of compounding problems. First, observers are often intimidated, co-opted, or are themselves corrupt. Insecurity often makes polling centers inaccessible to observers, and even when
observers are present, powerbrokers with a stake in the election often coerce them into falsifying reports and ignoring irregularities. Sometimes observers submit false observation reports because the observers are for sale or are otherwise unreliable.

Second, even when insecurity and observer integrity are not issues, problems with observer quality are numerous. Election officials rarely share with observers the critical information necessary for them to detect fraud, like which polling stations will be open on election day. Funding for observation organizations and candidate agents is often insufficient and has repeatedly come too late, which leads to poor training. As a result, evidentiary standards in observer reporting are inadequate, often making their reports useless for the electoral dispute resolution process.

**Types of Election Observers**

The people tasked with observing elections from polling centers all the way up to the National Tally Center fall into four categories, and all require accreditation from the IEC.969

**International observers** are funded mainly by donor governments and are usually specialists in elections or the host country more generally.970

**Domestic observers** have diverse funding sources, but in Afghanistan, most are associated with civil society organizations funded by western donor governments. Observers are expected to be impartial observers of the electoral process.971

**Candidate agents** are paid by candidates to be their advocates and representatives on the ground. They observe the electoral process with the specific goal of ensuring it does not illegally disadvantage their candidates. The assumption is that that such advocates, along with other observers, help ensure transparent and fair elections.972

**Political party agents** are similar to candidate agents but represent parties. Afghanistan’s sordid history with political parties means most candidates in Afghanistan run as independents. As a result, there are far more candidate agents than party agents.973

**INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS**

The main role of international observers is to assess the integrity and credibility of elections by drafting public statements and reports, and by providing private feedback to election management bodies and governments.974 Since there are fewer of them and they are in fewer places than domestic observers, their reporting—when in agreement with that of domestic observers—can help validate the credibility of domestic observation reports. International observers also add value by analyzing topics such as election management, the participation of women, and election technology.975 International observation missions are often viewed as more credible than their domestic counterparts because they are perceived as having less of a stake in the outcome and because their staff tend to have a greater depth of experience.976 In Afghanistan, however, growing insecurity has steadily reduced the number, size, and geographic reach of international observation missions, starting with the 2009 election.977 Their reports have tended to be more cautious about criticizing Afghan elections than those of their domestic counterparts.978
A 2009 attack on a UN guesthouse in Kabul was a turning point in international observers’ ability to move around the country. That year, the head of the EU-sponsored mission declared that security restrictions had made the effort “largely ineffective.” In 2014, access was further reduced as the international troop drawdown coincided with a series of high-profile attacks, one of which resulted in the death of an international observer. In response, the EU limited the deployment of its international observers during polling to just three provinces, and another international observation group reduced the size of its team to just seven people. As a result, the deputy head of mission for the UN Assistance Mission to Afghanistan said that responsibility for monitoring the 2014 polls fell “entirely on domestic observers.”

The value of international observers tends to lie in buttressing the credibility of what domestic organizations are reporting.

Even given the security-based reasons for limiting the reach and access of international observers, they could provide oversight at places like the headquarters of the Independent Election Commission, where the National Tally Center is located and where some of the most serious allegations of fraud were leveled in 2018. While various embassies and implementing partners did obtain accreditation for their staff during the 2018 and 2019 elections in order to observe the proceedings at the National Tally Center, the Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan recommended international observers be present on a regular basis, and not just rely on one-time observation. In particular, oversight by international observers with expertise in biometric election technology and results databases would likely have increased the credibility of the proceedings.
DOMESTIC ELECTION OBSERVERS ARE KEY TO ACCOUNTABILITY

Domestic election observers have several advantages over their international counterparts: They know the politics, culture, language, and geography, and are on the ground for much longer. They can discern dynamics that international observers may not see. They are also cost effective, particularly in Afghanistan, where the security costs associated with international staff are high. While international election observation has been prevalent since World War II, it is only more recently that donor funding has supported domestic observation efforts. In each modern Afghan election, domestic observers have dramatically outnumbered international observers. They are also almost completely dependent on donor funding, the ebbs and flows of which have undermined efforts to build their capacity (see Chapter 9).

Domestic observers play a few different roles in Afghanistan. First, their field staff deter fraud through their presence at polling centers. Second, they document and publicly report fraud. The Electoral Complaints Commission, which is overwhelmed by complaints and lacks the ability to thoroughly investigate them, relies heavily on this reporting. Third, the ECC asks them to testify about electoral irregularities and uses their documentation of fraud when adjudicating complaints. Fourth, they sign results sheets in polling centers, and election commissions have sometimes allowed them to observe audits and recounts. The IEC and the ECC have used the presence or absence of these signatures as a criterion guiding decisions about invalidating votes. Finally, a change to the election law in 2019 gave observation organizations, as well as political parties, a more prominent role in the selection of election commissioners. Observation organizations nominated 15 of the 84 candidates from whom President Ghani selected the 12 new commissioners who oversaw that year’s election. A USAID implementing partner told SIGAR that this new process increased public confidence in the commissions.

In the absence of international observers or an independent judiciary, domestic observers are one of the few checks on election fraud.

In the absence of international observers or an independent judiciary, domestic observers are one of the few checks on election fraud. The UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, USAID, and elections experts have variously called Afghanistan’s domestic observers the “guardians of the electoral process” and one of the most important tools for electoral accountability and oversight, without which Afghan elections are “wide open to abuse.”

Donor Funding and Support for Domestic Observation

Typically, to fund domestic observation, USAID will pay an American implementing partner with experience supporting elections, who in turn funds and trains several Afghan organizations to actually do the observing on the ground. A group of
U.S. implementing partners called the Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening (CEPPS) currently runs USAID’s domestic observation program (see Figure 17). It includes the National Democratic Institute, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems, and the International Republican Institute. Historically, there have been three main Afghan election observation organizations. The Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan, which was established prior to the 2004 presidential election with support from the National Democratic Institute and funding from USAID, is Afghanistan’s oldest domestic observation organization. The Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan is the second oldest and was formed in 2009 in response to perceived weaknesses in Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan’s 2009 performance, while the Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan followed in 2014.

In 2018, CEPPS, with USAID funding, gave grants to the three main domestic organizations, as well as three smaller organizations: Afghan Amputee Bicyclists for Rehabilitation and Recreation; Training Human Rights Association for Afghan Women; and Afghan Civil Society Forum Organization. In 2019, CEPPS decided not to fund FEFA, TEFA, and ETWA, citing concerns about their internal financial governance and differences of opinion between the organizations and USAID about observer deployment strategies. Instead, in 2019 CEPPS supported the three smaller organizations just mentioned. FEFA, TEFA, and ETWA still fielded observers in 2019 and produced reports about the election. However, in the absence of USAID support, FEFA said that except for two paid long-term observers during the months-long adjudication of the 2018 results (one each assigned to IEC and ECC headquarters), they were forced to rely on untrained volunteers following the 2018 election and all the way through the 2019 presidential election.

FIGURE 17
CONSORTIUM FOR ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL PROCESS STRENGTHENING

*Funded in 2018 but not 2019

USAID was the only donor funding domestic observers in 2018, and the 6,510 observers they funded represented the lowest number in any Afghan election since 2004. However, the number of observers in 2018 was only marginally smaller than the number mobilized in the 2010 parliamentary election. In contrast, approximately 11,000 and 18,000 observers were mobilized during the country’s last presidential polls in 2014 (the general election and runoff, respectively). USAID and the European Union provided most of these funds, but Sweden also contributed. Multiple stakeholders told SIGAR that funding for domestic observation in Afghanistan is insufficient, particularly in comparison to the more than $100 million currently being spent to support the Afghan election commissions through the UN Electoral Support Program.

In 2018, CEPPS provided funding to pay observers for three days of work: one day for training, one day for actual observation at their assigned polling station, and a final day for reporting. However, the short time between the CEPPS award and the election created challenges for recruiting and training these observers. In 2018, the UN and the European Union also provided training, although no funding, to a number of other domestic organizations. Before the 2019 election, CEPPS provided technical assistance tailored to the individual needs of each of its Afghan grantees. For example, for less-experienced organizations, topics included observation planning, observer training, and support to internal and external communications. CEPPS’ support to observation organizations also covered more sophisticated topics, including election dispute resolution.

One success of 2018 was an increase in the percentage of observers who were female: 38 percent, up from 32 percent in 2014 and 11 percent in 2010. Recruiting female observers is critical, because polling stations are divided by gender. When men serve as poll workers, body checkers, or observers in female polling stations, it discourages women from voting. The only alternative is to have no observers at all, which
increases the opportunity for fraud. The fact that more female observers were recruited in 2018 was especially notable, because ensuring a good gender balance takes time, and funding for observation organizations came only a few weeks before Election Day 2018.

Obstacles to Observation

During each election cycle, domestic observers may be prevented from doing key parts of their job, or coerced into lending their imprimatur to fraudulent results. The sources of this obstruction can include poll workers, security personnel, and local power brokers. In 2014, FEFA estimated that observers were prevented from doing their work in 7 percent of polling centers.

Although the legal framework supporting the work of observers has gradually improved, legal protections may not help them once on the ground. The 2019 Election Law requires poll workers to provide observers with copies of results sheets upon request, but observers and other stakeholders reported that poll workers sometimes refuse to do so. Their refusal to cooperate makes it harder for observers to detect fraudulent changes to the results.

The 2016 election law also says that observers should have unfettered access to polling stations throughout election day until all of the votes have been counted and the ballot boxes have been sealed. However, in 2018, domestic observers reported that they were often excluded from polling centers during all or part of the election day proceedings. FEFA reported that in a number of cases, observers and candidate agents went home after being told that counting would take place the next day, only to find out later that poll workers had counted ballots as soon as they left. The same year, TEFA reported that its observers were excluded from 22 percent of the polling centers they were assigned to cover.
Observers also face obstacles stemming from the fact that poll workers, security forces, and even observers themselves lack sufficient training on observers’ rights. In 2018, late donor funding also affected the quality of the training observers received. A USAID implementing partner told SIGAR that operational obstacles to observation were much worse in 2018 than they had been in 2014, when donors began supporting election commissions and domestic observation organizations much earlier in the cycle. Although the IEC’s own regulations gave observers the right to carry cell phones into polling stations to document fraud through photographs and videos, the same USAID implementing partner, as well as multiple observation organizations, reported that the IEC and security forces often did not allow them to do so. TEFA said that it recorded instances of poll workers and security forces preventing its observers from taking photos and video of election day proceedings in 30 provinces in 2018 and 19 provinces in 2019.

Polling centers with the highest rates of fraud and the greatest need for observers tend to be the ones that are least secure and the hardest to deploy observers to.

Further, at some polling centers, observers are not able to observe at all. Those with the highest rates of fraud and the greatest need for observers tend to be the ones that are least secure and the hardest to deploy them to. Even when observers are able to reach insecure polling centers, they can be prevented from doing their jobs. In 2018, ETWA and FEFA documented instances of candidates, as well as corrupt government officials, security forces, and poll workers barring observers from polling centers. Observers are also not immune to influence from bribes and threats, which can make their reporting unreliable. This vulnerability is increased by the fact that, in order to increase the odds that they can safely access polling centers, observation organizations assign field staff to their home areas. According to one elections advisor, “You don’t send a Kabuli into Nimroz to observe—they would just disappear.” In fact, even when using locals to observe their own areas, some observers are still kidnapped, arrested, and killed in each election.

According to Habibullah Shinwary, program manager at ETWA, these dynamics illustrate two major ways insecurity prohibits successful observation. First, the presence of insurgents in the area can make it too dangerous for an observer to physically travel to that polling center. Second, even if a polling center is physically accessible, domestic observation groups may decline to deploy observers if they think there is a high risk that warlords or candidates will coerce its staff to make false reports.

In 2018, different organizations took different approaches to balancing the competing goals of maximizing observer coverage and reducing physical risks and the risk that their observers will be coerced into facilitating fraud. Two months prior to the 2018 election, FEFA conducted a systematic assessment to determine which polling
centers were “observable,” taking into account security, logistics, and its ability to recruit observers.\textsuperscript{1035} In contrast, ETWA told SIGAR that their observers faced no such limitations in 2018.\textsuperscript{1036} In essence, ETWA chose an approach whereby it deployed its observers to all of the polling centers they could access, which led to greater coverage but with less confidence in the information they collected. By limiting where they sent their observers, FEFA collected less information, but with a higher degree of confidence.

Observer coverage rose from about 64 percent of polling stations in 2014 to approximately 85 percent in both 2018 and 2019.

One thing that enabled more comprehensive observer coverage in 2018 was the fact that approximately 20 percent fewer polling centers opened than in 2014 due to insecurity, so security forces were better able to secure the polling centers that did open, including some not previously deemed safe enough.\textsuperscript{1037} According to USAID and a USAID implementing partner, observer coverage rose from about 64 percent of polling stations in 2014 to approximately 85 percent in both 2018 and 2019.\textsuperscript{1038} However, the closure of polling centers comes at the cost of disenfranchising many voters. (For more on the impact of insecurity and polling center closures, see Chapter 2.)

**Challenge of Verifying Observer Deployments**

Like poll workers, observers are hired on a temporary basis and given only a few hours of training before being deployed to polling centers across the country.\textsuperscript{1039} Since they often work in remote locations, observer organizations have difficulty supervising and tracking these staff and sometimes do not know how many observers they were able to deploy and to which polling centers. It was unclear how many domestic observers actually worked on Election Day 2014. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe noted that the number of observers that FEFA and TEFA claimed to have deployed in 2014 exceeded the total number of observers who had registered with the IEC that year.\textsuperscript{1040}

A USAID official told SIGAR he spent a significant amount of time and effort after the 2014 election trying to map observer deployments, but he was only able to track them down to the district level, rather than down to the polling-center level.\textsuperscript{1041} A different USAID official told SIGAR that while CEPPS mapped observers in both 2014 and 2018, USAID lacked confidence in the information the maps were based on, which was provided by domestic observation groups.\textsuperscript{1042}

Nor is there confidence about the identities of these observers. CEPPS has documented instances of applications for observers who were accredited using fake photographs, which cast “a cloud of doubt about the veracity of some of the observers being selected.”\textsuperscript{1043} Over the years, USAID and CEPPS have made a number of recommendations and imposed requirements about how domestic observation organizations verify the identities and track the locations of their field staff.\textsuperscript{1044} A USAID implementing partner said that in 2019, CEPPS made important improvements
that meant that, for the first time, they had confidence about where the observers they supported had gone because of a multi-step verification process: the polling center chair signed the observer’s own checklist, IEC staff recorded their presence in the polling center journal, and observers signed the results sheet.1045

Ways to Expand Coverage in Insecure Areas
USAID and the CEPPS, as well as its Afghan grantees, have tried different approaches to increase observer coverage and ensure they are more evenly distributed instead of clustered in safer and easier-to-access areas.1046 At USAID’s direction, in 2018 CEPPS selected their Afghan grantees with an eye towards maximizing coverage and coordinating their deployment plans to minimize overlap at the polling center level.1047 In addition, for the first time in 2018, the IEC accredited observers to a specific polling center—anchoring each observer to the polling center in which they voted.1048 However, a USAID implementing partner told SIGAR that logistical issues prevented this approach from working on Election Day 2018. Problems with printing observer identification cards made it difficult for poll workers to determine which polling center the observer was assigned to.1049 According to the same USAID implementing partner, the IEC had resolved these problems and was able to accredit observers to specific polling centers by 2019.1050

In 2019, CEPPS attempted to avoid overlap of observer deployments by awarding funding to one organization per region.1051 Observation groups in previous elections had each covered the entire country, which allowed Afghans to get observation assessments for the same area from multiple sources. The Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan, which did not receive USAID funding in 2019, criticized this policy.1052 FEFA told SIGAR that having a nationwide perspective was vital for their ability to maintain their organizational capacity and was required by their strategic plan.1053 The
European Centre for Electoral Support had planned to provide funding to FEFA and the Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan in 2019, but were ultimately unable to do so.1054

Another approach to increasing coverage of observers is to deploy mobile observers and train and fund community representatives to collect information at less secure polling centers.1055 This has only been attempted on a limited scale. In the second round of the 2014 election, FEFA deployed 64 mobile observers to insecure districts that the organization had not been able to cover in the first round.1056 In addition, ETWA told SIGAR that their observers were assigned to at least three polling stations in 2018. During breakfast and lunch breaks, they were also permitted to visit other polling centers in the area.1057

A 2015 review of USAID assistance during the 2014 election and a Democracy International report from the same cycle recommended identifying areas where fraud had been most problematic in the past. Both favored encouraging the election commissions to concentrate fraud detection and oversight efforts in these areas, while concentrating observers and security forces in these areas as well.1058 However, as the 2015 USAID report observed, “conditions that create opportunities for fraud tend to be more present in Pashtun areas where the insurgency is strongest.”1059 So while concentrating observers makes fraud detection more likely, it might also create the perception that Pashtun votes are being held to a higher standard.

One USAID implementing partner recommended that donors focus on trying to fill holes in coverage that are not controversial. She emphasized that her organization had been working with observation groups to create tailored security plans to facilitate the
work of observers.\textsuperscript{1060} For instance, she noted that the absence of women’s bathrooms at some polling stations prevented female observers (and poll workers) from covering those locations, which has historically made them more vulnerable to fraud than male polling stations.\textsuperscript{1061} Approaches like adding women’s restrooms would be a more sensible way of leveling the observation playing field than assigning more observers to problematic areas. An alternate strategy FEFA described to SIGAR was to deploy their most experienced observers to fraud-prone areas, although this strategy might require observers to work at a polling centers other than the one where they were assigned to vote.\textsuperscript{1062}

In 2018, USAID, through the International Republican Institute, piloted a new approach that was designed to expand observer coverage to southern and eastern parts of the country that had experienced high rates of electoral fraud and where observers had not been present in 2014.\textsuperscript{1063} An International Republican Institute grantee, Welfare Association for the Development of Afghanistan, trained and paid 50 teams, each consisting of one malik and two youths, who covered one polling center.\textsuperscript{1064} Because of their high status in their communities, maliks were thought to lend legitimacy to and build trust in the electoral process. This model is more expensive per observer than the traditional model because the youths and maliks are engaged for a longer time and expected to do more than traditional observers.\textsuperscript{1065} Specifically, because traditional domestic observers do not have the same influence in their communities, they are expected to merely highlight flaws in the electoral process, not to convince communities of its legitimacy, as maliks are. An implementing partner told SIGAR that the 2018 pilot was successful, and cited instances in which maliks were able to curb abuses by partisan agents, convince IEC representatives to open female-only polling stations, and overturn prohibitions on the use of cell phones in polling stations by their youth partners so that they could document irregularities.\textsuperscript{1066} Based on its success in 2018, the program nearly tripled in 2019 to cover 137 polling centers.

Unreliable Observer Reporting Undermines the Election Dispute Resolution Process

Properly documenting fraud allegations is challenging for observers. USAID and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe reports from the 2014 election found that observation organizations often failed to differentiate between what their staff observed and what they learned secondhand, and Afghan observers often failed to document their allegations in sufficient detail.\textsuperscript{1067}

In the lead-up to the 2018 election, the UN Electoral Support Project warned that while observer reporting in Afghanistan had improved, it remained characterized by “methodology gaps, lack of comprehensive overall reporting and the lack of adequate training, which often leads to unsubstantiated criticism, lack of understanding of complex accountability issues, and blaming the IEC or [Electoral Complaints Commission] for mistakes attributable to other actors in the process.”\textsuperscript{1068} In an effort to address these issues, in 2018 CEPPS provided guidance to its Afghan grantees that they should only release public statements about irregularities if their observers had
personally witnessed them and they could be verified by at least two other sources. CEPPS also trained its Afghan grantees on data collection, management, analysis, and reporting. The goal was to enable these organizations to produce reports that were substantiated by evidence and presented in a format that could be understood by the public. These reports are critical inputs into the electoral dispute resolution process at the ECC. Because the commission only has a few weeks to adjudicate complaints, observation groups work under considerable time pressure.

Finding Reliable Paid and Volunteer Observers is a Challenge

As with the trade-off between quality and quantity of reports about fraud, observation organizations have struggled to find the right balance between the quality and quantity of their observers. Pressure on organizations to cover more polling centers has created oversight challenges in the past. For example, the Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan—an umbrella group with member organizations across the country—disqualified local partner organizations in five provinces only days before the 2018 election after an internal vetting process uncovered that they had connections to candidates. FEFA and other organizations may be right to be wary of expanding membership rolls just to cover more territory, as doing so may reduce their confidence in reporting.

Representatives of TEFA hold a press conference on June 19, 2014 in Kabul after the 2014 presidential run-off election to share their findings with the public. (UNAMA photo by Fardin Waezi)
Expanding the number of observer volunteers also comes with challenges. Volunteers can help an organization cover more polling centers than they could reach with staff paid by donor-funded stipends, but these volunteers may be more vulnerable to corruption than their paid counterparts. FEFA planned to use volunteer observers in 2018 but cancelled these plans in the weeks leading up to the election after candidates offered to help FEFA find these volunteers. TEFA did use volunteers in 2018. The organization’s founder told SIGAR it deployed 1,700 volunteers on top of its 5,500 paid observers. Two smaller observation organizations fielded approximately 800 volunteers in 2018.

Observers Committing Fraud

Another challenge facing domestic observation in Afghanistan is that observers themselves have been credibly accused of committing fraud. One senior elections advisor told SIGAR that after the 2014 presidential election there was a perception that observation groups “each had loyalties and an agenda.” Walid Sarwary, former deputy chief electoral officer at the ECC, alleged that in 2014, then-candidate Abdullah Abdullah’s campaign paid an observation group to report more fraud at polling centers whose results favored President Ghani, while President Ghani’s campaign paid a different group to do the same at polling centers whose results favored Abdullah. SIGAR could not verify these claims. The International Foundation for Electoral Systems’ 2018 Electoral Integrity Assessment noted that multiple stakeholders alleged that observation groups had accepted bribes to commit fraud.

All three major observation groups in the 2018 election told SIGAR they were approached by candidates who offered money in exchange for help getting their partisan agents accredited as neutral observers.

All three major observation groups in the 2018 election told SIGAR they were approached by candidates who offered money in exchange for help getting their partisan agents accredited as neutral observers. All three organizations claimed they rejected these offers. FEFA explained that these candidates were trying to get around the Independent Election Commission’s new cap of 500 agents per each Wolesi Jirga candidate. According to the organization’s executive director, a candidate representative explained that if his campaign deployed the full 500 candidate agents that they were allowed, and then fraudulently deployed another 500 as neutral observers, they would guarantee themselves at least 1,000 votes. In notes to SIGAR, USAID said that it had not received any complaints about observers participating in fraud in the 2019 election.

Candidate agents for President Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah signed 95 percent of the results sheet from the 2014 runoff, but the results were still contested—suggesting that the candidates may not have had much faith in their agents. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that he is aware of instances in which candidate agents and neutral
observers had signed results sheets later determined to be fraudulent. It is difficult to tell when observer signatures on fraudulent results sheets are the result of bribery, duress, or outright forgery.

In October 2018, CEPPS confirmed some fraud allegations when it identified accredited observers who had used false identities. In 2019, CEPPS issued a notice to all Afghan bidders that if they did not “set a common, firm, and incontrovertible system to prove that observers are indeed nonpartisan,” they would be at risk of losing their awards.

The Value of Observation Is Diminished by Lack of Transparency among Electoral Management Bodies

Improving the ability of domestic observers to scrutinize the Afghan elections process would strengthen the country’s election commissions. However, doing so requires a major change in the way the election commissions approach transparency. The election commissions have repeatedly failed to publicly release information critical to the work of observation groups, in violation of both Afghan and international law. Before the 2018 and 2019 elections, the Independent Election Commission failed to release detailed information about which polling centers would open, making it difficult for observation groups to plan the deployment of their field staff. Insufficient information limits the value of observation even more after the election. Domestic observation organizations and former Afghan government and election commission officials told SIGAR the most damaging fraud in 2018 took place during the tallying and recount processes (see Chapter 6). Similarly, Martine van Bijlert’s analysis of the 2009 election found that “large-scale, mostly undetected, manipulation took place within the electoral
administration and at a relatively late stage. These late stages of the election are also some of the least transparent to observers.

In 2018, the IEC established a double-blind system for entering data into the central database by clerks, whereby one clerk would enter the data and then another would be randomly selected to check the entry without knowing who had originally done it. However, during vote counting at the National Tally Center, the designated area for observers is along the wall of the room, far from the proceedings (see photo on p. 139). For this reason, observers were unable to verify whether information was correctly entered into the master results database or to detect fraudulent manipulation of that database—and observers alleged that results were changed during data entry in both the 2014 and 2018 elections.

Even the IEC acknowledged that the space it provided for observers in 2018 was inadequate. The International Foundation for Electoral Systems suggested either moving the observers closer to the action or using a live audio-video feed to improve observer visibility of proceedings before the 2018 election. This recommendation went unimplemented in 2018; in 2019, only a single screen displayed a livestream of the intake process for results sheets. Observers remained unable to monitor data entry, and a TEFA official assessed that observers had little or no access to information about proceedings.

In 2018, the election commissions ordered recounts of ballots in 11 provinces. These were initially conducted at the provincial level, but allegations of ballot stuffing during the recount process led to a second round of recounting at the National Tally Center. Afghan observation organizations were permitted only two observers each at the tally center, not nearly enough to cover the 100 tables on which the recounts were simultaneously taking place. FEFA told SIGAR that they believe the IEC refused to allow more observers because IEC staff did not want to be exposed committing fraud. Allegations that elections officials ordered rigging during the recount process were pervasive and credible. According to Abdullah Ahmadzai, former IEC chief electoral officer, the very purpose of the recount at some polling centers was to make fraudulent changes on the results sheets.

The work of observers and other analysts has been undermined by the election commissions’ failure to publish detailed information about election results or explanations for how results changed due to recounts, audits, and invalidations.

The work of observers and other analysts has also been undermined by the election commissions’ failure to publish detailed information about election results or explanations for how results changed due to recounts, audits, and invalidations. According to a USAID implementing partner, observation groups still lacked access
to this information for 2018 by the time the 2019 election came around. This lack of transparency made it impossible for them to determine whether the changes to results were legitimate or fraudulent.

This complaint was not new. In 2014, FEFA found that most results posted on the IEC’s website differed from results it had documented at the polling center-level. According to FEFA, these discrepancies suggested fraud, but because election commissions did not release specific information about excluded ballots, there was no way to prove it.

The introduction of biometric voter verification in 2018 created a new category of information that observers required access to: the details of how biometric data was collected and used to determine the validity of votes. According to FEFA, the IEC said it could not share the details of how biometric voter verification results were reconciled with physical results sheets, because Dermalog, the German company that provided the biometric devices and data servers, controlled that process. But allegations that fraudulent changes were made directly to the central results database in 2018 were taken seriously enough to result in granting read-only access to all of the presidential campaigns in 2019, raising the question of why such access was not given to observation organizations. Observers require certain information from election commissions to make results auditable so that fraud can be detected (see callout box on p. 142).

In 2019, the IEC failed to release information about which polling centers had opened. It also failed to publicly report how many ballots were used in that cycle, which three observation organizations claimed was necessary to ensure proper oversight.
Observation organizations called for the IEC to account for the election day status of each ballot (valid, wasted, invalid, or blank) and to release the list of polling stations where the approximately 137,000 “suspicious” ballots and 102,000 ballots reportedly cast outside polling hours had originated.\textsuperscript{1115}

**Observer Information Requirements**

In order for election results to be sufficiently detailed to reveal fraud, observation organizations require the following information:

- The number and locations of polling centers that are scheduled to open (conveyed before election day)\textsuperscript{1116}
- The number and location of polling centers that actually did open, and\textsuperscript{1117}
  - The number of voters at each polling station\textsuperscript{1118}
  - The number of ballots used\textsuperscript{1119}
  - The number of spoiled ballots discarded before the count\textsuperscript{1120}
  - The number of ballots counted (votes per candidate, blank votes, invalid votes, and wasted votes)\textsuperscript{1121}
- The number of biometric voter verification entries at each polling station\textsuperscript{1122}
- How the results at specific polling stations were changed by ECC invalidations\textsuperscript{1123}
- How the results at specific polling stations were changed by IEC exclusions\textsuperscript{1124}

**CANDIDATE AND PARTY AGENTS**

Candidate and party agents are not expected to be impartial; they are paid advocates for their candidate. Their jobs are to bring irregularities to the attention of the polling station chairperson and record them in the polling station journal; sign the results sheet and record the results for their own records, in order to identify whether they are fraudulently changed later on and lodge complaints with the Electoral Complaints Commission during the election process before, during, and after election day.\textsuperscript{1125}

According to the UN, the “widespread presence of well-trained, informed candidate agents at polling and counting locations . . . remains one of the most effective measures to prevent both irregularities and unfounded allegations.”\textsuperscript{1126}

Since most candidates run as independents and recruit their own agents, candidate agents are far more numerous than agents of political parties (see Figure 18). In 2018, party agents were absent in almost a third of the country’s provinces.\textsuperscript{1127} The sheer number of candidate agents creates challenges for donors, especially for parliamentary elections. It is harder to reach candidate agents through the cascade training approach that donates use for observation organizations, because candidate teams are rarely organized into hierarchical groups.\textsuperscript{1128} It also makes little sense to invest in training: Since most candidates lose, their agents may only serve once.

Male candidate agents heavily outnumber their female counterparts, which means female polling stations are less likely to have agents present on election day, making them more vulnerable to fraud.\textsuperscript{1129} USAID’s Office of Inspector General recommended in 2014 that the agency emphasize training for female candidate agents.\textsuperscript{1130} To close the
gap, a USAID implementing partner said they hired more female trainers in 2019 to work with candidate agents.\textsuperscript{1131}

**Candidate and Party Agents Are Less Effective in the Absence of Donor Training**

Donors do not provide funding to candidate and political parties or their agents, but they do provide them with training.\textsuperscript{1132} In an internal assessment of its support to the 2014 Afghan election, USAID stressed the importance of adequate candidate agent training to collect “specific, first-hand information” about fraud to support their electoral complaints.\textsuperscript{1133} A senior elections advisor also emphasized the importance of agents substantiating complaints, not just focusing on the number.\textsuperscript{1134}

Despite this, 2018 was the first election in recent Afghan history that USAID did not support candidate and party agent training.\textsuperscript{1135} This was partly because the Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening grant was issued too late to allow time for agent training, but a USAID implementing partner also told SIGAR that USAID was hesitant to work with political parties.\textsuperscript{1136}
One of the objectives of candidate agent training is to help them understand their roles and responsibilities. \footnote{137} A USAID implementing partner told SIGAR that in 2018, candidate agents “were not aware of the process. When they saw things going wrong, it was hard for them to complete electoral complaints forms.” \footnote{138} In 2019, CEPPS trained 8,619 candidate agents and provided them with 50,000 manuals on how to do their jobs, including how to file complaints about electoral irregularities. \footnote{139} In addition, the European Center for Electoral Support and domestic observation organizations provided training to candidate agents and political parties in the 2018 and 2019 election cycles. \footnote{140}

Candidate and political party observers tend to focus on polling centers in areas that are safer and easier to access. This has led to problems with overcrowding—especially in parliamentary elections, which attract many candidates and, thus, their agents. \footnote{141} In 2018, the IEC accredited more than 400,000 candidate agents. Overcrowding that year was particularly problematic in Kabul, where 40 percent of candidate agents across the country were accredited. \footnote{142} As previously noted, in 2018 the IEC tried to address this problem by capping each Wolesi Jirga candidate at 500 agents overall and allowing only one monitor per party or candidate at any given time into each polling station. \footnote{143} Despite this policy, according to Habibullah Shinwary, program manager at the Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan, there were still 15 to 16 agents representing a single candidate at some polling stations. \footnote{144} Even if this rule had been uniformly enforced, overcrowding would still have occurred in provinces with high numbers of candidates, like Kabul. \footnote{145}

Poor information sharing also limits the effectiveness of candidate agents. The IEC’s failure to publish results broken down by polling station in the first round of the 2014 election limited the ability of the presidential candidates to file complaints with the
ECC. The IEC failed to provide this information even in response to written requests submitted by campaigns.\textsuperscript{1146} The IEC’s failure to ensure that information about National Tally Center proceedings is available prevents candidates and parties from serving as checks on fraud. The Joint Independent Monitoring and Evaluation Committee called the 2018 tallying process “slow, opaque, and fairly inaccessible.”\textsuperscript{1147}

Partisan Agents Implicated in Fraud

Candidate and party agents have been implicated in fraud in each Afghan election cycle. Candidate agents have been accused of stuffing ballots, working with members of armed militias, intimidating voters and polling staff, campaigning inside polling stations, and buying votes.\textsuperscript{1148} An IEC after-action report about the 2018 elections called for agent training and punishment for candidates whose agents “sabotaged” the process.\textsuperscript{1149}

Candidates and political parties face the same challenges as observation groups in ensuring that their field staff are not co-opted. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that “candidates know that in areas mostly supportive of their opponent, people who were supposed to be their agents were actually agents of their opponent.”\textsuperscript{1150} In Afghanistan, it is not always possible to tell which candidate an agent is actually working for.
Most problems with Afghanistan’s electoral process cannot be blamed on poor donor assistance, but donors make their assistance less effective in several ways. First, to avoid the appearance of meddling in an election, donors often err on the side of caution and miss opportunities to provide proactive solutions to problems—such as advising election commissions on how to find and hire professional civil servants. This forces them to intervene reactively (and sometimes controversially) after an election goes poorly—such as helping broker power-sharing agreements between candidates. Second, because donors are so careful about proactively intervening in elections, they wind up devoting excessive attention to technical problems. Third, the reason donors need to address so many technical problems is because they provide financial assistance so late in the electoral process that technical problems proliferate, requiring troubleshooting. Between elections, donors reduce their electoral assistance, waiting until the final months before an election to ramp up support. At that point, it is too late to build electoral institutions with the capacity to credibly manage an election. The current donor assistance model is effective enough to ensure that elections happen, but not enough to address recurring problems that end up calling the credibility of elections into question.
DONOR ENGAGEMENT ON ELECTION ISSUES

Donor Reluctance to Engage Early Can Lead to Problems Later

Donors have legitimate concerns about engaging with the Afghan government on sensitive issues surrounding elections. Engagement can be seen as interference in another country’s sovereign affairs. However, the benefit of engaging early on some issues may outweigh concerns if not doing so leads to more intervention later.

For example, a senior elections advisor who has worked in Afghanistan through multiple election cycles said donors are reluctant to insert themselves into the selection processes for senior election commission staff, even though intervention could reduce partisan bias in those institutions: “At many stages we could have used more leverage to vet people, but we didn’t, and the people chosen were frequently compromised. The international community always felt like they didn't have any control over this, but I don’t think that was the case.” He also believes this hesitance is misplaced, because requiring neutrality and professional competence in hiring simply means holding the Afghan government accountable to its own laws.1151

Donors want the Afghan government to take the lead on elections, both because donor support is likely to dwindle in the future and because more interference can have unforeseen consequences. After Afghan elections, when tensions over results threaten to boil over into fighting in the streets, donors have found themselves publicly arbitrating the sensitive question of who won.1152 In 2014, the UN Assistance Mission to Afghanistan declared that it would “not take steps that could be perceived as interference” and that “it would be much better for Afghans to find solutions themselves.”1153 However, the international community stepped in to supervise audits of the results of two of the country’s four modern presidential elections. In 2014, when even an internationally supervised audit of all ballot boxes failed to obtain agreement from both contenders, then-U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry brokered a compromise to create a unity
Post-election involvement can be more visible—and tends to be more controversial—than interventions earlier in the election cycle. Later interventions can also lead to Afghan perceptions that the international community “meddled” with election results.1155

In November 2019, an international official told SIGAR that the international community had a new message for the Afghan government, election commissions, and candidates: They would not engage to determine the winner of the election if the process got messy. He said that during the UN Security Council’s visit to Kabul in 2018, U.S. Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley carried the message that “there will be no John Kerry moment” to adjudicate potential election disputes this time.1156

In February 2020, Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah both declared themselves the winner of the 2019 election and held competing inauguration ceremonies, throwing the country into a constitutional crisis.1157 U.S. Secretary of State Michael Pompeo flew to Kabul to implore the two candidates to reach a compromise agreement. The failure by Ghani and Abdullah to resolve their dispute led the United States to threaten a $1 billion annual cut in support to the Afghan government, which appears to have been withdrawn after the candidates signed a power-sharing agreement in May 2020.1158 Like the agreement that created the National Unity Government before it, the 2020 agreement again committed to holding elections for local-level positions, including provincial and district councils and mayors. Also like the 2014 agreement, it committed the government to a number of electoral reforms, which the previous government never achieved.1159

Technical Issues Monopolize Donor Attention

According to several stakeholders, donors tend to overemphasize technical issues in their engagement with the Afghan government.1160 According to an international official, “People tend to focus on the technical [issues], because they feel like they are more addressable.”1161 In 2018, this emphasis on technical aspects of the electoral process took the form of ambassadorial-level engagement on the details of election technology.1162

Another international official told SIGAR, “I have never seen a place where ambassadors and senior political officers spend so much time talking about technicalities,” such as the sticker-on-tazkera debate (see p. 64) or how many fingers would be scanned during biometric voter verification, “as if they are going to solve political problems through technical means.”1163 A State official said “as a political person, I know way too much about [biometric voter verification] systems.” In this official’s view, these issues require proper staffing at USAID so that State can remain focused on bigger-picture political issues.1164 Likewise, a former senior USAID official said:

Traditionally, there has been emphasis on technical support before the election and then heavy political support after the election, usually in the form of putting out fires. There should be more emphasis on political support before the election, but that’s hard because then you are accused of interfering in the election if you have political intrusions or political influence beforehand. And by “political” I mean an ambassadorial-level intervention.1165
To some degree, U.S. and international involvement in technical issues was unavoidable during the 2018 election, when donor interventions were necessary to keep election preparations on track. An international official recounted to SIGAR how high-level UN officials and U.S. Ambassador John R. Bass “had to keep calling the IEC at the last minute just to get the ballots printed.”

FLOODS AND DROUGHTS: ELECTION ASSISTANCE IS POORLY ALIGNED TO THE ELECTORAL CYCLE

Between elections, donors dramatically cut support to Afghan election commissions and the domestic observation organizations and political parties that hold them accountable (see Figure 19). Yet significant reductions in funding and technical assistance can affect the performance and long-term development of all three.

“Donors will wake up 18 months before an election and then they ask, ‘Oh my God, we have an election coming up, what can we do?’ There’s really a limited amount you can do in that short amount of time.”

—International official

According to an international official, “There is a misconception that things are not happening in between elections, when in fact that is when many major decisions are made.” Another international official said, “Donors will wake up 18 months before an election and then they ask, ‘Oh my God, we have an election coming up, what can we do?’ There’s really a limited amount you can do in that short amount of time.” Another international official echoed this sentiment, observing, “We always seem surprised and unprepared when [elections] approach.” In general, once the funding tap has been turned back on, donors often provide funding too close to the election date for it to be used wisely or efficiently.
Doing things at the last minute can also increase costs.\textsuperscript{1174} According to an international official, “the worst thing the donor can do is come in . . . during an election year with large amounts of money. It’s better to give small amounts of money over longer periods to build that rapport [with the election commissions] so [they] will listen when you provide guidance.”\textsuperscript{1175} Another international official told SIGAR that donors should not wait for the dust to settle, the way they did after the 2014 election, before providing technical assistance, because they risk missing critical opportunities to support electoral reform.\textsuperscript{1176}

The UN Development Programme’s Electoral Assistance Implementation Guide calls for a recognition that “inter-election periods are as crucial as the buildup to the elections themselves.”\textsuperscript{1177} Likewise, the European Commission has instructed that capacity development is best begun immediately at the conclusion of the last election, so that it can avoid being pushed to the side “by the more urgent and immediate needs of an impending election.”\textsuperscript{1178} The chairman of the board of directors of the International Foundation for Electoral Systems recently testified to the Congress about the damaging effect of short-term funding for elections, which he said “does not allow for capacity building . . . or strategic planning.” He added, “effective electoral assistance demands investment years in advance of the election date and in the period in between elections.”\textsuperscript{1179}

Stakeholders told SIGAR that the planning horizon for electoral support in Afghanistan needs to be much longer. An international official recommended that donors maintain a steadier level of engagement and funding that would focus on more strategic, long-term goals.\textsuperscript{1180} According to a senior election advisor, donors had “a new strategy every 18 months” and “there was not a long-term solution or approach. It was more about,
'how do we get through this election cycle?'”\textsuperscript{1181} Similarly, Margie Cook, who served as the UN’s senior elections advisor for the UN Development Programme’s Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow program during the 2009 election, has argued that transferring expertise and implementing long-term reforms requires “starting earlier, being continuous in engagement with the local agencies, avoiding funding gaps, and continuously monitoring achievements against objectives”—none of which she observed on ELECT.\textsuperscript{1182}

“There was not a long-term solution or approach. It was more about, ‘how do we get through this election cycle?’”

—Senior elections advisor

According to the ACE Project, an online compendium of best practices in electoral management, a 10-year planning cycle is ideal for election support. A longer time horizon would enable electoral support programs to place greater emphasis on the institutional strengthening and professional development of election commissions, helping them move away from narrowly focusing on the immediate training needs necessary to prepare for an election.\textsuperscript{1183} It would also allow for the promotion of legislative reforms to protect the institutional independence of election commissions. At the very least, donor support should be aligned to Afghanistan’s full five-year electoral cycle.\textsuperscript{1184} As things stand, USAID’s internal procedures result in short-term planning and inadequate funding between elections.\textsuperscript{1185} While the UN Electoral Support Project has been extended through the end of 2020, it is likely that this extension or its successor program will see its funding cut, just as the funding for its predecessor was cut after the 2014 election.\textsuperscript{1186}
One bright spot in the story of Afghan elections is the fact that in 2019 the Afghan government covered 60 percent of election costs, a larger portion than ever before and the first time that donors did not fund the majority of an Afghan election.1187

CHALLENGES WITH AN EPISODIC APPROACH TO ELECTION SUPPORT
The flood-and-drought cycle of donor support to elections undermines its effectiveness while increasing its cost. It also undermines the chances of electoral reforms being passed, and results in a short-term focus on each election instead of building the capacity of and maturing the election institutions that will manage Afghanistan’s elections after donor support has ended.1188

Erratic Funding and Donor Attention Hinder the Development of the Independent Election Commission
Donors’ tendency to focus only on the next election dates back to the first modern Afghan election. According to Abdullah Ahmadzai, who served as chief electoral officer in 2010, the international community’s short-term focus in 2004 had long-lasting negative consequences for voter registration in particular. He said that the emphasis in the Bonn Agreement on ensuring that elections took place quickly failed to ensure that sufficient attention was given to getting critical pre-election processes right, as well as to ensuring that the electoral calendar took into account the time it would take to get them right in the future. Instead, the tight election calendar and episodic engagement on elections meant that voter registration was repeatedly put off until the last minute and then rushed. This approach contributed to a voter registry inflated with fake registration cards and for years stymied the IEC’s efforts to fix the registry (see Chapter 4). Ahmadzai said that if the donor community had adequately supported the IEC’s 2012 internal five-year plan, these voter registration issues could have been tackled before
the 2014 election. Instead, problems with the voter registry persisted until the IEC finally invalided all registration cards and re-registered voters from scratch in 2018.

The lead-up to the 2014 election provides a good example of the benefit of early donor funding and engagement. Donors mobilized funding and support earlier than in the country’s other recent elections. The first round of the 2014 presidential election went relatively smoothly in an administrative sense, compared to 2018 and 2019, as well as earlier cycles. An internal USAID review credited the agency’s “consistent and focused level of investment and resources” from 2011 to 2014 with allowing it to play a productive role in the 2014 cycle.

After the 2014 election, however, donors cut funding for the election commissions. By early 2015, donors had lost patience with the Afghan government and election commissions, for several reasons: a lack of progress in planning the parliamentary election and on electoral reform, and a perception that neither President Ghani nor then-CEO Abdullah saw the overdue parliamentary elections as a priority.

After the spring of 2015, only USAID continued to fund the IEC, and then only in a trickle. Donor reluctance was driven, in part, by the IEC’s decision to repeatedly postpone parliamentary elections, which had been due in early 2015, as well as concern about how divisive the 2014 election had been. The parliamentary elections were originally delayed to October 2016, and then to July 2018, and finally held in October 2018. Each delay created challenges for donors trying to plan electoral support programming.

“Unless we have an IEC that is engaged and willing to work with us, all the technical assistance in the world is not going to make a difference.” —U.S. official

According to an international official, “Other donors let the Americans carry the can.” As a result, he said, the staff of UNDP’s elections program tasked with supporting the IEC was slashed to just four people. Impatience with the Afghan government had an impact on the level of donor support in the post-2014 period. Referring to these early years in an election cycle, a U.S. official observed, “Unless we have an IEC that is engaged and willing to work with us, all the technical assistance in the world is not going to make a difference.” An international official told SIGAR that there was “a realization among donors that money is not the primary constraint; the primary constraint is politics. There was an attitude of ‘why should we continue to provide funding if there is no commitment to substantial reform?’ And that commitment was not made.” Donors were frustrated with the Afghan government’s failure to implement the reforms promised in the agreement that established the 2014 National Unity Government, and there was a sense that they might as well save their money until the way forward was clear.
The tendency to withhold donor support is understandable—and perhaps justifiable if donors decide to withhold support altogether. However, considering that donor support has always eventually been provided as an election day nears, withholding support during the early part of an election cycle—when it would be most productive—does not make sense. Repeated failures resulting from a compressed time frame are likely to make donors more jaded, which leads to even less funding in future cycles. In 2018, election funding was lower and came later than ever before. As a result, UNDP’s election support program was launched just nine months before the anticipated July 2018 parliamentary elections.

Technical support has also decreased over time. The UN Electoral Support Project team of technical advisors is less than a quarter of the size of the UN Development Programme’s ELECT II team that supported the election commissions during the 2014 election and less than 5 percent the size of the ELECT team that supported the 2009 and 2010 elections. The provision of more limited support may have been intentional. Donor funding has fallen across the board for Afghanistan, and UNESP’s mandate was to pass more responsibility to their IEC counterparts. However, in 2018 this reduction of support came at the cost of a weakened IEC. According to a senior elections advisor: “The gap between sufficient electoral know-how within IEC and ECC to do a reasonable job and the technical assistance offered to these institutions has widened to a dangerous level.”

**Electoral Complaints Commission Needs Steady Support as Well**

Funding reductions have affected support to the ECC more than they have to the IEC. Technical support to the ECC was particularly thin leading up to the 2018 election. When donor funding to the IEC was reduced in May 2015, technical assistance for the ECC was cut entirely. During this time, the legal advisor to the IEC would occasionally check in
with the ECC to get updates about what they were doing. Then, 20 months before the 2018 election, the UK’s Department for International Development funded an electoral dispute resolution advisor for the ECC, but only part time.\textsuperscript{1206}

Donors improved technical assistance to the ECC in 2019, but one advisor still described the ECC as “neglected” in comparison to the IEC.\textsuperscript{1207} The UN Development Programme embedded technical advisors in the ECC headquarters in Kabul, but their numbers were dwarfed by the technical assistance personnel provided to the IEC. Out of the 24 international advisors embedded in the election commissions, only two were assigned to the ECC. With only a few months to prepare before the 2019 election, these advisors did not have time to build the necessary capacity for the ECC to be effective. Due to security constraints, none of the international advisors were assigned to provincial electoral complaints commissions, which adjudicate the majority of complaints despite receiving very little training or oversight from headquarters in Kabul.\textsuperscript{1208} Together, these staffing ratios and timelines highlight the limited support given to an organization tasked with highly specialized legal work under enormous political pressures and crushing timelines.\textsuperscript{1209}

A senior elections advisor said that in 2009, 2010, and 2014, the international community provided more technical support to the ECC than it did in 2018.\textsuperscript{1210} However, there were still problems with the timeline for funding the ECC in 2014. A different elections advisor described a time before the 2014 cycle when “the ECC had no people, no chairs, no supplies, and yet they were expected to adjudicate disputes.”\textsuperscript{1211} A USAID Office of Inspector General report criticized the agency’s insufficient planning for dispute resolution in February 2014, just two months before the election.\textsuperscript{1212}

\begin{quote}
\textit{“Every time these elections have taken place, there is a massive influx of financial support. There is a last-minute scramble . . . and then a couple of years later the lights go out and everyone goes home. You lose the experience, and equipment and materials disappear into thin air.”}

—Dominic Grant, ECC advisor
\end{quote}

Dominic Grant, who provided UN technical support to the ECC throughout the 2014 cycle, described how this flood-and-drought pattern has impacted that body: “Every time these elections have taken place, there is a massive influx of financial support. There is a last-minute scramble . . . and then a couple of years later the lights go out and everyone goes home. You lose the experience, and equipment and materials disappear into thin air.”\textsuperscript{1213} Two other elections advisors said that in 2014, the rapid startup and shutdown crippled the performance of the ECC’s provincial offices.\textsuperscript{1214}
Electoral Reforms Are Less Likely to Be Implemented Without Steady Donor Funding and Support

There is more time and political space to address electoral reform issues in non-election years than in those years when elections are imminent, campaigns have been formed, and stakeholder expectations solidified. Donors’ tendency to cut funding and staffing for elections during this time undermines their ability to take advantage of opportunities.

Donors cut funding to the election commissions at the end of May 2015, just before the Special Electoral Reform Commission was launched in June. An international official told SIGAR that support to the Special Electoral Reform Commission was handled by a skeleton staff in donor missions and within UNDP. Because of limited funding, UNDP had to bring in short-term consultants to address critical and complex technical issues. Had elections not been deprioritized, experienced staff could have been hired to handle these issues. A USAID official said, “We didn’t want to be too involved . . . in the [Special Electoral Reform Commission] process” and regretted that the agency had not engaged more.

Around the time donor funding for UNDP’s electoral support program dried up, USAID cut funding for civil society advocacy for electoral reform. USAID had been funding a program that supported the creation of an umbrella group of civil society organizations. That group, in turn, created a legislative agenda for election reforms, including draft legislation. However, Greg Minjack, elections advisor with Democracy International, said that “as soon as the 2014 election was over, [USAID was] not interested anymore. They dropped us right when we were about to make progress with reform.” He said that USAID told Democracy International that they were pulling its funding to refocus on non-election-related issues. A report jointly written by the National Democratic Institute and the United States Institute of Peace found that USAID should have provided support to civil society to engage with the Special Electoral Reform Commission about electoral reform, rather than withholding funding until the election date was set.

Erratic funding also makes it difficult to support Afghan reform efforts, such as correcting ambiguities in the electoral law. In each cycle, the election law is rewritten with little time for identifying and correcting issues. According to a senior elections advisor, “After each legal reform, we end up with laws that have new gaps that no one is looking into and fixing before the [next] election.” A 2011 IEC plan found that short planning cycles “failed to deal with the intervening periods between electoral events, where opportunities exist for structured review of the policies, practices, and procedures of the IEC.” Unlike in 2014, donors were unable to support the IEC in drafting strategic and fraud mitigation plans before the 2018 election. According to an electoral integrity assessment written by the International Foundation of Electoral Systems and commissioned by USAID, this process needed to start immediately after the 2019 election.
Costs of Late and Intermittent Funding to Observation

The bulk of donor funding is generally earmarked to pay short-term observers working at polling centers on election day, with a smaller amount going to longer-term observation over an approximately four-month period.\textsuperscript{1226} After election day, funding and the number of observers drops sharply.\textsuperscript{1227} According to Habibullah Shinwary, the Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan’s program manager, “The funding [given to observation organizations] should be less, but it should be step by step over a longer period of time. Giving us a huge budget right before the election is not strategic.” He said the Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan was able to convince its staff to stay on for only a couple of months without pay.\textsuperscript{1228}

“\textit{The funding [given to observation organizations] should be less, but it should be step by step over a longer period of time. Giving us a huge budget right before the election is not strategic.”}

—Habibullah Shinwary, ETWA

While donor funding for observation is frequently late around the world, USAID’s funding reached observation organizations just 20 days before Afghanistan’s 2018 election. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that the delay meant USAID had little leverage to ensure reasonably good domestic election observation.\textsuperscript{1229}

Observation organizations do more than just observing on election day. They also analyze election commission efforts to conceive of and implement reforms, deploy a small number of long-term observers well ahead of the election, and a large number of short-term observers on election day. Since most of the observation costs are in the final stage of an election cycle, donors may not need to spend more, but rather distribute smaller portions of funding earlier in the cycle.

Late funding means observers are absent for critical electoral events and processes, which means that they miss opportunities to deter and detect problems early in the process. This results in Afghan organizations overemphasizing election day observation and deemphasizing oversight of other critical parts of the electoral process prior to and following election day.

Late funding also impedes Afghan groups’ ability to observe and document pre-election processes such as voter registration, which creates a greater risk of fraud.\textsuperscript{1230} Representatives of observation groups said that their ability to monitor the electoral dispute resolution process in 2018 was similarly hamstrung by low funding levels.\textsuperscript{1231}

Donor funding to observers was available much earlier prior to the 2014 elections than it was in 2018, which meant that dedicated funding was available for monitoring efforts during voter registration.\textsuperscript{1232} These efforts appear to have had an impact: USAID’s Office of Inspector General found they increased the transparency of the voter registration
In 2018, when the IEC conducted a new registration drive from scratch, donor funding came too late to allow observers to provide oversight. Late funding can also result in observers being recruited too quickly and trained too poorly to be effective. In 2018, funding delays created challenges for Afghan groups in identifying, vetting, and hiring observers. According to a USAID implementing partner, this time crunch reduced their ability to hire enough people, especially women, who are critical because of Afghanistan’s gender-segregated polling centers. A senior elections advisor told SIGAR that because of the funding delay, observation groups were not able to identify observers in as many places.

When observers are not around to see early fraud and malpractice, they are unable to draw the analytical connections to document and explain why irregularities on election day are occurring. Had observers been present during the 2018 voter registration drive, they may have had a better understanding of the origins of the voter registry’s problems and why so many Afghans were unable to find their names on the registry on Election Day 2018. According to the founder of the Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan, Naeem Ayubzada, “If we only observe [on] election day, we can identify the challenges and irregularities, but we will not have as much information to determine where those problems came from.” Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan Executive Director Yousuf Rasheed said funding to observe the earlier stages of the cycle enables his organization to predict where fraud will be worst on election day, and to direct their most experienced observers to those areas.
Multi-year gaps in funding to observers may also limit observation organizations’ ability to advocate for electoral reform between cycles. When they lose funding, they are forced to lay off experienced staff. Observation organizations were poorly staffed when critical debates about electoral system change took place in 2015, and they are likely to be in the same position during equally important debates about voter lists, election technology, and the implementation of the new multidimensional representation electoral system. Without being able to trace the causes and effects of irregularities, and without prolonged funding, observation organizations are limited in their ability to advocate for legal reforms and operational improvements to help avoid election day fiascos.

Reasons for Late Funding
In addition to donor fatigue with operational problems and contested results, there are three institutional reasons why donor funding is consistently late to support election commissions and domestic observation organizations.

First, the election commissions are chronically late in preparing for and announcing election dates, leaving everyone who depends on those dates scrambling. A USAID official told SIGAR that the agency had been “hurrying up and waiting” throughout 2016 and 2017. He said it was able to begin the process of awarding grants only when it became clear about 18 months out that the presidential election was likely to take place in spring 2019, which meant USAID had an “aggressive” procurement timeline. Unclear election timelines create challenges for donors trying to justify their need for funding, because they cannot guarantee that the money will be spent and there are always competing priorities. Compounding the problem is the fact that the United States and other donors may not have partners at the election commissions with decision-making power during these off years, since commissioners and much of the staff quits or is fired each cycle, and the process of replacing them is often lengthy.

Second, late funding is also caused by USAID programming delays. Thomas Carothers, vice president of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, described these constraints as “extremely burdensome” to the point of rendering USAID ineffective. This problem constrains USAID’s ability to respond in a timely fashion to fast-moving political and security events. This problem is also not unique to USAID. In 2019, the UK had planned to provide additional funding to the Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening to enable it to better cover parts of the process that had proven particularly vulnerable to fraud in 2018, but was ultimately unable to do so. When the funding did not become available in time, CEPPS was forced to scrap this expansion in its programming. Because the international community may look to the United States to lead in Afghanistan, USAID funding delays may also have the effect of delaying funding from other donors. According to a senior elections advisor, U.S. staffing decisions on elections tend to guide staffing decisions by other donors.

Third, USAID efforts in Afghanistan, like others in high-threat environments, tend to be understaffed compared to those in safer countries. Inadequate staffing contributes
to delays in the rollout of new programs. Both a USAID official and a senior elections advisor told SIGAR that the program design and approval process tends to get neglected as the technical leads on elections rotate out or are forced to attend to more urgent problems. While USAID had created new positions focused on elections in the lead-up to Election Day 2018, these positions took longer than expected to fill. As a result, there was no one available in the mission’s Democracy and Governance section with the time to push the CEPPS program through the agency’s approval process.

**IMPLICATION OF DRAWDOWN**

As State and USAID draw down their presence at the embassy, the U.S. government’s ability to maintain its current minimal level of electoral assistance and spread it more evenly across the electoral cycle may become more difficult. Even before COVID-19, there were fewer USAID personnel at the embassy than at any time since 2003. Other donors were already more thinly staffed than the United States. One western donor official told SIGAR that her country was planning significant reductions in embassy staffing after the 2019 election. With fewer State and USAID staff to oversee programs, the drought in both electoral funding and engagement in the next few years may be drier than ever. Although donor support to elections has had mixed results, reducing that support could have a negative impact on the long-term development of Afghanistan’s electoral institutions and processes. If election support is reduced further, the U.S. government should prepare for a decrease in the Afghan government’s ability to prepare for, administer, and adjudicate its own elections.
To prevent Afghanistan from ever again becoming a terrorist safe haven, the U.S. government has tried for years to help the country hold credible elections that result in legitimate government officials. However, the return on the U.S. government’s $620 million investment in supporting Afghan elections has been poor. Afghan electoral stakeholders do not appear closer to credibly preparing for, administering, and resolving disputes for elections than they were in 2004, despite the hard work of many in the international community. While assistance has sometimes yielded improvements, they have yet to last beyond the end of each electoral cycle, when most donor support recedes. As a result, Afghanistan’s electoral institutions remain weak, which undermines the confidence of the Afghan public in its government. As USAID in Afghanistan observed in 2018, “Elections are not yet perceived by the public as an effective way to influence public policy.”

Expectations among donors seem lower than ever. Given unprecedented insecurity, political gridlock, and uncertainty around the prospect of peace, donors seem relieved that elections are happening at all. As one U.S. embassy official told SIGAR, some of the U.S. government’s greatest election successes are simply preventing worse outcomes, such as a cancelled election or a collapsed government. Several international officials working on Afghan elections have referred to their role as little more than “firefighting.” While the electoral process could eventually improve, the current course—marked by timeline-based, sporadic cycles of support—will force donors to
continue reacting to crises rather than address systemic deficiencies. As it is currently structured, donor support is focused on achieving short-term goals, such as simply ensuring that elections are held, rather than achieving the long-term goal of creating a sustainable democratic process.

A key finding of this report is that building the electoral institutions, civil society organizations, political parties, and democratic traditions necessary for credible elections will require continuous engagement. However, moving donors from an intermittent approach focused on short-term goals to a steady effort focused on long-term goals will require a significant shift in how electoral support is provided. If election assistance in Afghanistan continues to be important to U.S. policymakers, the coming 2020–2025 electoral cycle—particularly the next three years—will be a critical time to stay engaged, politically and technically.

Nationwide provincial council and district council elections—as well as parliamentary elections in Ghazni—were supposed to take place alongside the 2019 presidential election, but were delayed to keep the presidential election on track. Mayoral elections are also expected in the near future. If all these elections take place before the constitutionally mandated 2023 parliamentary and 2024 presidential elections, donors may again be preoccupied with just making sure elections take place. In that case, there will not be an “election cycle” for the next five years; instead, electoral stakeholders will be continuously responsible for disparate but critical stages of six different elections throughout the next five years. This would constitute the most overwhelming electoral schedule in Afghanistan's history. However, it is possible that there will be further delays. If so, the next three years may be relatively quiet for election stakeholders and well suited to the kind of steady electoral support recommended in this report.

While peace talks are ongoing, any intra-Afghan peace agreement that would necessitate an overhaul of the electoral or even constitutional framework could still be a long way off. Afghanistan will continue to need electoral assistance before, during, and after those talks are complete, assuming a deal is reached.

The findings, lessons, and recommendations below are intended to help Congress and the executive branch as they consider how best to support the electoral process in Afghanistan and, more generally, in unstable environments elsewhere.

**FINDINGS**

1. **Electoral security is inextricably tied to overall security, both of which are steadily deteriorating.**

   Insecurity alone is a major hurdle to widespread political participation. Since 2004, the number of planned and unexpected polling center closures on election day due to insecurity has steadily increased, reflecting a worsening security environment;
effective Taliban attacks continue to increase; insurgent activity is closely correlated with lower registration and turnout rates; and fear for personal safety and fear while voting are at record highs. On the current course, insecurity alone will increasingly undermine the legitimacy of Afghan elections.

2. Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission has always suffered and continues to suffer from weak leadership, unqualified staff, minimal accountability for fraud and malpractice, and a structure poorly suited to decision making.

To effectively prepare for and administer elections, the IEC must have certain qualities, both as an institution and at a staff level, that are in short supply. First, at the institutional level, the IEC must have the necessary structure to adequately address contentious issues. As it is, the laws, regulations, and conventions governing the IEC’s roles, responsibilities, and internal communication hinder decision making. Second, at the leadership level, the IEC needs individuals with the vision and discipline to plan for long-term success and quickly react to short-term developments. Instead, the IEC’s leadership is often paralyzed by indecision and appears unwilling to take action today in preparation for tomorrow. Third, IEC staff must have the knowledge and skills to carry out their duties. However, post-election staff purges, inexperienced leadership, corrupt hiring practices, inadequate training, and a shortage of qualified job candidates have contributed to a poorly trained and poorly motivated workforce. Fourth, even for the leaders and staff who do have the knowledge and ability to do their jobs, the IEC must have the will and ability to hold them accountable. Yet with a few notable exceptions, IEC personnel have seldom faced consequences for incompetence or fraud, despite the existence of basic legal foundations for accountability.

3. The national voter registry and the voter registration process are exceptionally vulnerable to manipulation and mismanagement that undermine the voter registry’s purpose of ensuring credible elections.

The creation of Afghanistan’s first national voter registry in 2018 was a major accomplishment and helped reduce ballot stuffing by tying voters to specific polling stations for the first time. However, problems with the registry’s implementation hindered its ability to mitigate fraud. Registering requires a voter to have a national identification card, which is easy to counterfeit, and there is no effective way to prevent or detect efforts to register with fraudulent documents. The number of registered voters is improbably high, given the population size and low turnout shortly after registering, which likely indicates registration fraud.

Malpractice and lack of transparency also undermine the credibility of the voter registry. On multiple occasions, hundreds of thousands of voters were removed from the registry under opaque circumstances. On election days in 2018 and 2019, large numbers of voters arrived at their polling station only to find themselves
unable to vote because their names did not appear on the voter lists. To avoid disenfranchising a large number of voters, the Independent Election Commission allowed some voters not on the lists to vote anyway.

4. **Afghan elections are regularly subject to fraud and manipulation through bribes, threats, or both.**

Election fraud in Afghanistan is rampant and takes many forms: Political leaders exert influence over senior election officials and, through them, lower-level staff, and election commissioners and their senior staff sell their services for financial gain. Senior election officials thus play an ambiguous role, serving variously as protectors of the process, perpetrators of fraud, illicit collaborators with senior government officials, and victims of their abuses. Fraud is also perpetrated by local powerbrokers trying to curry favor with candidates in the anticipation of a reward in the form of government contracts, jobs, or payoffs. It is difficult to detect and prove fraud, and even harder to reduce it. Anti-fraud measures are often co-opted to perpetrate more fraud, and even successful fraud mitigation can end up suppressing legitimate votes, sometimes in ways that favor one group over another.

5. **Afghanistan’s electoral dispute resolution process consistently suffers from political manipulation, incompetence, and a lack of transparency.**

The transparent resolution of disputes is a critical safeguard for ensuring an election’s credibility. However, Afghanistan does not have a credible dispute resolution process. The Electoral Complaints Commission is overwhelmed. Its provincial offices are weak, vulnerable to political influence, and operate with little oversight. ECC officials are unable to make decisions quickly and rarely justify or share them with the public, and referrals for and prosecution of electoral crimes is minimal. Similarly, upon receiving ECC rulings, the IEC rarely justifies or publicizes its own decisions on which votes to ultimately exclude.

These problems are both a cause and an effect of a worrying trend: Election fraud is increasingly centralized in the dispute resolution process at the provincial and central headquarters, where fraudsters can have the biggest impact for the least effort, as well as the fewest witnesses and the thickest smokescreen. Chaos and malpractice in the central and provincial electoral bodies in the resolution of disputes creates ideal conditions for both election commissions to make changes to the results, and since there is no expectation of transparency, perpetrators can commit fraud with impunity. As a result, the process that is supposed to rout out fraud is, instead, when some of its most potent forms occur.
6. **Technology has not improved the credibility of Afghan elections, but has merely added another means of contesting them.**
The 2018 and 2019 elections showed the Afghan government was unable to use technology to improve the credibility of its elections. Despite this, both the government and political parties have sought to continue and even expand the use of technology. Though it did reduce ballot box stuffing, election technology created new vulnerabilities to the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections. In 2018, the IEC adopted election technology less than a month before election day, leading to several failures. In 2019, it failed to follow its own procedures for determining how data collected by biometric devices would be used to invalidate ballots, creating opportunities to contest the election. The use of technology in Afghan elections is not inherently problematic, but political and technical challenges are likely to recur if each election continues to feature new, poorly understood, and untested technology.

7. **In their efforts to identify electoral fraud and malpractice, election observation organizations face significant obstacles, particularly insecurity, inadequate funding and training, and insufficient oversight to address corruption among their own observers.**

Election observers can increase the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections by publicizing electoral fraud and malpractice. However, their efforts are hindered in several ways. Observers are often intimidated, co-opted, or are themselves corrupt. Insecurity often makes polling centers inaccessible to observers, and even when observers are present, powerbrokers with a stake in the election often coerce them into falsifying reports and ignoring irregularities. Sometimes observers submit false reports because the observers are for sale or are otherwise unreliable. In addition, election officials rarely share with observers the critical information necessary for them to detect fraud, like which polling stations will be open on election day. Funding for observation organizations and candidate agents is insufficient or comes too late, which leads to poor training. As a result, evidentiary standards in observer reporting are inadequate, often making their reports useless for the electoral dispute resolution process.

8. **Donors make their electoral assistance less effective by being too cautious in their engagement with Afghan counterparts, by overemphasizing technical issues, and by focusing assistance around election day rather than throughout Afghanistan’s five-year electoral cycle.**

Most problems with Afghanistan’s electoral process cannot be blamed on poor donor assistance, but donors make their assistance less effective in several ways. First, to avoid the appearance of meddling in an election, donors often err on the side of caution and miss opportunities to provide proactive solutions to problems—such as advising election commissions on how to find and hire professional civil servants. This forces them to intervene reactively (and sometimes controversially)
after an election goes poorly—such as helping broker power-sharing agreements between candidates. Second, because donors are so careful about proactively intervening in elections, they wind up devoting excessive attention to technical problems. Third, the reason donors need to address so many technical problems is because they provide financial assistance so late in the electoral process that technical problems proliferate, requiring troubleshooting. Donors tend to wait until the final months before an election to ramp up support. At that point, it is too late to build electoral institutions with the capacity to credibly manage an election. The current donor assistance model is effective enough to ensure that elections happen, but not enough to address recurring problems that end up calling the credibility of elections into question.

LESSONS
The following lessons are meant to inform how the U.S. government provides electoral assistance in Afghanistan and in fragile and conflict-affected countries around the world.

1. **Election cycles are continuous processes that require constant donor engagement and support.**

   Donors focusing on the short-term goal of simply holding an election can miss opportunities to build the capacity of the electoral institutions and processes needed to sustain a credible election process once donor support ends. Donor support for elections tends to align with the rhythm of each country’s election cycle: The closer the election is on the horizon, the more donors spend supporting it. When the election is over, donors understandably want to shift priorities to address areas that had been neglected while elections took up so much of their time.

   However, disengaging from electoral support, particularly in Afghanistan, can affect the long-term development of the election process and the electoral management bodies that implement and oversee that process. Elections require years of work by numerous government agencies, civil society organizations, and political parties conducting backwards planning and responding to unpredictable events in concert. The first half of most Afghan electoral cycles is often the time when such efforts would be most helpful. During this time, donors can support Afghan efforts to draft strategic and operational plans, reform the voter registry, hire and train competent staff, develop a framework for using election technology, create an effective and transparent dispute resolution process, and ensure that the electoral process is monitored by independent and competent election observers.

2. **Fraud is an ever-evolving target that cannot be eliminated, only reduced.**

   Electoral fraud mitigation in fragile and conflict-affected states is a task that never ends. If fraud is mitigated in one part of the process, it tends to pop up again in
another part. Even anti-fraud measures themselves can be hijacked to create a new kind of fraud, and strengthening one part of the process is of limited value when other parts remain vulnerable to fraud.

Anti-fraud measures can help, but they can also be unhelpful or even counterproductive when they are poorly implemented. Malpractice in implementing anti-fraud measures can mask or even enable fraud. Malpractice can also have the same impact as fraud by disenfranchising voters and delegitimizing the election, making it appear rigged even if progress is being made to bolster its integrity.

Even well-conceived and properly rolled out anti-fraud measures will not prevent fraudsters from finding weak links in the electoral process. Such measures can only reduce the prevalence of fraud, and only gradually, as more links in the chain are strengthened. To prevent fraud entirely, fraudsters must be motivated to stop. That motivation is possible with a combination of accountability for electoral crimes and increased faith that deterrence applies equally to one’s opponents.

3. **Without transparency, measures to reduce fraud will be insufficient.**

A lack of transparency not only serves to conceal fraud in the electoral process, it can enable fraud on a much larger scale. Withholding information about how electoral bodies address complaints or exclude votes on a case-by-case basis allows corrupt or coerced officials to commit fraud without leaving a trace. Until transparency in the adjudication process is given as much attention as fraud mitigation at polling centers, election results risk being perceived as illegitimate, even if fraud is actually decreasing.

Transparency is not an election attribute created in the weeks after election day; it is created over years, as electoral bodies create step-by-step procedures for evaluating complaints and discrepancies, share these processes with the public, and demonstrate that the steps were followed after election day by making detailed justifications of all complaints and auditable election data available to the public.

4. **The use of election technology can exacerbate rather than reduce fraud or malpractice, especially if it is introduced hastily and without forethought and planning.**

In an election, particularly one with minimal transparency, poorly implemented technologies only create more questions about the legitimacy of election results. As one international official observed, election technology “brings more confidence where there is already confidence, but it doesn’t increase trust in an environment where there is none.”1259 In the 2018 and 2019 elections, weak and hasty planning undermined the use of technology: Instead of reducing fraud, election technology became the new basis upon which to contest the election. Yet when technology
failed to protect the integrity of the 2018 election, the solution was simply to add more technology, not more planning.

5. **The capacity and integrity of election officials are critical components of an election’s credibility and merit significant donor attention.**

The public’s perception of an election’s credibility can determine the extent to which a government is perceived to be legitimate. The officials who manage, oversee, and adjudicate elections have a direct impact on election credibility. Those officials should be particularly skilled at communication, planning, and program management. Election officials also require a combination of technical expertise and a commitment to transparency that can be hard to find in many countries.

Unfortunately, many election officials are not reliable stewards of the process or advocates for reform; they are the problem. The same election officials entrusted to address corruption in the electoral process may use their positions to commit fraud. Donors should not focus all their efforts on the short-term goals of just holding an election, but on the more fundamental and long-term goal of building credible election institutions staffed by competent and trustworthy officials.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The elusive prospect of a peace settlement in Afghanistan complicates U.S. government planning for election assistance. However, any changes to the Afghan government brought by an intra-Afghan peace agreement will likely involve elections of some kind. Thus, the recommendations below are meant to serve multiple purposes: first, to improve the credibility of elections in the absence of a peace agreement; second, to inform discussions about a prospective electoral framework during intra-Afghan peace talks; and third, to help address electoral challenges likely to manifest in any post-agreement landscape.

Central to most of the recommendations is the argument that to be effective, election support efforts must start earlier in the electoral cycle. This would be a change in the way donors support nascent democracies globally. If the U.S. government engages earlier in Afghan election cycles, it would be in a stronger position to help Afghan counterparts implement their own electoral reforms. Some of those reforms are highlighted below for the Afghan government’s consideration.

**Recommendations for the Secretary of State, the Administrator of USAID, and the U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan**

1. **The Secretary of State or a suitable designee should continue to work with other donor countries through the Electoral Support Group to maintain continuous engagement with the Afghan government. Typically, this group’s engagement is significantly reduced after each election cycle, making**
electoral assistance less effective and efficient. By participating in regular Electoral Support Group meetings, the U.S. government can more effectively support Afghanistan’s democratic process throughout the country’s five-year electoral cycle—not just immediately before and during an election.

Helping Afghans build their long-term capacity and mature their election processes is more likely to happen in the first half of the five-year election cycle, when neither Afghans nor donors are scrambling to ensure an election is held. This would require donors to maintain continuous engagement with the Afghan government throughout an election cycle rather than deprioritizing support after an election to focus on other issues. This can be a challenge. The heavy workload and time required to support Afghan elections can lead to donor fatigue once those elections are over. The high turnover of Afghan election commissioners and their staff exacerbates this fatigue.

One way to ensure that donors maintain continuous engagement with the Afghan government is through the current Electoral Support Group. The Electoral Support Group consists of donor country ambassadors and their staff, and meets in Kabul to discuss political and technical challenges related to elections. This forum allows donors to exchange ideas and speak with a unified voice to the Afghan government, as they did in 2018 when they refused to purchase biometric election technology six weeks before that year’s election, correctly anticipating the operational issues that would occur if such technology were used.

The Electoral Support Group’s ability to help the Afghan government improve their electoral process is limited by the ebb and flow of interest following an election: The group meets weekly during the final year before an election but rarely earlier in the cycle, when Afghan counterparts may be struggling to implement electoral reforms and build capacity at the election commissions. SIGAR’s analysis suggests Afghan officials benefit from continuous engagement with donors to hit their election milestones and fulfill their legal obligations. The Electoral Support Group should be maintained continuously, even if only at the working level and meeting only bi-weekly or monthly. Meeting regularly encourages donors to identify political and technical priorities throughout the five-year electoral cycle, and it would prevent electoral reform and capacity building from being neglected.

2. The Administrator of USAID should direct appropriate staff to provide robust technical assistance to Afghanistan’s electoral commissions throughout the entire five-year electoral cycle—not just immediately before and during an election—to help them increase their capacity and become more sustainable.

In the typical five-year electoral cycle in Afghanistan, donors tend to cram most assistance into the final 18 months, when important preparation for election day is taking place. But just as critical are the previous three and a half years, when
reforms are considered and finalized, the capacity of the election commissions’ staff in Kabul and in the field is built, and relationships between technical advisors and election commission leadership and staff are solidified. USAID should maintain steady support for the election commissions to help avoid the loss of capacity that often follows an election.

While Afghan election commission leadership and senior staff are often fired after each election, this did not happen after the 2019 election, which provides an opportunity to build long-term institutional capacity.

Embedded technical experts are also an important part of providing support to Afghan election commissions as they navigate a complex reform process and the early development of strategic, fraud mitigation, and operational plans. In the two years after the 2014 election, the UN’s electoral assistance program had only four staff; this number ramped up to around 70 for the 2018 election and topped out at nearly 180 for the 2019 election. Instead of going from a skeleton crew during non-election periods and then ramping up staffing in election years, donors would be better served by increasing their non-election-year staffing. While it is normal and appropriate for the number of advisors and support to gradually increase throughout the cycle, that support should be substantial from the beginning, befitting a proper reform campaign.

3. The Administrator of USAID should direct all bureaus providing election assistance around the world to focus more attention on building electoral institutions over the long term, rather than simply helping those institutions prepare for imminent elections.

While Afghanistan is a compelling case study, the uneven distribution of electoral assistance highlighted in Recommendation 2 is also a critical problem for electoral support globally. For two decades, evaluations of electoral assistance in dozens of countries conducted by the United Nations, the European Commission, the UK Department for International Development, the Canadian International Development Agency, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems, the European Centre for Electoral Support, the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, and even USAID have described how heavily concentrating electoral support in the final stages of an election cycle significantly limits the effectiveness of that assistance.

As one UK analysis noted, “A consistent lesson from international experience is that a succession of short-term, event-based interventions with little continuity from one election to the next achieves few sustainable results.” For this reason, a 2006 European Commission analysis distinguishes between “election assistance” that helps the host nation prepare for election day itself and “electoral assistance” which builds credible institutions and capacity over the long term. Donors often neglect the latter around the world, so this challenge cannot be addressed in
Afghanistan alone; it requires a cultural shift across the donor community for all election assistance globally.

USAID assistance to electoral bodies should not be event-driven but more akin to the long-term capacity- and institution-building provided to normal host nation government ministries. If USAID spreads its electoral support more evenly across a country’s electoral cycle and staffs these efforts early with an eye towards capacity and electoral reforms, its assistance will be more likely to result in sustainable electoral processes.

4. The Administrator of USAID should direct appropriate staff to begin planning and designing support for domestic election observers and party and candidate agents for Afghanistan’s 2020–2025 electoral cycle as soon as possible to ensure that training and resources are available well in advance.

Election observers act as neutral monitors of the electoral process. They increase voter confidence by publicizing what they observe during voting and counting at polling centers, as well as vote aggregation, recounts, and audits at the regional and national levels. Their reports also help electoral bodies determine when certain votes must be invalidated. Party and candidate agents also deter and publicize fraud and malpractice, but without the pretense of neutrality. In Afghanistan, USAID and other donors have supported domestic observation organizations, which need funds to train and deploy their observers around the country. In contrast, donors have supported party and candidate agents through training only.

However, support for election observers and agents consistently comes too late. It was only weeks before the 2018 parliamentary election when Afghan civil society groups began receiving USAID funding to train and deploy observers and to train candidate agents. The funding came so late that USAID implementing partners had to resort to triage: Candidate agent training was deferred to the 2019 presidential election, and domestic observation groups had insufficient time to train observers on the ethical, substantive, and logistical challenges of working in polling stations across the country. The 2019 election was better, but only because it came after the funding mechanisms were already in place.

Given that late funding is a recurring issue, an electoral observation program should be designed 18 months before election day. That way, six months before election day, funds can be disbursed and observation organizations can be ready to monitor voter registration drives, candidate vetting, decisions on which polling centers will open, voting on election day, and the adjudication process afterward. As the earlier stages in that six-month period are less costly, funds could be released in tranches, giving observation organizations time to identify problems, develop deployment and staffing plans, draft and print training manuals and checklists, and properly recruit and train short-term observers.
5. **The Secretary of State and the Administrator of USAID, or their designees, should support Afghan government efforts to improve its voter registry to better ensure that legitimate voters are allowed to vote and fraudulent voters are removed.**

Voters cannot vote if they cannot both register and access polling stations. In Afghanistan, these two aspects of elections are at risk of election rigging, which can start well before election day. The national voter registry and the voter registration process are exceptionally vulnerable to manipulation and mismanagement that undermine the registry's purpose of ensuring credible elections.

The new voter registry was an important electoral reform and has the potential to mitigate substantial risks of fraud. However, the registry is not yet reliable. First, it needs quality control. With so many voters unable to find their names on voter lists in 2018 and 2019, USAID should support IEC efforts to ensure updated voter lists are properly displayed at polling stations across the country. Doing so multiple times over the course of the coming electoral cycle will give voters ample opportunity to make objections and see corrected lists at their polling centers long before election day.

Second, the registry needs anti-fraud measures. Its quality depends on the integrity of the national identification documents (tazkeras) that populate it. Using Ministry of Finance funding, the National Statistics and Information Authority is currently building a database of all 22 million paper tazkeras against which the voter registry can be automatically compared, so that voters who registered with fraudulent tazkeras can be detected and removed from the registry. Being able to make such comparisons seamlessly is a critical safeguard for the registry, so building this tazkera database properly and making it compatible with the registry would benefit from USAID's attention and support.

6. **The Secretary of State and the Administrator of USAID, or their designees, should encourage and help the Afghan government improve the use of existing election technology, rather than explore additional technological approaches to elections.** Among the necessary improvements to existing technology, the Afghan government needs help ensuring that election workers are properly trained in its use and that it does not create new opportunities for fraud.

Election technology has not had a significant impact on the credibility of Afghan elections, but has merely added another means of contesting them. The 2018 and 2019 elections showed the Afghan government was unable to use technology to improve the credibility of its elections. Despite reducing ballot box stuffing, election technology created new vulnerabilities to the transparency and credibility of Afghan elections.
The United States should support IEC efforts to refine the way it currently uses election technology at polling centers, rather than experimenting with additional technologies. Specifically, the IEC will need to focus on improving the quality of biometric voter verification and electronic transmission of results. If implemented with care and across extended timelines, these two current technologies can help mitigate fraud.

The biometric voter verification process and safeguards associated with the biometric devices have suffered conceptually and operationally due to last-minute rollout, and would greatly benefit from refinements, not innovations. Even before the 2019 election, some election stakeholders were keen to expand the use of biometrics to include a national biometric voter registry, which would commit donors to a new and costly nationwide biometric registration drive before every election. If donors have an appetite for such a long-term investment, supporting the rollout of the e-tazkera (electronic national identification card) would be more sustainable than a stand-alone biometric voter registration, and would serve the same purpose. Experts estimate that e-tazkera would likely not be ready for integration into the electoral process for at least 10 years. However, e-tazkera would have the additional advantage of granting and expanding access to various services like any national civil registry, including education, health, property ownership, justice, and credit.

Donors, Afghan election commissions, parties, and election observers should finalize a concept note at least two years before every election outlining exactly what election technology will do in the coming election and how it will do it, allowing sufficient time for operational planning, procurement, testing, and training.

7. **The Administrator of USAID should consider devoting more resources to supporting Afghanistan’s Electoral Complaints Commission to help build the confidence of voters in the fairness of the electoral dispute resolution process.**

Electoral dispute resolution is the adjudication of election-related disputes, complaints, objections, or alleged violations of the law, the most serious of which can challenge election outcomes. Effective electoral dispute resolution lends credibility to an election by serving as a peaceful means for contesting election results. In Afghanistan, the Electoral Complaints Commission is the primary body charged with resolving electoral disputes.

In the division of technical assistance resources, support to the ECC is far less than the IEC’s share. Furthermore, the ECC’s work has been especially hurt by the uneven nature of electoral assistance, highlighted in Recommendation 2. For example, the ECC received virtually no assistance from 2015 to 2017, leading to a critical loss of capacity and oversight. By 2018, the ECC was particularly unprepared for the parliamentary election and overwhelmed by the volume of
complaints. It used spreadsheets to track more than 20,000 complaints, posted very few rulings on its website, and provided almost no legal justification for its decisions to the complainants or the public. Technical solutions, including a complaints database, were created with donor support in 2014, abandoned when support dried up, and then re-implemented at great cost in 2019. Even in 2019, spreadsheets were used yet again because provincial ECC officials lacked the capacity and even email addresses to use the new database.1264

The insufficient support manifests in personnel allocations as well. During the 2019 election, there were 87 UN advisors embedded with the electoral bodies—42 international and 45 Afghan. Of these, only eight international advisors and two Afghan advisors were embedded with the ECC. The rest were assigned to the IEC.1265

Despite the relative neglect of the ECC, SIGAR found that the most harmful fraud is migrating from the polling center level to the more centralized dispute resolution process led by the ECC. Therefore, the balance between IEC and ECC technical assistance would benefit from shifting somewhat toward the ECC to ensure the adjudication process is more transparent and credible at a time when the ECC’s work is increasingly vulnerable.

Matters for Consideration for the Afghan Government
After most Afghan election cycles, the leadership teams of both election commissions are usually fired for fraud and malpractice. The commissions are then unproductive for a year or more as the government scrambles to rebuild them. After the latest election cycle, however, the leaders of the two election commissions have survived for the first time and remain in their jobs. This puts them in the unique position of being able to engage early in the coming election cycle and implement electoral reforms before ramping up for the next parliamentary election in 2023. Even if this benefit is offset by government-wide challenges imposed by COVID-19, this opportunity should not be wasted. To improve their ability to prepare for, administer, and adjudicate elections, Afghanistan’s election commissions should consider:

1. Identifying the specific reforms to be undertaken in the coming election cycle, how they will be prioritized and implemented, and contingencies for when compromises must be made on the number and quality of those reforms;
2. Strictly abiding by the civil service commission testing criteria when recruiting new election commission staff to prevent corrupt hiring practices;
3. Drawing on the experiences of other developing countries that have recently undergone democratic transitions and held credible elections in the face of considerable constraints, including Tunisia, Nepal, and Bangladesh;
4. Building a database of the country’s 22 million tazkeras (identification cards) that can be automatically cross-verified with the voter registry to weed out fraudulent registrations;
5. Improving the quality of the voter registry by ensuring voters have enough time to confirm their information at polling centers, ideally both before and after each voter registration drive;

6. Committing to full transparency in the dispute resolution process by publishing every decision of the election commissions—the IEC, ECC, and their provincial offices—including legal justifications, on a publicly available government website;

7. Establishing provincial electoral complaints commissions one month before candidate and voter registration, in accordance with the 2019 Election Law;

8. Improving its use of existing electoral technology, including biometric voter verification and the new voter registry, rather than adopting any new technology which requires significant resources and attention to implement;

9. Making public the list of polling centers that are planned to open at least a week before every election day;

10. Sharing election data with observers immediately following an election, including a breakdown of the number of voters at each open polling station, spoiled ballots, biometrically verified votes, and votes excluded or invalidated by the IEC or ECC. (A full list of these information requirements is available on p. 142.)

And finally, the Afghan government at large should consider:

11. Refraining from actions that could influence the decision making of electoral commissions, is by every electoral law and decree since 2004;

12. Prosecuting government officials and others involved in election and tazkera fraud, and publicly releasing details about convictions and sentences for all recent and future prosecutions related to elections;

13. Retaining the role of political parties and civil society organizations in the selection of leaders of election commissions, as well as input into the selection of provincial commissions, for all future elections.
SIGAR conducts its lessons learned program under the authority of Public Law 110-181 and the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended. This report was completed in accordance with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency’s Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General (commonly referred to as “the Blue Book”). These standards require that we carry out our work with integrity, objectivity, and independence, and provide information that is factually accurate and reliable. SIGAR’s lessons learned reports are broad in scope and based on a wide range of source material. To achieve the goal of high quality and to help ensure our reports are factually accurate and reliable, the reports are subject to extensive review by subject matter experts and relevant U.S. government agencies.

The elections research team drew upon a wide array of sources. Much of the team’s documentary research focused on publicly available material, including reports by USAID, State, DOD, and coalition partner nations, as well as congressional testimony. These official sources were complemented by hundreds of nongovernmental sources, including books, think tank reports, journal articles, press reports, academic...
studies, election observation reports, and analytical reports by international and advocacy organizations.

The research team also benefited from SIGAR’s access to material that is not publicly available, including hundreds of documents provided by U.S. government agencies. USAID provided election program reporting, program evaluations and notes, observer deployment plans and analysis, staffing plans, technical assessments and feasibility studies, meeting notes, electoral integrity assessments, and program funding data. DOD provided Afghan government electoral security plans and after-action reports.

From various sources, the research team also received a considerable volume of Afghan government documents related to the planning and execution of the 2018 and 2019 elections, including strategic and operational plans, capacity-building plans, demographic data, biometric contracts and deployment plans, concept notes, polling center locations and statuses, election turnout data and returns, operating procedures and manuals for polling stations and tally centers, lessons learned documents, timelines, ECC adjudication rulings, IEC vote exclusions and other decisions, and internal communications between the electoral bodies and other government stakeholders. Among these documents, the elections team discovered evidence of possible electoral crimes by a number of government officials and candidates, which the team referred to SIGAR’s Investigations Directorate for consideration as a law enforcement matter.

Classified cables provided helpful context; however, as an unclassified document, this report makes no use of that material. Finally, the team also drew from SIGAR’s own work, embodied in its audits and quarterly reports to the Congress.

While the documentary evidence tells a story, it cannot substitute for the experience, knowledge, and wisdom of people involved in Afghanistan’s electoral process. Therefore, the research team interviewed more than 100 individuals with direct knowledge of U.S. efforts to support Afghan elections. Interviews were conducted with U.S. and international experts from academia, think tanks, NGOs, and government entities; U.S. and European civilian and military officials (both current and former) who deployed to Afghanistan to support elections; Afghan election observation organizations supported by USAID; and other personnel from State, USAID, and DOD. The team also interviewed more than 50 current and former Afghan officials, members of parliament, and candidates.

Interviews provided valuable insights into the rationale behind decisions, the debates within and between U.S. and Afghan government agencies, and the frustrations that spanned the years, but often remained unwritten. Due in part to the politically sensitive nature of Afghan elections, a majority of the interviewees wished to remain anonymous. For those still working for the U.S. or Afghan governments, confidentiality was particularly important. To preserve anonymity, our interviews often cite a “former U.S. official,” an “implementing partner,” or an “Afghan election official.” We conducted in-person interviews in Kabul, New York, and Washington, DC.
Conducting interviews on such a sensitive topic also requires additional safeguards to validate the quality of the collected information. Many Afghan officials, candidates, election observers, and even donor officials have vested interests and, sometimes, axes to grind. Some of our interviewees were fired from their positions, were angry about lost bureaucratic battles, or recognized that our conclusions might leave them better or worse off. These dynamics can motivate our interviewees to try to distort or filter their perspectives, perhaps knowingly. To the best of our ability, we sought to understand the personal and professional histories of our election interviewees and triangulated their claims with other interviews and source documents to minimize the risk of being misled.

The report underwent an extensive process of peer review. We received feedback on the draft report from three subject matter experts, each with extensive knowledge of elections in Afghanistan. These reviewers provided thoughtful, detailed comments on the report, which we incorporated whenever possible.

Over the course of this study, the team routinely engaged with officials at USAID, State, and DOD to familiarize them with our preliminary findings, lessons, and recommendations and to solicit formal and informal feedback to improve our understanding of the key issues, as viewed by each agency. USAID, State, and DOD were then given an opportunity to formally review and comment on a draft of the report. State and USAID were also given an opportunity to review and comment on two subsequent drafts. Although we incorporated agencies’ comments where appropriate, the analysis, conclusions, and recommendations of this report remain SIGAR’s own.

In comments on the draft, State and USAID argued that the report was too focused on Afghanistan’s first six elections, without sufficient coverage of the most recent 2019 presidential election and its aftermath. They argued that the improvements they describe in 2019 were so substantial as to change the overall findings of the report. They wrote: “The report compares the 2019 Presidential Election to past elections as if they were conducted in the same manner. Likewise, there is little analysis on the 2019 election and instead a general assumption that all problems pre-2019 rolled over to the presidential election.”

While the report has less coverage of the 2019 election than previous elections, the preparation, execution, and dispute resolution period of this election are covered in detail, as are the improvements seen in 2019. Moreover, SIGAR found that the improvements—mainly the reduction of fraud at polling centers—were usually offset by new problems. Furthermore, publishing now has the benefit of informing ongoing donor deliberations about the structure and cost of assistance for the coming election cycle.
# ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAN</td>
<td>Afghanistan Analysts Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCRA</td>
<td>Afghanistan Central Civil Registration Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDSF</td>
<td>Afghan National Defense and Security Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVV</td>
<td>Biometric Voter Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPPS</td>
<td>Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGD</td>
<td>Center for Global Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Electoral Complaints Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDR</td>
<td>Electoral Dispute Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECT</td>
<td>Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETWA</td>
<td>Election and Transparency Watch Organization of Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEFA</td>
<td>Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>Independent Election Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IED</td>
<td>Improvised explosive device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFES</td>
<td>International Foundation for Electoral Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS-K</td>
<td>Islamic State – Khorasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEMB</td>
<td>Joint Electoral Management Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and Evaluation Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOI</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSIA</td>
<td>National Statistics and Information Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGAR</td>
<td>Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFA</td>
<td>Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMA</td>
<td>UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>UN Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESP</td>
<td>UN Electoral Support Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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